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The very basic core of a man’s living spirit is 
his passion for adventure. The joy of life comes 
from our encounters with new experiences, and 

hance there is no greater joy than to have an 
endlessly changing horizon, for each day to 

have a new and different sun. 

CHRIS MCCANDLESS
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The VOC means a great deal to me. I joined the club as 
soon as I got to UBC and it helped me survive my first year as an 
undergrad. I remember walking into the clubroom after a difficult 
exam and meeting Roland Burton for the first time sitting on one 
of the old couches. He put his hand between the couch cushions 
and pulled out a twenty-dollar bill and said that the VOC is a club 
that runs on trust and honesty. Since that day, I have watched the 
VOC coordinate and lead some spectacular projects, not perfectly 
or elegantly but in its unique VOC style. It often accomplishes 
more than any student club could ever be expected to. The VOC’s 
amazing community of people and its unique accepting culture 
create a space for people to learn new skills, try out new activities, 
and break stereotypes. Although initially somewhat intimidating, 
the club gives people the opportunity to explore places and push 
themselves in ways they might never have imagined. I learned to 
ski with the VOC. It was the exhilaration of learning this chal-
lenging new skill with the support of such a great community that 
inspired me to stay involved and teach others, which I continue to 

President’s Message 

ByCassandraElphinstone
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do nearly eight years later. 
It would be an understatement to say this year (starting in 

March for the VOC exec) was an unusual one. It began, after all, 
with a global pandemic and the first major decision by the new 
VOC exec was to cancel all trips! I am not sure this has ever hap-
pened before in the club’s hundred-year history. It is remarkable 
that a club like ours that thrives on outdoor trips and meeting in 
groups has managed through these challenging times. Our acro-
nym is now used to describe a so-called “Variant Of Concern” for 
the COVID-19 virus. Back last January, who would have guessed 
any of this could have happened.

Members have stepped up and embraced unusual projects 
that cropped up throughout the year. The exec has dealt with end-
less matters of policy and bureaucracy fighting for continued trail 
and hut access. The Black Lives Matter movement inspired the 
VOC to create the Inclusivity, Diversity, Equity and Accessibil-
ity group (IDEA).  MEC (Mountain Equipment Co-op, founded 
many years ago by VOCers) went bankrupt and was taken over 
by an American company. The failure of the co-op reminded me 
again of the precious and at times fragile nature of the trust and 
honesty on which the VOC relies. 

I want to thank everyone who helped the club this year! 
This was not a normal year and VOCers exceeded my expecta-
tions in their flexibility to adapt to the forever changing restric-
tions and lock downs. I have heard that the club survives on the 
four Cs: competence, culture, community and communication. We 
did not run as many trips, have as many members or even get out-
side as much as many of us might have liked. However, I thank 
you for sticking together and finding ways to maintain the strength 
of the club’s 4Cs. 

A big thank you to the people who have held the club to-
gether this past year. Here is a partial list of people who have as-
sisted me and the club in this difficult time:

• Abbi for organizing Rock Party with COVID restrictions so 
members could learn how to rock climb. A huge effort spread 
out across many trips and groups.
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• Andrew, Haley and Declan for attending endless discussions 
and political work with FLNRORD, BC Parks, and FMCBC 
Rec and Con committee as well as for coordinating a number 
of summer workhikes.

• Andrew and Temma for the detailed coordination (2 locations 
and much planning) that allowed us to run glacier school 
during the pandemic.

• Birgit for updating the VOC songbook and emptying the 
Brew outhouse before it broke.

• Declan for organizing the major summer workhike to Phelix 
that installed a place to store wood under the hut and fixed 
the outhouse.

• Haley for strongly advocating for the ploughing of the Rub-
ble Creek road (from organizing VOCers to get out and 
shovel the road to writing to their MLAs) and getting the club 
access to BC Park’s canoes for crossing Garibaldi Lake in the 
summer.

• Isaac for running endless trips during a summer filled with 
pandemic restrictions, posting beautiful trip reports and get-
ting newer members keen on the club.

• Jeff for not only building a new Brew outhouse for under 
$2000 and carrying the supplies and materials up on foot but 
also for making detailed bridge designs for a new footbridge 
across Roe Creek.

• Julia for successfully making this journal in a year where 
trips were very restricted and designing all the laminated 
signs at our huts. 

• Joe for running Zoom sessions early in the pandemic that 
brought the VOC community together virtually.

• Melissa for encouraging beginners to get out on trips, posting 
lots of trips and trip reports.

• Melissa and Jacob for working on updating the VOC website.
• Niasha, Lucy, Joe, Gabrielle, Alia, Melissa, Dan, Safder and 

Alastair for taking on the enormous project of a diversity 
committee and getting it off the ground

• Quartermasters (Jess, Hannah, Brodie, Gabby, Natalie and 
Diego) for finding ways to rent gear with COVID restric-
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tions, answering the huge number of requests for gear during 
the pandemic and applying for grants to fund new gear

• Rob for dealing with all the changes to membership that were 
required as a result of COVID.

• Roland for collecting cash at his house early in the pandemic, 
answering info emails, buying supplies for all the huts, teach-
ing people on workhikes, entertaining us all with his newslet-
ter the Daily Virus, and designing the solar lighting that we 
will install at Phelix.

• Ross for patiently emptying yet another outhouse (Phelix), 
helping on workhikes at Phelix, Burton and Harrison, and lis-
tening to endless VOC discussions and committee meetings 
on Zoom

• Seton for organizing a large and successful Jared Stanley Me-
morial lecture on Zoom and for sharing his knowledge of the 
chainsaw while removing trees obstructing the Harrison trail

• Shuyu and John for coming out to several workhikes, teach-
ing people and keeping our huts and trails in good shape.

• Tereza, Geena and Maria for providing updates to our mem-
bership on COVID restrictions and upcoming trips as well 
as keeping the VOCene and our social media positive and 
hopeful during the lockdowns.

• Tom for driving and helping on endless workhikes (more 
than 10 this year), printing and making the maps for our huts, 
and fixing the club’s gear and tools with me.

• Vanny for accepting all the membership fee e-transfers in her 
personal bank account.

• Vincent for building a new and much improved huts registra-
tion page, organizing the annual Brew wood hauling trip and 
emptying the Brew outhouse.

And finally, for the many people who helped the club 
this year by taking a leap of faith by joining in the middle of the 
pandemic, helping on workhikes, leading trips, passing skills on 
to newer members and finding new ways to get outside in this 
strange year! 
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A couple of weeks ago I was on walk with Haley Foladare, 
during which I told her about all the agonizing high stakes deci-
sions that being journal editor entails, such as what font to use for 
the cover. In between my ranting about the journal she said some-
thing about how the club is centered around storytelling. 

I’ve heard many people try to explain what the VOC is, 
but I think storytelling is a central and often overlooked part of the 
club because it’s so present in everything we do.

We tell stories all the time. We’ve told them for years in the 
journals and in the centennial book. We tell them in the obvious 
places, like the slideshows and trip reports. We also tell them on 
drives up the Sea to Sky and on boring exhausting slogs just to 
pass the time. We tell them while shivering around our stoves and 
we tell them while watching sunrises from our sleeping bags. We 
tell stories about that bushwhacking epic from last summer, about 
our first VOC trip, about that time we learned about type 2 fun, 
and about the day we learned how to ski. We tell stories of sum-
mits, injuries, traverses, sufferfests, delicious meals, gong shows, 

Editor’s Note 
ByJuliaRamosBujalil
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bear encounters and everything else we find when we go outside. 
For me, the clubroom used to be the hub of all that story-

telling. I would sit on that ugly striped couch in between classes 
and hear all about who did what that weekend. If it was a Thurs-
day or Friday I would hear all about the stories that were about to 
happen. Sometimes someone would pull out an old book and we’d 
read the stories of what previous generations of VOCers did on the 
weekends. 

When the pandemic started I was worried that it would 
irreparably destroy whatever it is that makes the VOC what it is. 
I was afraid that the stories would get lost in the distance. I was 
afraid that we would stop telling them and that there wouldn’t be 
new people to hear them. With every month that goes on I wonder 
what will emerge when we’re allowed to adventure together again. 
In my moments of pessimism I was scared that if things went on 
for too long there would be no one left to remember Rock Party 
(my first VOC trip), or table bouldering at the AGM (at this point 
we’ve had two Covid AGMs), skinny dipping challenges or any 
of the things that in my mind are an essential element of the club.  

For me, this journal is an attempt to capture all the stories 
that I want the club to hold onto fiercely. Maybe I can’t describe its 
“essence” in a couple of sentences but I can put together all these 
beautiful stories to make sure they get told. More than anything, I 
want the club to remember the spirit of adventure that leads us to 
do dumb things in incredible places powered by  the strength of 
our own bodies. This year has been scary and intense at times, but 
when this is over I want the club to remember the lighthearted joy 
and sillines that has always been part of the VOC. 

In the past the journal has been a way to preserve the club’s 
culture and legacy. Today that issue feels more pressing than ever. 
Don’t stop telling your stories. And go out and get some new ones. 
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It only had to do with how it felt to be in 
the wild. With what it was like to walk for 
miles for no reason other than to witness 
the accumulation of trees and meadows, 

mountains and deserts, streams and 
rocks, rivers and grasses, sunrises and 
sunsets. The experience was powerful 

and fundamental. It seemed to me that it 
had always felt like this to be a human in 
the wild, and as long as the wild existed 

it would always feel this way.

CHERYL STRAYED, 
Wild
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Participants: Diego Adleson, Cassandra Berno
 
This trip begins right after the first online baby shower I 

have ever attended. My family, scattered across the globe, joined 
a Zoom call to welcome the latest member into the family. This 
occurred during the summer of 2020 when COVID-19 was in full 
swing. In-person gatherings and air travel had become controver-
sial. My family adapted and had an online baby shower. I had to 
excuse myself early from the Zoom meeting since Cassandra and 
I had a ferry to catch. We got on the 11:00am ferry that left Port 
McNeill towards Sointula on Malcolm Island.

 Once in Sointula we walked by some funny-look-
ing houses. Apparently Sointula is famous for its eccentric homes. 
Then, since I believe the best way to get to know a place is by 
learning about the people who lived there and died there, we vis-
ited the local cemetery. Most of the people buried there had inter-
esting last names, like; Korhonen, Virtanen, Kurikka, etc. It turns 

Trip to Malcolm Island
ByDiegoAdleson
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out Sointula was established over 100 years ago by Finnish immi-
grants. The town to this day maintains its Finnish heritage.

 Talking to the friendly locals, we heard about an 
old coming-of-age ritual. Apparently, when a kid in Sointula turns 
14 he has to circumnavigate the island with only a pack of match-
es and a knife. There are hut(s?) hidden around the island for the 
kids to stay during their voyage. Cassandra and I were keen to find 
at least one of these huts, but the locals we talked to either didn’t 
know or didn’t want to tell us where to find these huts. We also 
learned that before the Finns arrived, First Nations lived here and 
left their mark, quite literally, on the island. On the northernmost 
tip of the island, on Lizard’s tip, there is a rock with a hieroglyph 
carved onto it. Not knowing where the huts were and having a 
vague idea of where the hieroglyph was, we decided to set off in a 
search of the hieroglyph.

We followed some old forest roads. They were so narrow 
that they gave my car a new “alder paint job.” After a while we 
arrived at what you could almost call a trailhead. The trail, which 
was a very old overgrown forest road, was marked for the most 
part by empty Kokanee beers hanging off of branches. On our 
way we came across two locals that were drinking beers. Were 
they the unsung heroes who had marked the trail for us? We will 
never know.

  We continued down this old overgrown road for 
a while. It got denser and denser around us by the meter. Finally 
it was no longer a trail but rather a tunnel of greenness. The veg-
etation had grown so much that it went up and around the path. 
You had to duck to make your way through. Finally, we exited 
this tunnel and entered a second-generation beautiful forest. The 
forest floor was covered in a sea of salal and beautiful hemlocks 
and cedars were everywhere. In the distance we saw a hut. We 
had unexpectedly come across one of the huts we had heard about 
earlier. Or so we think we did. It was a really nice rustic hut.

At this point what was left of a trail was completely gone. 
We tried to continue walking north through the forest but we had 
just gone a few meters from the hut when the salal got so dense 
and tall that not even the most experienced VOCers would be able 
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to walk through. We headed towards the beach. We found our way 
down a little cliff and continued walking on the beach, where we 
were no longer protected by the forest and the wind blew relent-
lessly.  In front of us we could see Queen Charlotte Strait and be-
yond, massive, remote, snowy peaks on the mainland. Was one of 
those mountains Mount Waddington? Maybe, but unlikely.

We finally made it to Lizard’s point. A bit to the east of 
Lizard’s point there was a lovely little bay protected from the 
westward wind. It was somewhere around here where the hiero-
glyph should have been found. We looked for it. Couldn’t find 
it. We found a really nice camping spot on the beach. We started 
a fire, had dinner, saw a beautiful humpback whale with snowy 
peaks in the background and enjoyed the sunset. Right before we 
went to bed we noticed that the sea level was rising. Our tent was 
originally far away from the water but now the sea was rapidly 
approaching (later when I was back in service I looked at the tide 
tables and learned that that night was very high tide). We moved 
our tent in a hurry to a less aesthetically-pleasing spot in the forest, 
but sheltered from the high tide. 

 We had a great time. If anyone goes to the North 
Island I recommend you visit Sointula.

PC: Diego Adleson
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Participants: Alastair White, Kate Godlien, Megan Kinley, Ian 
White, Taoya Schaefer

There is a very recognizable peak that rises above Inver-
mere. I saw it out my living room window every day growing up. 
Its peak rears up above its neighbours, bare stone sides reaching 
high. Its crown is a long, flat ridge. Everyone in Invermere knows 
exactly which mountain you mean when you say “Chisel Peak” 
despite that not actually being its official name on maps. On maps 
it is called Indian Head Mountain, but I didn’t even know that un-
til only a few years ago. Because of its highly prominent position 
on Invermere’s horizon, I had wanted to hike it for years before I 
finally got around to doing it in the summer of 2018. While I was 
on its summit, I had looked at the long ridgeline stretching away 
north from Chisel towards another one of Invermere’s most pop-
ular hikes, Pedley Pass. I had also heard from a few sources that 
this ridge could be followed for a relatively easy, if rather long day 
scrambling traverse between the two mountains. Following that 

Chisel Peak to Pedley Pass 
Ridge Traverse

July 18, 2020

ByAlastairWhite
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2018 summer, however, I did not return to Invermere for a sum-
mer until the pandemic this year caused my co-op to fall through 
and brought me back to Invermere, for lack of anywhere else to go 
or anywhere else to work. This pandemic summer at home with 
only part time work afforded a rare opportunity for me to finally 
do some of those trips that I had been scheming about for years but 
never had the time for. 

Kate Godlien and I ran a shuttle the night before our trip 
to leave my truck at the Pedley Pass trailhead. The original plan 
was to then run the other half of the shuttle to pick up the vehicle 
left at the Chisel Peak trailhead either in the evening after the tra-
verse, or the following morning. However, my parents, Ian White 
and Taoya Schaefer, decided that they would like to hike Chisel 
Peak again because they had last done it about 20 years prior. It 
worked out in our favour because we could all drive together to 
the trailhead, scramble up Chisel together, but then while Kate, 
Megan Kinley, and I continued along the ridge, my parents would 
turn back and drive the trailhead vehicle home. I owe them a big 
thank you for that. 

We knew the day would be long, so we left before sunrise. 
The access road to Chisel is rough and what is described as a 45 
minute drive in the Hikes Around Invermere book is now closer 
to two hours because the old road is getting more and more rutted 
and rough with each passing season. When I hiked Chisel in 2018 
I could still get my parent’s old Jeep through a major washout 
about 2 km short of the trailhead. I cannot say that it was good for 
the vehicle, but I got through it. This time there was no way that 
we could get the Jeep through that same washout. The sides of the 
washout were steep and deep, and not in the good way that we like 
snow to be steep and deep. We only needed one look at it to know 
that this was where we park to start the hike. 

The hike was everything a hike should be: pleasant, cool, 
beautiful, and with good company. Megan is a biologist, which 
always leads to fun hikes because she knows all the plants. A 
highlight was a spotted saxifrage that she noticed. The weath-
er was perfect. A clear blue sky stretched above us and perfect 
fluffy white clouds drifted lazily along. A gentle breeze kept us 
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cool, while the sun softly kissed our skin. It was one of those days 
where everything lines up perfectly. 

The summit of Chisel Peak is a scramble, but nothing 
too extreme. The rocks are not as loose as a lot of other Rockies 
scrambles, and the route is neither particularly steep nor narrow. 
The summit ridge affords expansive views in all directions. 

To the south, we looked over the Fairmont Range, west 
over the Columbia valley and Lake Windermere. Eastward we 
saw the Kootenay Valley and to the northeast Mount Assiniboine 
reared its majestic, snow clad head. We signed the summit registry 
stashed in an old jar jammed into the base of the summit cairn and 
paused for lunch round one. After lunch, Ian and Taoya turned 
around and went back down the south ridge of Chisel Peak and 
Megan, Kate, and I continued past the end of the summit ridge 
onto the north ridge. 

There was some difficulty when we thought we could cut 
below a little subpeak to avoid having to climb up and over it, 
but that turned out to be wrong and we had to backtrack and go 
up and over that subpeak. The ridge narrowed to nearly a knife’s 
edge in places, but for the most part, it was easy scrambling. We 
paused for lunch rounds two and three in soft, grassy areas to en-
joy the stunning views, vibrant alpine wildflowers, and pleasant 
sunshine. We crossed an unnamed, but significant peak that was 
definitely the most challenging part of the scramble. There was no 
particularly obvious route to the top, and then the descent down 
its far side proved to be the most exposed, loose section of the 
whole ridgeline. That section was passed without incident and we 
continued up the broad flanks of Mt. Aeneas which stands above 
Pedley Pass. 

We did not choose the most direct or easiest route down to 
Pedley Pass from the summit of Mt. Aeneas. We ended up scree 
skiing down a particularly loose slope, followed by some excel-
lent boot skiing down some long residual snow patches. Once at 
the bottom of those slopes, we could see where we should have 
come down and filed away that information for future use. From 
there we had a good trail to follow back down Pedley Pass, past 
the remains of a large avalanche from the previous winter, and 
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back to the truck that we had left at that trailhead the night before. 
Our car-to-car time was a little over 12 hours, of which, 

according to Kate’s Strava, a little under eight was moving time. 
We certainly could have done it more quickly, but we saw no rea-
son to rush when we were having such a lovely time, such nice 
weather, and long hours of daylight. The well-deserved victory 
beers we left in the car were warm from sitting in the sun warmed 
truck all day, but tasted divine. Everything came together to make 
this trip one of the most enjoyable, fun day trips I have done in a 
very long time, and I cannot recommend that ridge traverse highly 
enough for anyone who finds themselves in the Invermere area in 
the future. 
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Participants: Elliott, Emily, and Aleksi Skierszkan

With our baby boy Aleksi, born on March 7th 2020, our life 
took quite a shift. Although the work-from-home regime imposed 
by covid has had benefits for my involvement in baby care, it has 
also come with a big mental load associated with juggling work 
and a crying newborn side-by-side. As a colleague mentioned in 
jest by email, “Family time is now quantity over quality”. Any-
ways, it has been taxing enough that I decided to take a week off 
and spend some time outside.

We decided to hike, coincidentally starting on Father’s 
Day (my first), along the 47 km Juan de Fuca trail over five days. 
This location was ideal for all sorts of reasons. There are numer-
ous entries and exit points, if things weren’t working out. It’s a 
nice length for a multi-day introductory baby hiking trip, and I felt 
confident enough that even with time required for play, diapering, 
longer camp setup/takedown times, and heavier packs, we could 
reasonably expect to cover the required 9.4 km per day over five 

Baby Hiking the Juan de Fuca
June 21-25, 2020

ByElliottSkierszkan
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days. Also, staying by the coast would mean we would always be 
close to water, a key ingredient when hiking with a smiling and 
adorable little pee/poo/vomit producer.

We set off to Vancouver Island and stayed in an AirBnB 
near Sooke on June 20th, which was a great investment because 
Aleksi cried the entire drive from Swartz Bay, and it allowed us 
to start fresh on June 21st. Even though the Juan de Fuca is a very 
beginner-friendly hike, I still had my reservations before we set 
out. Kind of like when you don’t sleep well the night before an 
intimidating alpine objective for anticipation of facing your fear 
of falling off a cliff or into a crevasse, except that this time the 
doubt and anxieties had nothing to do with such objective risks, 
but rather with worries like “will Aleksi’s diaper rash get out of 
control?” or “what if he gets sick?” or “what if he is unable to 
sleep and exhausted and crying, forcing us to bail out at a location 
far from our vehicle?”

Anyways, after our stopover at the AirBnB, we set off to 
the China Beach trailhead, where we stashed a bicycle well-hid-
den in the bushes. This was a bit unsettling because: (1) this trail-
head is notorious for theft; (2) the day prior we had patched leaks 
in both front and rear tubes, only to discover the front tube still 
had a slow leak; (3) in the midst of packing while handling a cry-
ing baby we had neglected to bring a functional bicycle pump. I 
addressed point (1) with excessive foliar camouflage and locks 
on the stashed cycle, and hoped for the best on points (2) and (3). 
After this stop we drove on to the other end of the trail at Botanical 
Beach to begin the hike.

In the weeks prior, I had been doing lots and lots of neigh-
borhood walks in Pacific Spirit Park and in the North Shore with 
Baby: on my lunch breaks, before work, on weekends. Because 
I’d not been hiking with an overnight pack in several months, I’d 
taken to lugging around 50 lbs of rocks and climbing gear on my 
back during these walks in the park, which most people probably 
consider insane but I think my rump and my back were thankful 
for this training regimen leading to our first multi-day baby hike.

We split the gear as follows: Emily started off carrying 
our sleeping bags, her daytime clothes, and Baby’s diapers and 
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clothes; I carried our new three-person tent, all of our food, the 
fuel, stove and pots, my personal belongings, and the first-aid kit. 
That put Emily’s pack at 25-30 lbs, plus a 15-lb baby in the Er-
gobaby chest carrier, while I started off with 55-60 lbs. Starting 
down the trail, I could feel my glutes firing off at every step like 
during an unpleasant physio rehab session. I kept in mind that on 
comparable but longer family hiking trips, VOC legend Christian 
Veenstra has been known to carry 95 lbs at the outset -- so who am 
I to complain? I can’t know how Emily’s legs and back were feel-
ing for sure, but they must’ve been burning similarly after almost 
a year with little to no overnight trips while she grew a baby in her 
belly and then recovered from birthing.

Anyways, things got exciting right off the bat as we bob-
bled down to Botanical Beach and there was a whale feeding 40 m 
from shore, just beyond the rocky coastal shelf. Within a couple of 
hours, we had also spotted our first bear, dining on the entrees of-
fered by the day’s tidepool. OK, so Aleksi had a great track record 
for wildlife spotting at 14 weeks of age!

We only hiked 7 km on the first day, ending in mid-after-
noon at the Payzant Creek campsite. With heavy loads however, 
each of those kilometers was well-earned! While we ate supper on 
rocky cliffs perched above the Juan de Fuca strait, we admired a 
bear and her cub doing their own dining in tidepools on the shore 
opposite the cove. We were alone in the campsite until dusk, when 
a solo hiker walked past our camp in the forest to get to the shore-
line. Within a few minutes he came hustling back unnerved, tell-
ing us there was a bear by the shore! He disappeared shortly there-
after, presumably to set up his tent somewhere.

Some minutes later, after Emily and Aleksi were down in 
the tent, I walked up the trail to use the outhouse. On my way back 
down, I heard some heavy stomping on the trail, which I assumed 
was the other hiker. As I turned the corner, keeping my head up 
given the bear activity (and aware I had left my bear spray in the 
tent) but expecting to bump into another human, the stomping on 
the trail gave way to some heavy rustling in the bushes.

It was somewhat disconcerting to know this bear had 
walked on the trail a mere couple meters from the tent where Alek-
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si and Emily were sleeping. Usually I don’t mind too much about 
the bears when I am hiking alone or with adults, but with a baby 
around I didn’t feel like the normal rules for human-bear interac-
tions applied, and I certainly didn’t want them coming that close 
to us! For the remainder of the trip, the bear spray was always 
close at hand, and we redoubled our commitment to keep within 
arm’s reach of Aleksi at all times.

On day two, we were beginning to feel more confident in 
our ability to complete the traverse because the baby-hiking was 
going quite well and the first night sleeping had been a success. 
Emily figured out that breastfeeding while lying down was easier 
to do in the tent than trying to sit uncomfortably. We decided to 
fully commit to the whole traverse when we encountered a large 
group coming the other way and asked them if they could drive 
our car to the China Beach trailhead (our intended endpoint). This 
worked out well for both parties; the other group was also in need 
of a car to help shuttle them back to their own vehicle! We ended 
up spending the second night at Sombrio Beach, and I was glad 
to have the InReach so I could confirm with the other group that 
they had left our car at the intended location with no issues. Under 
different circumstances I wouldn’t have minded at all having more 
uncertainty, but with the unreliability of hitchhiking during covid, 
with worries about my bike tires, and with a baby in the mix, I was 
very happy to have less uncertainty to deal with regarding our exit 
plan.

Anyways, Sombrio was great, here we took advantage of 
another mid-afternoon end to the hike to wash a bunch of diapers 
and try to dry them off in the seabreeze. On the topic of diapering: 
for this hike, our first overnighter, we ended up packing the same 
combo that we use at home of cloth diapers for the daytime and 
disposables for the nights. Aleksi has had a tenacious diaper rash 
that we worried would be worsened by the hike, and the ability of 
disposables to absorb moisture definitely outperforms cloth dia-
pers, but going 100% disposable for the hike might have meant 
packing out several kg of wet diapers after five days. I haven’t 
looked up the environmental ethics of burning disposables, but 
in the end we did burn about half of the disposables we had con-
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sumed during the trip and they did burn, although in retrospect I 
think we should have packed them out. It turns out that even with 
sunny and windy weather, the cloth diapers took more than 24 hrs 
to dry off, and only with a campfire could this process be acceler-
ated at the risk of a few singed liners.

Anyways, after our night at Sombrio we continued on for 
a short 8 km day to Chin Beach, which also had excellent camp-
ing. Day three also ended early, so we spent time in the afternoon 
washing ourselves and the diapers.

The hike on Day four from Chin Beach to Bear Beach, 
which the trail map marks as ‘most difficult’, turned out to be 
quite easy as the trail bed was in excellent condition. I think the 
‘difficulty’ rating BC Parks gives has more to do with elevation 
gain than trail ruggedness, but we’re used to hiking in the moun-
tains so some up and down is fine. We also ended mid-afternoon at 
our camp at Bear Beach, and on our last day we pushed the leisure 
to a maximum by spending a couple hours napping in the midday 
sun at Mystic Beach before the short hike back to the trailhead, 
where thankfully my bike (with two full tubes) and our car were 
happily waiting, ready for us to re-enter civilization.

In the end, the Juan de Fuca trail turned out to be an ideal 
location for a first multi-day baby backpacking trip. For the most 
part, everything went very well. Aleksi seemed to have had an 
incredibly stimulating experience admiring the sea and the rain-
forest all along, and getting the luxury of napping in the chest-car-
rier anytime he wanted. Our rhythm settled into an hour or two 
of hiking while he napped or admired the scenery, with half-hour 
breaks for us to snack and rest our backs, for Aleksi to wiggle and 
coo around on the forest floor, and to do a breastfeed and diaper 
change. The evenings were a bit trickier, because he required to be 
nursed to sleep all the time (at home he does go down on his own, 
but out camping there was just too much excitement) so Emily had 
to be in the tent from about 6 or 7 PM onwards with him while I did 
all of the camp-kitchen cleanup and gear tidying. Despite Aleksi 
requiring hands-on interaction most of the time he is awake, we 
still never took more than two hours from wakeup to being on the 
move -- and that includes warm breakfasts and packing the tent.
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The trail itself is beautiful. I found that the beach-hiking 
sections, always the best part of coastal hikes, were much shorter 
in comparison with other coastal hikes that I have done, which 
is compensated by the incredibly lush old growth. Unfortunately, 
this old growth feels like a bit of a sham because it is actually 
only a very thin veneer of unlogged forest between the intertidal 
and inland areas, and the trail in many places does go in and out 
of trashy, brown and sterile second growth which is desolate and 
bleak in comparison with the old growth. A testament to the way 
in which Vancouver Island has been operated as a tree farm for the 
last century. The trail also felt busy compared to most of the other 
‘wilderness’ hikes I am used to, but that is probably to be expect-
ed for a ‘baby-friendly’ introductory hike. With only Emily and 
Aleksi and I in our hiking party, it also was probably a good thing 
to have other people around in case she or I had any problems, be-
cause it would be hard to get ourselves out of trouble independent-
ly if either of us ended up alone with a baby.

We also made a series of beginner mistakes, packing too 
much (in this case too many diapers and baby clothes), but I think 
we can be overall quite satisfied with our effort. After all, Emily 
hand-sewed some non-cotton bug/sun/weather protective clothing 
for Aleksi (best mom ever!), we successfully went through a few 
rounds of cloth-diaper uses/washes/dry cycles, and we successful-
ly gave Aleksi his first wilderness ‘bath’ (a rinse with soapy water 
at a creek mouth). All of this makes me feel confident that we’ll 
be able to do longer self-supported wilderness hikes this summer, 
knowing that in the meantime I need to add more rocks to my 
backpack to train for expedition packs that are only going to be 
getting heavier and heavier . . .
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Participants: Isaac Borrego, Philippe LeBillon, Josh Ma

First we drove. And drove. Then drove some more. Finally 
we walked. And walked. And then walked a bit more. Somewhere 
along this great distance, we left the gray rock and glaciers of the 
Coast Range behind and found ourselves in a new world. Even 
now, two months after the fact, I struggle to define the allure of the 
South Chilcotin – partly reminiscent of the red San Juans of the 
Colorado Rockies, but also vast and barren as the altiplano of the 
high Andes – this lonely place provides a unique combination of 
sights unlike any other I’ve yet encountered. Hopefully photos can 
speak louder than my words, as often I found myself speechless 
among these amazing mountains.

Let’s back up a bit. This all started, as many of my trips 
often do, with me procrastinating from grad school. My main 
concern at the time was finding a nice, uncrowded backpacking 
destination for the BC Day long weekend (August 1-3). Looking 
around on Google Maps, I found a promising lead: South Chilco-

Journey to the South Chilcotins

ByIsaacBorrego
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tin Provincial Park. I had never heard of it and the photos looked 
pretty, so that seemed like a good sign.

A couple weeks later a small (and thus corona-friendly) 
group, including myself, Joshua Ma, and Philippe LeBillon set out 
on the long five and a half hour drive to the trailhead. Leaving late 
on a Friday, we switched off driving as needed before stopping at 
a pullout on the side of the road at midnight for some rest. After 
sleeping in somewhat, we arrived at the trailhead midway through 
Saturday morning.

Despite my research, we realized while looking at the trail-
head map that the distance to our intended camp was a bit longer 
than I expected. Oh well, at least there wasn’t too much elevation 
to gain on the hike in. So we started the long trek to our basecamp, 
which we decided would be at Hummingbird Lake (Spruce Lake 
was also considered, but we decided it was too popular and not 
nearly as scenic). The hike in was a slog. I can see why people 
frequently choose to use mountain bikes on the approach. Despite 
some pretty aspen meadow scenes in the middle, there really isn’t 
a ton of great scenery on the 20+ km hike in. But thankfully we 
weren’t ready to give up on the Chilcotins just yet…

Finally, after the aforementioned walking and walking, we 
arrived at Hummingbird Lake. This beautiful blue lake has pretty 
good views right from the campsites. One site was already occu-
pied, but the other two were vacant, so we chose the furthest from 
our neighbors and set up our base camp. After faffing about at the 
lake (including the maiden voyage of my new packraft), we went 
to bed early to try to recover enough for a big day hike to one of 
the nearby peaks.

By morning we still hadn’t quite decided on a destination, 
but no matter what, we would want to hike around the lake, past 
nearby Trigger Lake, and up to Deer Pass. We had been pretty 
lucky with the bug situation so far, but that was about to change. 
As we approached treeline we suddenly found ourselves being 
swarmed by horseflies. This has never happened to me before and 
I can’t say it was fun at all.

Originally we had considered climbing Mount Sheba, but 
that now appeared both too far and too difficult for our already 
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tired legs. We did want to get to the top of something, so we decid-
ed to start with the unnamed peak above Deer Pass. At the summit, 
we realized just how close we actually were to neighboring Mount 
Solomon. We immediately decided that a named peak is better 
than an unnamed one and so set off in that direction. Soon we 
found ourselves on the summit of Mount Solomon, glad we made 
the trip, as the view was even better up there. With some potential 
storm clouds building, we soon left the summit and began our de-
scent back down to camp. Along the way we stopped to enjoy the 
fields full of a wide variety of flowers.

My day had been going almost perfectly so far, which 
meant I was due for a slight correction. As we descended and 
rain clouds started to build, I realized I might have a problem – I 
hadn’t bothered to put my rainfly on my tent before leaving camp. 
Rookie mistake, I know, especially in rainy BC. The others, tired, 
and hurting from our second long day of walking, did not seem 
to share my new sense of urgency. So I passed them and started 
booking it back to the lake as the rain drops started to fall. I was in 
luck – not only did I beat the rain to my tent, but I got to watch a 
stunning scene as it moved over the lake while the sun simultane-
ously broke through the clouds.

Not too long after, Josh and Philippe joined me at camp. 
As the rain quickly dissipated, we found ourselves the sole oc-
cupants of the campground and decided to spread out a bit. This 
takeover also included the fire pit, making the night extra perfect. 

On Monday morning we sadly had to leave this amazing 
place and return to our lives in Vancouver. The mountains made 
sure to give us a good sendoff though, with lovely reflections on 
the water lingering as we packed. The hike out was uneventful, 
though maybe it seemed a bit prettier than the way in (or maybe 
we were just in better spirits at that point). Finally we arrived back 
at the trailhead. I’ve never been happier to see a bunch of cars in a 
dirt lot. We took some time to recover and eat lunch before starting 
the long drive back to town.

The adventure, however, was not quite over. Philippe had 
mentioned taking a scenic shortcut through the mining towns of 
Gold Bridge and Bralorne and over the infamous Hurley FSR to 
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Pemberton. I’m not really one to pass up a scenic but challenging 
drive in the Tacoma, so we headed out that way. Turns out that 
Philippe may have had an ulterior motive for visiting these towns: 
they are just starting to see some gentrification seeping in from the 
Coast and he wanted to scout out some real estate investment op-
portunities. Darn professors and their relative financial security! 
We ended up wandering around for a bit, particularly in Bralorne. 
We made sure not to interact with the locals to stay Covid safe, 
though I really wish I could’ve checked out the mining muse-
um there. I didn’t want to linger too long, as my Colorado plates 
weren’t likely to earn us a warm welcome from the locals. Soon 
we were off to the Hurley FSR. There’s an entire website devoted 
to “surviving the Hurley,” so I had some expectations of difficulty, 
but it actually seemed pretty well maintained. The washboards on 
the Pemberton side are not amazing, but it doesn’t require high 
clearance or anything, just 4WD to keep from ruining the road on 
the uphill.

Overall, I can’t think of a better way to have spent the BC 
Day long weekend. The Chilcotins are a truly special mountain 
range, one that I expect I will return to someday. Maybe with a 
mountain bike to make the long approach less arduous!

PC: Isaac Borrego
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As my trip to the US was looming nearer, we wanted to go 
on a longer trip to enjoy the limited freedom.  Several ideas were 
tossed around, as usual, but finally we decided to head back to the 
Kwoiek area and return to Kumkan. 

My avid readers may remember this name from some pre-
vious stories.  Many years ago, Julien Renard and I had attempted 
to climb Kumkan, which is just south of the Stein, in two days via 
a different route. On this memorable trip, after a day of climbing 
through slide alder with skis on our backs, I was mostly broken 
and we returned home without making a summit bid. This trip is 
special to my heart as it was basically the worst bushwhack ever. 
It has settled into my memory and reached a level of suffering that 
no other trip will ever reach. So, personally, I was pretty keen to 
return to the area and finally make it to the summit.

Vincent Hanlon had also looked at this area before and 
mapped out an approach along a ridge east of Kokwaskey Lake 
which might go so we had planned to try that. The rest of the trip 
would include a few fun summits before returning home via the 

Return to Kumkan
Sept 4 -7, 2020

ByCaitlinSchneider,withhelpfromVincent
Hanlon,SebastianDawoandJulienRenard
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other side of the valley.  On the night before the trip, Julien was 
looking up information on the area and noticed that a couple had 
used a very old trail to reach the glacier just two weeks earlier. 
This trail seemed to have been newly brushed out. It follows clos-
er to the valley bottom and traverses around the edge of two lakes, 
with one issue; the lakes are often navigated using a canoe so the 
trail around the second lake might not actually exist.  We decided 
it was worth a try. 

Vincent, Sebastian Dawo, Julien, and I piled into The Beast 
and headed out of Vancouver on Friday morning. Unfortunately, 
an accident on the highway caused us some delay and the logging 
roads seemed to drag on forever… but around 12:00pm, we finally 
found the trail head and started our four day adventure. 

The trail started out well, with only minor creek crossing 
issues, but at the second lake it deteriorated quickly.  We scram-
bled and stumbled through a burnt out section of the forest, where 
we were often walking on logs stacked several feet off the ground. 
Further around the lake, we pushed and shoved our way through 
the head high green wall of alder, raspberries, thimbleberries, and 
the ever lovely Devils Club. After a few hours, we found a de-
stroyed hunting camp, with coolers and old camping equipment 
strewn all over, and covered with bear tooth holes.  It didn’t look 
like it had been used this year. 

From the end of the second lake, the ‘trail’ heads straight 
up the headwall to the small lake above. This trail was rough, 
poorly marked, covered in deadfall, and seemed to just go straight 
up, which is a very efficient way to gain elevation, but not particu-
larly enjoyable and caused us to make several wrong turns. 

Finally, the trees opened up and we reached the more pleas-
ant alpine, with some amazing views of the river rushing down 
from the icefield above and smaller waterfalls tumbling over the 
steep cliffs. 

We made camp one along the shores of some small lake 
behind a cliff, so we did not have direct view of the glaciers above. 
The lakes were lovely and it was great to go for a short swim to 
clean off the dust and sweat from the steep climb.

In the morning, the real fun began. We left the lakes and 
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headed over to the toe of the glacier, where we found a huge lake 
with floating icebergs. Our first goal was Mt Tachewana and we 
needed to gain the glacier on the other side. We did not find a 
great place to cross the rushing outflow, and our best option was 
to wade across near the lake. Wade across brown, ice cold water.  
Julien bravely stripped down and headed across to see how deep it 
was. He only sank to his waist so he came back and we all stripped 
down as well.  Thankfully, we all successfully managed the cross-
ing, stayed mostly dry, and were on our way again. 

We gained the glacier with almost no excitement. I say 
almost, as Vincent almost disappeared into some quicksand, but 
thankfully we didn’t lose him entirely. After walking up the ice for 
a few minutes, we were treated to views of the massive expanse of 
glaciers. Here, three different glaciers flow into each other and the 
dirt shows clearly how the glaciers flow and look like the current 
of a river. I know it is a bit cliché but it really does look as if it had 
been moving, but was frozen in time. 

High above us and about 8 km to the west, Kumkan Peak 
could be seen peeking above the glacier. But that would be for 
another day. We looked at our options and decided that Mt Tache-
wana looked like the most interesting option, with a steep snowy 
ridge, some traversing and then a bit of scrambling to a pointy 
summit.  I had a bit of a desire to climb an unappealing peak called 
Longslog, because it was called Longslog, but in the end, it was 
ugly and looked horrible to get to from the glacier.

Mt Tachewana was lovely and all we had hoped for.  From 
the summit, we were also able to get a good look at the long glacier 
stretching between us and the plateau below Kumkan. It looked 
doable, but there were some sections that looked like they might 
be very broken and might be slower going than imagined.  

Let me explain a bit: the glacier at this point is just ice. 
Beautiful blue ice, crisscrossed with small and larger crevasses. 
We all had our crampons on and often had to leap across some 
of the smaller crevasses. They are sometimes very shallow and 
sometimes disappear into the darkness. Rivers often flow across 
the surface of the ice, and then suddenly plunge out of sight into a 
mysterious Moulin, a crazy dark hole that swallows the water into 
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the unknown.  
Upon getting back down from Mt Tachewana, we picked 

up the gear we had dropped off and headed out and up.  We got to 
cross the confluence of the three glaciers, and could see the chang-
es in the ice, some of it blue, while other flows were more white.

As we started up the other side of the basin, the crevasses 
evened out and we were able to wander pretty much straight up 
the glaciers without too many detours around the bigger crevasses. 
Near the top, where it got a bit steeper, we were forced to scramble 
up a few rock ledges on the right side and finally a short snowy 
section forced us to bust out the rope before we made it to the 
plateau at 2400 m.  We were counting on some flat rocks up there 
to set up a tent, and thankfully the rocks did not disappoint. As we 
walked over the crest we were greeted by an expanse of flat ice.  
The rocks peeked out of the ice and there were two flat-ish spots 
big enough for the tents. 

We were also greeted to great views of both Kwoiek and 
Kumkan, our goals for the following day.  There seemed to be a 
few ways to get up Kumkan, a rocky scramble on the west side, 
or more snowy ridge on the north side.  From previous reports, 
the snowy ridge seemed to be the main route, but the scramble 
was closer and would allow a traverse of the peak to the other 
side, which we would descend towards the north or east to reach 
Kwoiek. 

From camp, the scramble looked debatable. It could go, 
but then again, there were a few sections which looked a bit con-
cerning… and here we learn that distance and perspective can re-
ally play tricks on you. We made dinner, discussed the route some 
more, and were treated to an amazing sunset before settling down 
for the night. 

The next morning we made our way over to the base of the 
scramble. We looked at it, and looked at it,  had more discussion, 
and finally just went for it.  It was totally fine. We did not even 
have to climb any of the bits we thought might be steep. Or maybe 
they were just not that steep.  Either way, we had a very pleasant 
and lovely scramble up to the summit, with some fun and interest-
ing moves. 
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And then I was on the summit! After years of seeing this 
summit on the map and knowing it had been so far out of my 
grasp, I had made it. We had made it.  From the summit we could 
see the lake below that Julien and I had thrashed our way around 
so long ago and which had broken my heart.  But now we were 
high above and it was glorious. 

Getting here was not just my own victory.  Vincent has also 
had an abortive traverse which was supposed to include the Kum-
kan summit, but due to some weather issues, they had changed 
their route and never made it here. 

We found the summit register and enjoyed reading about 
all types of other groups who had sat here before us, including our 
friends who had completed the winter Stein traverse, several years 
earlier. 

After basking in our glory, we finally turned our eyes to 
Kwoiek, which seems so close, but was separated from us by an 
uneven valley.  It turned out to be a bit of a zig zag path. We picked 
our way down the ridge and then between steep cliffs and through 
the gaping crevasses. One more fun section involved walking 
down a long series of parallel crevasses, where an almost perfect 
sidewalk had been created.  

Once the valley had been traversed, the climb up to the 
face of Kwoiek was pretty straightforward and the scramble at the 
top uneventful. 

From the summit, we had more spectacular views and 
could see some of the route Vincent had not taken. We also saw a 
much simpler route for our return to camp.  We enjoyed the sun-
shine and tried to identify the more obscure peaks in the distance. 
We looked down into the cloud covered valleys and revelled in our 
superior sunny place in the world. 

We also looked at the way out.  An ongoing and pervasive 
discussion throughout the past few days was how to get back to 
the car.  We could go back the way we came, but this seemed silly 
and involved wading through the icebergs again. We could try an 
unknown ridge traverse which involved another summit and some 
potential for epic disaster.  And a few other options in between.  
So from the summit of Kwoiek, we looked out across the terrain 
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separating us from the car and debated our options, how long they 
might take and where we could bail out. 

In the end we decided to try the epic ridge, but maybe not. 
We descended from Kwioek back to camp with only minor 

route detours and spent the rest of the late afternoon on the ice 
learning and remembering and practicing how to make the best 
V-thread or ice screw anchor. 

During dinner, Julien was surprisingly cold, which was ill 
omen for the next day.

The morning came too soon and we packed up camp be-
fore sunrise to walk down the far side of the glacier towards Hay-
non Peak, which we would need to summit to get to the epic ridge. 
The wind was wickedly cold and brutal but we carefully made our 
way to the base of the glacier and started up Haynon. 

The route was easy and in no time we were back on a sum-
mit. Vincent and Sebastian were not super keen on the ridge, as it 
seemed from every angle that something might be impassable. I 
am generally ok to keep going until forced to turn around, but Ju-
lien was starting to look green.  In the end, we descended back to 
the Haynon col, and hiked down a series of small lakes to our first 
camp, where we met back up with the old trail. The descent from 
Haynon was steep and grassy and thankfully we found the sneaky 
route down through the cliffs, which would have been obvious 
from below but was not from above.

Unfortunately  the trail was not actually much faster on 
the way down, since we kept losing our way and much of it was 
basically flat, but I think we picked a bit of an easier way around 
the lake. Julien seemed to get even greener as we went, so it was 
nice to have made the way even a little bit smoother.  

Finally we hit the end of the final lake! We were home free! 
There was the car!  But where was the road? Over the weekend, it 
seems someone had come up to ‘clear’ the road and cut down the 
alder on either side. But had only done the cutting part, leaving all 
the cut trees lying across the road and knee high sharp stumps on 
the edge, just waiting to punch holes in the car. 

It was really slow. We inched over the trees, and had to 
stop often to remove ones that had attached themselves to the un-
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dercarriage of The Beast.  One hour later, we had driven 6 km 
but finally made it clear of the ‘cleared’ road. Maybe they were 
planning to go up on snowmobiles? It seems that we had not had 
quite enough bushwhacking on this trip, or maybe the car had felt 
left out. 

The other fun thing we drove past was a beaver dam! The 
beaver had built a dam on one side of the road, at a small creek.  
This meant there was now a small lake on the upstream side of the 
road. The road dipped a bit there, so as you drove past, the surface 
of the water was at eye level!  Hopefully the beaver does a good 
job of maintenance, otherwise there may not be a road there for 
long! 

After a quick swim in a lake further up the road, we were 
once again on our way on the never-ending logging roads and 
safely heading home. 

This particular section of BC does not see too much traf-
fic as access and distance dissuade most people. Which makes it 
perfect for a long, long weekend of exploration. The glaciers are 
still big and really do look like frozen rivers, and yet from the 
summits you could see the evidence of the civilization that was 
left behind. You always get a sense of wonder looking out past 
the sea of mountain peaks in the other directions.  It was great to 
finally stand on the summit of Kumkan after so many years and so 
many other bushwhacks to compare too. There is a nice sense of 
completion, and it makes you appreciate the appearance of a trail, 
even if it is faint or steep or poorly marked. 
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Participants: Luis Dias, Karen Wong, and Kyla Kay.

We’ve all heard this oft-repeated cliché: “the weather can 
turn on a dime.” By now, it’s basic knowledge. I know this. You 
know this. Nearly every outdoor-oriented person worth their salt 
knows how frustratingly, gut-wrenchingly, unreliable the weather 
can be. One must always be prepared for the unexpected when 
planning a hike in the mountains, doubly so in the Canadian Rock-
ies.

Yet, I still found myself bewildered as I shook an inch of 
snow off of my tent on Labour Day long weekend – which, I’ll 
remind you, falls well within the boundaries of what we foolishly 
call Summer in the Rocky Mountains. I would have been slightly 
less confounded if this fresh snowfall hadn’t taken place at base 
camp, before we had even set foot on the trail.

We had driven for two days from Vancouver, through Rog-
ers Pass and into the Kananaskis region of the Rockies, camp-
ing overnight in Peter Lougheed park before starting our trek up 

Mount Assiniboine: An 
All-Season Trek Over Five Days

ByLuisDias
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to Mt. Assiniboine, colloquially named “The Matterhorn of the 
Rockies”. Many folks choose to take a helicopter to the top, but 
we decided to do it on foot – a choice that many would describe as 
brave, rugged, determined, genuine, and, most importantly, very 
cheap.

That morning, we drove through foggy, snowy conditions 
for about an hour from base camp to the trailhead, entirely on 
dirt roads made up of washboard so heinous that I needed to get 
my gas tank re-attached once I limped the car home after the trip. 
Arriving at the Mount Shark Trailhead, we set off on our two-day 
ascent to the tune of snowflakes that were still gently piling up 
all around us. The first few kilometers took us past several warn-
ing signs, bearing messages that can be summarized as “You’re in 
Grizzly country. You’ve been warned. Don’t come crying to us if 
you get eaten.” The three of us, normally fairly quiet folks, quick-
ly became extremely talkative and boisterous.

The snow finally began to ease around lunchtime, and the 
parting clouds kindly gave us our first proper view of some of the 
peaks we had been hiking through. The real beauty of our sur-
roundings started to sink in, and our frustrations with our snowy 
start quickly faded. It was still frosty out, but the sun was peeking 
through and the snow had started to melt. The parting of the clouds 
also meant that every few minutes, we would see a helicopter car-
rying a full load of well-fed, energized visitors with warm feet and 
light backpacks to the top. Those rich, warm cowards.

The trail from that point was largely flat and straight, 
through covered paths in subalpine forest. No longer than two 
hours into this, we passed yet another warning sign. I paraphrase 
only slightly when I recall that it read something akin to “Serious-
ly, there are so many damn bears past this point. If you thought 
you were in grizzly country before, just wait ‘til you get past this 
sign. Even the TREES are made of bears.” We took up loud sing-
ing.

After our first choice of campground for the night was 
found to be devoid of other campers and also rather dark and 
spooky, we marched downhill for another half kilometer to spend 
the night at the Marvel Lake campground. It was also largely de-
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void of people, but with a much prettier view. The sun had come 
out in full, and we took the chance to dry out our wet tent flies 
before heading back to our camp and crashing for the night.

The following morning was just as chilly as the last, but 
without snow, which was a considerable improvement. Aside 
from the frozen puddles on the trail, indicating a nighttime drop 
to freezing temperatures (yay, summer!), we also spotted quite a 
lot of fresh bear scat peppering our path. Our trail songs became 
something more akin to a metal concert, or perhaps an enthusiastic 
opera.

Our route took us through sprawling fields and up Assini-
boine Pass, where we gained most of the elevation we needed to 
cross back over into BC from our starting point in Alberta, and 
properly enter Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park. The clouds, 
which had been nagging us all morning long, gave way to a dra-
matic view of the park’s skyline, which held the peak we had or-
ganized our whole week around seeing: Mount Assiniboine, in all 
its Toblerone-esque glory.

We arrived at the Lake Magog campsite with time to spare, 
and spent the afternoon and evening taking in the sights and hang-
ing out by the lake. For almost an hour after sundown, I sat with 
my camera pointed at the stars, trying to capture some stair trails 
and shooting stars. The temperature eventually dropped enough 
that I couldn’t hang on any longer, and I retreated to the warmth 
of my sleeping bag.

We had planned the trip such that our third day would be 
a full day of freely roaming the park, and we decided to do a day 
hike to The Nub, a nearby hill with a good view of the surrounding 
area. The sun was shining and the day was clear, spectacular con-
ditions for our hike. Our path in the warm sun took us past several 
crystalline lakes, and Kyla just barely resisted jumping in – only a 
day after we were shivering under a blanket of snow. The warmth 
of the sun soon transformed from a delight to an annoyance, as 
we huffed and sweated our way up a series of switchbacks to the 
360-degree view that awaited us atop the Nub. It was everything 
we expected and more, and we spent over an hour enjoying our 
lunch and taking pictures.
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With considerable reluctance, we eventually made our 
way back down to the old Assiniboine Lodge. The lodge itself 
was closed to non-guests due to Covid (bet you thought you were 
going to read an article from 2020 without a single mention of 
Covid, huh? Wishful thinking), but we got a glimpse into some 
of the log cabins that have been there since the early 1900s. They 
looked cozy, and we were particularly envious of their wood 
stoves, remembering that we had to sleep in subzero temperatures 
– but when comparing the cabin’s fee $380 per night, per person, 
to our campground fee of $10/night for all three of us, the tradeoff 
seemed nearly worth it. We spent the rest of the day enjoying Lake 
Magog at Assiniboine’s base, and went to bed early in preparation 
for our return trip.

The return trip took us another two days and was a rel-
atively calm and uneventful descent. Notably, we took Wonder 
Pass on our way down instead of Assiniboine Pass. The view was 
much nicer, but I did not envy the poor fools making their way up 
the pass – it’s far, far steeper than the route we took on our way 
up, and the day’s relentless sunshine had made it sweltering. We 
passed a lot of very sweaty hikers with looks of regret on their 
faces.

We spent a good portion of the hike down talking about 
what foods we were going to gorge ourselves on after several days 
of dehydrated meals: fresh fruit was at the top of our lists. As it 
happens, Kyla spotted several miniscule mountain strawberries 
that we used to stave off our cravings before making it back to the 
car, hauling ass over an hour of washboard, and devouring several 
fruit-covered crepes in Canmore.

Despite its climactic curveballs, our trek up Mount Assini-
boine was a memorable trip filled with incredible views of the 
Rockies, one that I would recommend to anyone. Just remember 
to bring your snowshoes, and/or a bathing suit.
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With a couple days between online summer terms, we 
were thirsting for someplace nearby in which three siblings might 
travel comfortably for several days without encountering another 
soul (we were in a pandemic after all). We landed upon the idea 
of some rarely visited peaks in the region northwest of the city, 
familiar to several in our party from previous explorations in that 
narrow divide between the Pacific Ocean and the Squamish-Elaho 
river system. One peak had persistently beckoned, with its broad 
pyramid on the horizon, one face black rock, one face white ice: 
Tinniswood. 

Our goal was set, and now we had only to get there.

6 days (June 23-28) -- 62.4 km (round trip), +6,520 m/-6,520 m

Day 0 (June 22nd) 

Éloïse and Tobias finished a biology final exam (UBC 
summer term) around 3:00pm, and only a few hours later we were 
driving towards the Bug Lake trailhead! We slept in our car at the 
end of the logging road beside Sims Creek.

Another Sip of the Divine Spe-
cific: Mt. Tinniswood on Foot
ByÉloïseFaehndrich,SimeonFaehndrich,and

TobiasFaehndrich
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Day 1 (June 23rd) – 8.87 km, +1,881 m/-179 m

We hiked along the wet overgrown logging road for an 
hour and then followed the remnants of the steep Bug Lake trail, 
accompanied by swarms of bugs. The snowpack started just below 
the frozen lake at ~1,200 m. Inclement weather stopped us early 
at our food cash that Simeon had placed the week before on the 
ridge at 2,018 m. We quickly set up a damp, cold camp, jumped 
into our sleeping bags and promptly fell asleep without any dinner. 
Our early sleep was interrupted by an opportune pause in the pre-
cipitation allowing us to fire up our camp stove to get a quick bite. 
As we gulped down hot harissa, the clouds momentarily parted to 
tease us with a view of the peak that had brought us once more to 
the Coast Range. Twenty seconds was all we had that night, but it 
was enough to push us through tomorrow’s wet morning. 

Day 2 (June 24th) – 12.2 km, +884 m/-1,018 m

After a late start we roped up and traversed along the gla-
cier below Mt. John Clarke (fully filled in except for a small patch 
of very obvious crevasses) and then it happened for the second 
time: Tinniswood appeared.

Tinniswood is a peak that will not be ignored. It rises to 
2,606 m above a fjord that winds its way 90 km from the Strait of 
Georgia. We’d read that VOC-alumnus John Clarke’s eyes would 
light up every time at its sight, and in this moment, in his territory, 
we understood. That’s what had made us come back, to attempt 
this peak we had spotted the year before, when Simeon and Éloïse 
had traversed around the headwaters of Outrigger Creek. 

Excitement propelled our steps down along the moraine 
towards Contact Lakes. Our lunch motto is, if it’s sunny, take a 
nap. So we took our mandatory nap amid a soggy yard sale in the 
sun. Going up from Peacock Pass, the ‘goat walk’ is a steep thin 
ramp (which was snow-covered) that goes diagonally up to the top 
of the ridge where beautiful views of Princess Louisa and Jervis 
Inlets greeted us. After many ups and downs along the ridge, we 
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arrived at the Bonbon Glacier. We made our way along the base 
of black buttressed ribs rising over 100 m, until a narrow couloir 
led us to the ridge above. We set up camp just before Lactic Acid 
Hill at 1,880 m.

As the routine camp life unfolded, clouds moved in and 
out, giving us moving pictures of Casement ahead and Albert’s 
massive bat wing palisades and witch hat spire to the southwest. 
Turning from the view we saw Tobias with his head in the snow. 
“Tobias, what are you doing, there’s a fine view here, why spend 
your time with your head in a hole? My goodness”. Tobias’ flushed 
face appeared, “Oh sorry, I just lost my spoon down a metre or so 
in the crack between the snow and our dinner rock”.

Day 3 (June 25th) – 9.18 km, +1,321 m/-817 m

We started the day off by contouring around Lactic Acid 
Hill to a saddle in the ridge. We quickly made our way down to 
the Mt. Casement col (maybe a little too quick, after hitting a cou-
ple of dead ends) and then to the river crossing, which was still 
bridged by snow. Next, we made our way up a couloir and then 
along the ridge to the sub-peak of Mt. Tinniswood. Simeon and 
Éloïse dug out a platform in the snow for camp. Tobias peeked 
over Mt. Tinniswood with the drone at the massive icefalls feed-
ing Sims Creek below. In the dwindling light, we scouted out the 
route we would be taking in a few short hours. We headed off to 
sleep, Tinniswood, once a faint feature on the horizon, now tow-
ered above us.  Unbeknownst to us, the clouds were creeping in.

 
Day 4 (June 26th) – 10.5 km, +1,040 m/-1,541 m

Our alarms went off at 3:00am for an alpine start. We 
looked outside and it was a complete whiteout! We decided to wait 
it out and check every hour.  By 9:00am nothing had changed, so 
we pushed for the summit (maybe hoping the summit was on top 
of it all). There was lots of snow left on the ridge, so we booted 
our way up, with one steeper ~45-50 degree crux on the last 30 
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m pitch. The peak was completely in the cloud, but we were still 
thrilled to have summited. The peak log had records from John 
Baldwin and others in the 80s. A newer book had several letters to 
John Clarke from 2003, the year he passed away. We didn’t spend 
long on top as we still had a long day ahead of us to reach our 
dinner stashed at our Day 2 campsite below Lactic Acid Hill. This 
was a long slog back in a despondent drizzle. We perked up once 
we snuggled in our sleeping bags and held a movie night premier-
ing all the vlogs we had recorded on the trip so far.

 
Day 5 (June 27th) – 9.18 km, +869 m/-732 m

We backtracked the Day 2 route but decided to stop a bit 
early at the top of the moraine below Mt. John Clarke for camp. 
That was another wet day. Rain turned to heavy snow during the 
evening, and we had to keep waking up throughout the night to 
smack snow off the walls of our lightweight summer tent. So far 
we’d had three and a half days of rain out of five, and it was be-
ginning to chafe. The retelling is brief, but the experience of the 
day long.

Day 6 (June 28th) – 12.3km, +536 m/-2,241 m

At 5:00am Tobias woke up for the routine tent wall smack, 
but this time noticed the snow had stopped. We looked outside 
and it was completely clear (oh how the mountains love to sur-
prise us)! We packed up camp and summited Mt. John Clarke in 
the beautiful morning weather -- a last chance to wave our home-
made Swiss-Canadian flag in the mountain air. On the way down 
from our Day 1 campsite it was a tricky minefield of rock and tree 
wells in the snow. Then suddenly, the snow of five days ago was 
gone, Bug Lake was a lake once more, the bugs were still bugs, 
and spring was here. The rugged trail going down from Bug Lake 
took a toll on us (including one broken pole) with its steep muddy 
incline. The trail led us back to the logging road paralleling Sims 
Creek. As we rounded the final corner towards our car, one last 
look back showed us the mighty Mt. Tinniswood. 
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Eloise, Tobias, and Simeon on the summit of John clarke, proudly bear-
ing their homemade swiss-canadian flag
PC: Tobias Faehndrich

The Princess Louisa Inlet
PC: Tobias Faehndrich
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It was the masterful and incommunicable 
wisdom of eternity laughing at the futil-
ity of life and the effort of life. It was the 
Wild, the savage, frozen-hearted North-

land Wild.

JACK LONDON, 
White Fang 
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 This year was a perfect storm for imperfect ski 
trips. Quarantine dreams fed our hubris so that we overreached 
ourselves, infrequent passenger flights hamstrung the weather 
forecasts, and our rusty skills (and gear) intervened from time to 
time to trip us up. The last ski trip of winter 2019-2020, just after 
the summer solstice, and the first ski trip of winter 2020-2021, just 
after the winter solstice, were cosmically related this way. I wrote 
these two trip reports at different times, but you’ll probably notice 
some similarities.

June & July: The Ela-nope “Traverse”

 A few months of covid-induced cabin fever made it 
difficult to concentrate by the time June came around, and the oc-
casional tame trip without friends for company hadn’t done much 
to relieve it. When things started opening up, Birgit Rogalla and 
I plotted our escape, with the idea of finishing off the Pinecone 
Burke traverse we began a few years ago. Unfortunately, the city 
hasn’t yet negotiated access past the secret evil compound (of on-

DOES ANYONE REMEMBER 
HOW TO DO A REAL SKI TRIP? 

ByVincentHanlon
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line conspiracy theory fame) to the new park they’re creating in 
Widgeon Marsh, so a canoe pickup is still required for the traverse. 
Worse, the park was for some reason one of the few where back-
country camping was still banned, so when we contacted Ross 
Campbell, Tom Curran, and Cassandra Elphinstone about getting 
out of town for a week we didn’t know where we would go.

 Desperation, a good weather forecast, and some ac-
ademic deadlines led us to choose the week of June 27-July 5, and 
for some reason we left the choice of destination until the Wednes-
day before our departure. Many ideas were floated, but with a deep 
summer snowpack we decided to try skiing the Lillooet Icefield. 
Access involves fording Salal Creek (basically impossible at this 
time of year, apparently), but a helpful tip from South Coast Tour-
ing led us to choose a secret alternate route across (if you’re plan-
ning on going there, contact me for details). Much faff followed. 
The weather forecast became as unstable as the new road toward 
Harrison Hut, changing every few hours from “perfectly sunny” to 
“rain and thunderstorms all week”. At lunchtime on Friday Birgit 
figured out the secret—small variations in the predicted position 
of a high-pressure system hovering just off the coast meant that we 
were either just inside the system (good weather) or just outside 
it (bad weather)—and we proposed heading to the west coast of 
the Island (uncharacteristically sunny, stable weather) for a scram-
bling trip instead. We rushed to research possible destinations and 
put it to a vote at 7 PM on Friday… Such faff! The consensus was 
still to try the Lillooet Icefield, although the forecast gave us may-
be half a chance of good weather.

 The next morning, half an hour past Squamish, 
Tom realized he’d forgotten the second glacier rope and we turned 
around. A friend let us break into her garage to borrow one, and 
soon we were rolling back up the Sea to Sky towards Pember-
ton. We drove up Lillooet River FSR for maybe 25 km and then 
saw something odd—a cardboard sign on a ribbon across the road, 
reading “ROAD CLOSED”. We parked and walked past the sign 
until we came across a digger filling up a big dump truck with 
chunky tires. When we asked the driver whether we could make it 
past, he told us the river had removed 200 ft of the road sometime 
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on Thursday and that it would take two days of work until the big 
dump truck could drive through. He estimated it would be a week 
until cars were allowed to cross. So that was the end of that. Act of 
God.

 Luckily we had a backup plan, with a sort-of GPS 
route and some info about access. Elaho Mountain and the 25-km 
stretch of glacier or icefield surrounding it are listed in Baldwin’s 
book as a late-season ski trip, approached from the head of the Ela-
ho River. We decided to ski 2-3 days along the ridges towards the 
peak, summit a few things, and then ski back. We turned around 
and began the circuitous 4-5 hr drive back to Squamish and up the 
Elaho River, although our destination was only 30 km from the 
washout on the Lillooet River FSR as the crow flies. Ten minutes 
after turning around, we got a flat tire.

 We jumped out of the car, threw out all the gear to 
access the spare, changed the tire, repacked the car, piled back in, 
and drove away to Pemberton, where we furiously googled (a) car 
garages and (b) Elaho Mountain info as we passed through. The 
garages in Pemberton weren’t open, so we drove to Whistler. Ev-
erywhere we called in Whistler and Squamish had a full schedule 
and no time for a flat repair. We drove through Function Junction, 
and simultaneously found a place in Whistler that could start the 
repair in maybe an hour and a place in Squamish that said (by 
phone) that they could do it anytime. To save time we drove to 
Squamish straight away and met the one-man operation with an 
open schedule. Things did not go smoothly. For one thing, he took 
one look at the tire and said it was toast and couldn’t be repaired. 
For another, he suddenly took offence at Ross.

At the unlucky car garage

PC: Tom Curran
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 We can only speculate as to why this might have 
been. Possibly the Arc’teryx logo on Ross’ jacket misled him to 
believe that Ross was a very rich man, and he just took general 
offence at the idea of dealing with such a ritzy person. Possibly he 
couldn’t make out the meaning when Ross said, in his Scottish ac-
cent, “you’re totally right, this tire is dead”, and believed that Ross 
had accused him of cheating us. Regardless, he went on a long 
rambling rant about his honesty, his work ethic, the poor repute of 
other mechanics, people with too much money like (presumably) 
Ross, etc. etc. After much placating he told us to buy new tires.

Tom and Cassandra drove off to buy new tires, and the 
mechanic hung out trolling Ross off and on before disappearing 
into the back. When they returned (without tires), Tom chased 
down the mechanic, who vacillated, saying maybe he would fix 
the tire after all, or maybe not—occasionally ranting a little on 
his favourite themes—or maybe we would buy a tire he had as 
a spare. Tom decided to buy the tire, then drove off to get cash. 
We sat around waiting… and waiting… until we saw Tom return. 
Walking. Sheepishly Tom admitted to having locked the keys in 
the car. Next we borrowed some wire from the mechanic and went 
to break into the locked car, paid the mechanic, threw the new tire 
into the back, picked up Birgit and Ross (who had wandered off 
to get a smoothie) and started up the Squamish Valley around 4 or 
5 PM.

 Water levels were high, so the bridge across Maude 
Frickert Falls was a soaker and the creeks at the fords farther up 
the road were raging. We debated turning around at the wildest of 
them, but eventually drove through to the end of the road at 550 
m, where we cooked dinner in the mosquitoes and rain. It cleared 
up a bit as we went to bed.

 The next day we bushwhacked 5 km up the ridge to 
1400 m. Our packs weighed 60-70 lbs with skis, ropes, crampons, 
and avalanche gear, so it was slow going. The bush wasn’t too bad 
until around 1000 m, where the canopy let in more light and we 
were wading through blueberry bushes in a cloud of biting flies. 
That evening our camp was perched on a bluff overlooking the 
Elaho Valley and the peaks to the west, from Exodus to Overseer 
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on the Pemberton Icefield, as well as the Harrison Hut area and 
the Meager group farther north. The breeze was too gentle to blow 
away the bugs, and summaries of the day ranged from “good to 
get out of the city” and “better than expected” to “the worst day on 
a trip of my life”.

 Early the following morning, Birgit, Ross, and I 
peered out of the tent to see Tom and Cassandra in helmets and 
harnesses, dangling towards the edge of a cliff as they reckoned 
with the consequences of the first big decision of Cassandra’s 
26th year. She had used Birgit’s parachute cord for the bear hang, 
which held whatever wouldn’t fit in the three bear bags, tying the 
cord to a tree and lowering the food over the cliff. In the morning, 
she found that the cord was too stretchy and the load too heavy to 
retrieve! Eventually, they settled on a progress capture system to 
haul it up. The cord snapped while hauling the food over the lip 
of the cliff and the bag plummeted to the ground, where a pot re-
leased the items it had been storing (it had been on the outside of 
the backpack) and some bags of oats and lentils burst internally.

 A couple hours from camp we could finally put on 
skis, and travel was much faster as we left the bugs behind and 
followed the long ridge towards Elaho Mountain in the sun. We 
contoured around the first summit on a mellow bench with incred-
ible views of the mountains south of Clendinning Creek. Some of 
the glaciers were as broken and rugged as the Rumbling Glacier, 
and the valley walls were sheer cliffs. After a quick lunch on an 
old moraine, we regained the ridgeline and skied toward another 
elongated bump on the ridge. Thinner snow on the wind-scoured 
south-facing crest above 2200 m meant we had to bootpack for 
an hour or so, even though south aspects were easily skiable from 
1800 m (and north aspects from 1600 m). On the glaciers below, it 
was clearly not yet summer. Although the odd crevasse was open, 
most were visible just as thin cracks in thick snow bridges, even 
though the steep rock faces surrounding them were bare.

 We skied down onto a broad glaciated col and 
crossed it towards a low bump, behind which we planned to 
camp. Gaia’s 10 m interpolated contours showed a mellow ramp 
that would allow us to bypass the bump without putting on skins, 
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which we were keen to avoid. As we skied around the bump it 
became steeper and steeper and we suddenly found ourselves ski-
ing across a scary convex slope—no mellow ramp in sight—with 
exposure to a precipitous 150 m drop onto a glacier far below. Not 
the sort of place you want to be on a sunny day at 6 PM! The map 
had totally lied (the ramp doesn’t exist on CalTopo, also not in real 
life) and we were all a little rattled. The spot where we re-grouped 
wasn’t much, but we decided to camp there rather than navigate 
another slightly tricky notch in the ridge. As Tom said, our camp-
ing spot fulfilled two of the three criteria—there was liquid water 
and we weren’t willing to go a step further, but it was unfortunate 
that there wasn’t really anywhere to put a tent.

 That evening Richard Shaw (our emergency con-
tact back in Vancouver) sent us a number of excellent weather 
forecasts. By excellent I mean thorough, because the incoming 
weather was awful: it looked like we were about to lose our gam-
ble with the high-pressure system. We decided that even though 
we could probably make it to the edge of the icefield, we might 
well have trouble navigating the ridge (and a couple crevasse 
fields) homewards without visibility, and so we chose to retreat.

 The icy crust we encountered early the next morn-
ing convinced us that we should have brought ski crampons on top 
of all the other gear, and we ended up bootpacking back over the 
top of the low bump. We skied and scrambled back along the ridge 
with towering clouds circling around us. We stopped a couple cols 
back, set up the tents, surrendered to an hour or two of alpine las-
situde in the remaining sunlight, and when the rain and whiteout 
hit we napped. That evening it cleared slightly, and we skied a fun 
but slushy 250 m run down to the snowline.

 

Alpine lassitude before the 
storm

PC: Birgit Rogalla
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We spent the next three days inside the ping pong ball, with 
one or two brief periods of visibility. It snowed, hailed, and rained, 
and we spent most of the time in the tent, napping or chatting. 
Unfortunately I had convinced Birgit not to pack a deck of cards, 
but we whiled away our imprisonment by playing chequers with 
Fuzzy Peaches on a dirty thermarest, teaching Ross “The Crossing 
of the Bar”, singing (VOC songbook), eating, botanizing, marvel-
ling at the odd sucker hole, and speculating that it would “definite-
ly clear up tomorrow”. Even while it snowed, the midsummer sun 
could make the tent a sauna. It was so hot that Birgit somersaulted 
down a snow slope in the skud and Tom gave snow-bathing a try. 
At one point my thermometer read 37 C near the ceiling of the 
tent! You’ll be happy to know that I verified the accuracy of the 
thermometer experimentally, out of boredom.

 We woke to sun on Saturday, cached our overnight 
gear, and picked our way through a gap in the cloud rising out 
of the valleys to ski an excellent 3 km (500 m vertical) lap down 
the glacier to a lake. Incredible skiing for July! When we ran out 
of snow beside the lake down below, we swam, washed, and had 
lunch. After a little bit of exploring, admiring the glaciers pouring 
out of the hanging valleys overhead, we skinned back up the gla-
cier. On the rocks above there was a change in colour like a water-
line, at a constant height above the snow. It’s likely that the darker 
colour (higher up) consisted of lichens, possibly marking the his-
torical height (depth?) of the glacier before the modern melt—but 
that’s just speculation.

 After skiing back farther along the ridge, we 
camped above a frozen lake. Pikas screamed at us from nearby 
rocks as we chatted away (you’d think we’d have run out of con-
versation after three days in the tent—apparently not) and planned 
our descent to the cars for the morning. The way out was less bru-
tal than the way in, but it still took 9 hrs, and it was buggy and hot. 
We broke the march down with a swim at a pretty ridgetop lake 
with a last view of the glaciers, and then beat down through the 
bush to the cars. The lake aside, the highlight was probably Ross’ 
use of the expression “a ba’s hair away from a proper square go” 
to describe his aunts arguing over a restaurant bill. Gold.
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 The long drive out the Elaho was uneventful. We 
were happy to find the wildest creek crossing a little calmer than 
before, and we made it to Squamish in time to return the borrowed 
rope and buy dinner at (gasp) McDonald’s. Out of lack of choice 
(they don’t do salads during covid) I uncharacteristically decided 
to break my vegetarianism (two big macs—also gasp), and feeling 
a little greasy, we drove home. All in all, the trip was a much-need-
ed break from work and covid. It was especially good to spend 
some quality time with friends, even if we didn’t quite make it to 
our destination.

December: A Telemagical Christmas

 Lockdown round 2 hit Vancouver in November, 
and me and Birgit were going a little crazy again. We sat on our 
butts for six weeks (“faul wie die Waschbären!”), but though we 
avoided visiting my family on the Island for Christmas, we decid-
ed to spend a few days camping and skiing in SW BC with Ross, 
also a champion butt-sitter, as a special one-off indulgence. That 
meant we wanted to make the most of it.

 We left Vancouver at 4:30 AM on the 23rd, headed 
for the Battleship Lakes area just north of Lizzie (where we had 
spent Christmas 2018). We planned for a logging road slog, a good 
alder dance, a steep bushy climb up to the lake, and then 5 or 6 days 
of mellow touring around the ridges there. But Birgit was already 
starting to feel like vomiting by lunchtime (plus a headache), and 
then at 2 PM, when we were thoroughly engrossed in the alder 
dance—with our skis propped above the snow on an airy network 
of branches—I noticed something odd. My beacon was asking to 
be calibrated, for the third time that day! On a hunch, I asked Ross 
to switch to search mode and try to find me. He couldn’t. Well, I 
didn’t feel like dying in an avalanche and Birgit still felt like vom-
iting, so we rewound the alder dance, headed back down the road, 
and made it back to the car at sunset.

 In the end we decided to drive all the way back to 
Vancouver to borrow a beacon from Cassandra Elphinstone rather 
than paying a premium for a beacon in Whistler. Birgit already felt 
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fine (turns out it was a migraine), so we planned to head back out 
the next morning. No one felt like returning to Battleship Lakes 
(didn’t want to do the alder a third and fourth time), and given the 
slabby avalanche forecast, we chose Telemagique in Callaghan 
Provincial Park, which promised sheltered tree skiing, no crowds, 
and deep snow.

 We left Vancouver at 8:30 AM on the 24th and 
made it to the Alexander Falls parking lot before 11. The Cal-
laghan Nordic Cartel people now have a halfway decent back-
country access system, where you pay $15 per car to skin up a 
public road. Better than last time I was there, when the fee for 
backcountry access was a bit of determination and an argument 
with the manager. However, the tiny Alexander Falls parking lot 
was full, and the Callaghan people wouldn’t let us park overnight 
in their lot. We gave up and started planning alternatives. Taylor 
Meadows? Too boring. Singing Pass? Too sloggy. Wedgemount? 
Too glaciated. For once, our inability to make a decision turned 
out to be a blessing. While we were vacillating, a snowboarder 
flew off a little snow lip behind the car, landed in the parking lot, 
and fell smack down on the gravel. We were saved! He and his two 
friends left and we took their parking spot.

 Skiing the groomed trail up Callaghan Lake FSR 
was speedy, but trailbreaking was slow in the forest. After dark, we 
followed wacky connecting gullies and streams—which somehow 
run along the crest of the ridge and flow through a col, according 
to the map—to our camp by two small tarns under Telemagique 
Peak.

 Everything went well over the next few days ex-
cept the weather. The forecast claimed that temperatures would be 
well below freezing, but they were actually above -2 C. The fore-
cast also claimed that it would be somewhat sunny, but it snowed 
like crazy during every full day we spent up there. The snow was 
very fluffy, and the skiing was surprisingly good, but the snow-
flakes were wet enough to melt and soak into clothing as soon as 
they landed. The snow was also so deep that it was tough to move 
at all on mellow slopes, and trailbreaking was both slow and futile 
because our skin tracks were buried soon after they were made. 
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Anyway, we spent a day and a half in the tents playing cards to 
escape the storm.

We did our best to make it a real Christmas. Ross even 
brought me and Birgit a Christmas present (a whiskey Nalgene to 
match his own), and we had tons of chocolate and candy, fondue, 
and Christmas cake. We decorated a little Christmas tree in front 
of the kitchen, which was soon encased in rime. We had a couple 
good days of skiing in the sheltered trees NNW of Telemagique 
Lake, chatted and sang in the evenings, and on the last day of the 
trip—full sun of course—we headed up to the peak for some views 
and skied incredible snow back to camp before gliding down to 
the cars and home.

The Christmas tree
PC: Birgit Rogalla
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For too long, fall protection has in fact been at the top of 
the list for violations given out by OSHA. Since fall protection has 
continued to be such a serious concern, we have compiled a list of 
areas to consider in safety applications on the job.

Knowledge of Fall Clearance
Respect for Fall Clearance guidelines puts everyone on a 

job site at risk. Safety gear should be used according to all guide-
lines. The simple act of reviewing protocols will make you more 
conscious of safety concerns. 

 
Rescue Plan

A Rescue Plan is just as important to a job site as any safe-
ty gear. A good Rescue Plan needs to include protocols regarding 
contacting your local fire department to ensure that rescue workers 
are properly trained for the types of situations that your job site 
presents. 

A Short Guide to the Essentials 
of Fall Protection

ByU.S.RiggingandPelicanRope
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Comfort
Since some fall protection gear is not particularly comfort-

able to wear, it’s important to give reminders about following safe-
ty standards faithfully. Whenever possible, it is worth it to spend 
the extra money on gear that will be more comfortable to wear.

Fall Protection Lanyard Assemblies
Lanyard assembly kits consist of various climbing compo-

nents packaged together. One example is the positioning lanyard, 
which allows tower climbers to connect to an anchoring spot of a 
rigging system. 

Vertical lifelines are cords designed to be connected to a 
point above the climber (typically the top of a building). This  sys-
tem provides safety for tough climbs by preventing climbers from 
falling backward. 

Fall Prevention vs Fall Arrest
While Fall Arrest Strategies are vital and necessary to on-

the-job safety, whenever an emphasis can be put on Fall Preven-
tion Strategies, job safety will improve exponentially. Unfortu-
nately, Fall Arrest Systems sometimes can only minimize injuries 
and damage, rather than preventing them all together.

Fall Prevention:
● Proactive Strategies Designed To Avoid Falls

Fall Arrest:
● Reactive Strategies Designed To Minimize Dam-

ages When Fall Occur 
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Earlier this year, my friend Liam Gilchrist and I skipped 
school to make our second, successful attempt at climbing the East 
face of mount Colonel Foster on Vancouver Island in winter.

“Fuck!” I yell. We’re packing our gear in Liam’s living 
room in Nanaimo and I’ve just broken the buckle off the rope strap 
on my pack. Cursing flimsy Black Diamond sewing, we jury-rig a 
rope strap for me out of Liam’s cordelette and turn in for the night. 
By noon the next day we are cursing the strenuous approach (it’s 
a pretty long walk) and the weight of our packs. Despite it being 
over nine hours since trying to go to sleep the night before, the 
sound of my alarm going off at 3:00 AM is a little harsh until I 
remember where I am and a mix of excitement and nervousness 
washes over me. An hour later the tent is down and we are post-
holing across the lake towards the base of Diretissima, our route 
on the East face of Colonel Foster.

The first few hundred meters are mostly moderate snow 
and ice so we rack up but keep the ropes in our packs. So far 
the spindrift that turned us around earlier in the year is not to be 
found. Fingers crossed. The snowfield terminates in a couple body 

Colonel Foster in Winter 

BySetonKriese
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lengths of vertical snice at the base of the couloir that forms the 
bulk of our route. Liam suggests soloing it but I am not so confi-
dent. I start up anyways and it feels pretty reasonable so I commit. 
After Liam joins me at the top of the step, we cruise up some more 
steep snow and build a belay in a bulge of blue ice at the base of 
the first WI 3 pitches. It wasn’t the greatest anchor but I didn’t 
know yet that it was probably the best we’d get all day.

After faffing with ropes, Liam takes the first lead. I tried to 
take a picture but my junky camera doesn’t work very well in the 
low light and the picture didn’t turn out. I take over and bring us 
to the point where we have the option of heading left into Super-
couloir, a route that has been tried a few times without success but 
we decide to leave that adventure for another time.

Two long simul climbing blocks bring us close to the base 
of the next steep pitches, but I am disoriented by the scale of the 
route and it takes another full 60 meter pitch to get near the steep 
section. This section of the route does not contain much good ice 
and I follow the pitch to find Liam belaying me off of a buried 
snow picket. Two more pitches bring us into easier terrain again 
and Liam remarks to me that WI 3 isn’t so easy after over ten 
hours of climbing. Many large ice chunks were adhered to the 
broad right wall of the upper funnel and by this time the direct sun 
had started flushing them down the tight lower couloir. Spooky.

Another simul block and a few pitches brought us close 
enough to the top that we felt like we would pull over the edge at 
any moment but difficult sections still separated us from our goal. 
As the sun continues to drop towards the sea on the far side of 
the mountain, Liam leads a short step of steep, crumbling ice and 
snow. At the belay we rack over and I resolve to take us to the top 
in one long simul block. After a few rope lengths, I hesitate where 
the route leaves the gut of the couloir and goes straight up the snow 
flutings to our right. I can tell that the snow will be unprotectable 
and it is about 50 meters to the summit ridge. But it isn’t steep 
and I said I’d take us to the top so I bottom out an ice screw in the 
blob of shitty ice in the back of the fluting in front of me and start 
climbing. The snow starts off supportive but turns powdery about 
ten meters from the top. I switch my umbilicals from the handles 
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of my ice tools to the heads and stab them into the snow. I spread 
my weight out into as much area as I can and start to balance, dig 
and swim my way upwards. Liam yells up, “What’s going on up 
there?” as snow I excavate is channeled onto him by the shape of 
the snow fluting. I yell back, “Sorry, you’ll see when you get here” 
and keep climbing. Pulling over the summit ridge into the setting 
sun and bringing Liam up feels like a gigantic weight lifting off 
my shoulders.

It was 7:00 PM, we were both pretty gassed and the sun 
was going down so we dug a ledge and set up our tent for the 
night. The end result was extremely airy, with great views of the 
sun dropping into the Pacific Ocean to the West and one corner of 
the tent hanging over the edge...

We got up sort of late the next morning and nervously 
started climbing along the ridge, anxious to get underway and get 
off the mountain.

We are pretty sure that Diretissima has been climbed four 
times before our ascent: the first ascent by Joe Bajan and Ross 
Nichol in 1978, by Rob Wood and John Kelson in 1989, by Joe 
Bajan and Steve Risse in 1989 and by Hunter Lee and Mike Shives 
in 2014. Joe Bajan and Ross Nichol descended by rappelling the 
West Face from the point where Diretissima tops out the East face. 
For this endeavor, they carried a drill up the route and installed 
roughly ten single-bolt anchors down the West face. We originally 
thought Joe Bajan and Steve Risse used the bolts again in 1989 but 
have since learned that they did not and we are not entirely sure 
how they descended. We are also not entirely sure how Rob Wood 
and John Kelson descended. We know that Hunter Lee and Mike 
Shives descended by traversing South along the summit ridge and 
downclimbing a gully on the West face, then hiking around the 
South summit to get back to the lake at the base of the East face. 
Variations to this option are the standard way off the peak in the 
summer, but prior to our trip Hunter had told Liam that he thought 
a section of the summit ridge that is climbed as a 5.6 slab in the 
summer could be problematic in bad snow conditions, so we were 
somewhat worried about our odds of success.

With only four pitons, three cams, half a set of nuts, and 
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little good ice to make V-Threads we didn’t really like our odds of 
successfully rappelling the West face so we intended to traverse 
the summit ridge.

After I wasted an hour in a squeeze chimney full of snow 
trying to force my way up a direct line to the summit we found an 
easier way and I belayed Liam from below while he tagged the 
summit. Cursing my error we decided we needed to get going, 
put the ropes away and started following a narrow sloping ledge 
south. Even though my crampons have anti-balling plates I had to 
stop frequently to clear them of the wet, sticky sun-warmed snow.

Two rappels and some crumbly snow climbing led mostly 
by Liam brought us to the base of the slab that we were worried 
about and we were very relieved to find it in good condition. After 
a few pitches of nerve-wracking snow climbing on the knife edge 
ridge we reach the col at top of the descent gully and I excavate a 
boulder from the snow to rappel off of.

As we put the ropes away for the last time we were acute-
ly aware of how late in the day it was. Nothing for it, we started 
down the gully and reached the base fairly quickly, took our har-
nesses off and started our long walk home.

Sun exposure had turned the snow at the base of the West 
face into total mush and we sank up to our thighs at times as we 
postholed around the South summit. We reached the col above 
the lake as the sun went down so we got our headlamps out and 
started picking our way down to the lake in the dying light. We 
finished the soul-destroying breakable crust posthole back to our 
cache (snowshoes and Liam’s approach pack) at 9:00 PM and 
promptly flopped down to take our harnesses off and pick through 
the remnants of our food. We had planned on a three day trip and 
I really didn’t want to spend another night shivering in my soaked 
sleeping bag so I pushed to walk out that night but Liam wanted 
to camp. I relented at 11:00 PM once we had crossed Landslide 
Lake and descended to the last creek crossing as I began to realize 
how heinous it would actually be to continue through the denser 
bush in the dark. In the morning we shared a clif bar and walked 
out. When we got to the road we piled into Liam’s car and drove 
to Campbell River in search of fast-food.
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Photo 1
Eyeing our objec-
tive on the way 
across landslide 
lake. Diretissima 
in red.
PC: Liam 
Gilchrist

Photo 2
Coming up!
PC: Liam 
Gilchrist
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As a first-year, new member of the VOC, and novice to 
winter hiking I wasn’t really sure what to expect when I first 
signed up for this trip. However, after hiking, sledding, eating, 
and partying with my fellow VOCers turned friends I am happy to 
say that this trip will definitely go down as a highlight of 2020 for 
me, and I look forward to many other adventures with the VOC.

We started our adventure Saturday morning, everybody 
meeting each other, most for the first time, at the base of the Sey-
mour ski resort. The sun was up, the sky was clear, and stoke 
levels were at a maximum. We put on our snow shows or skins, 
split Diego’s generous 4 liters of wine between our packs, and got 
walking. Once we got going, it got warm quickly. The movement 
and bright sun kept us warm so that you only really needed a base 
layer at this point. After a short hike through the backcountry, we 
arrived at a site that seemed to suit our needs for snow caves. 
With minimal avalanche danger and a good view, we set our packs 
down, and got to work on the caves.

With only two people in our group having snow cave expe-

Winter Longhike 2020
February 11, 2020 

ByJesseWatt
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rience, it was easy to over-imagine what could become. Although 
with dreams of multi-room snow hotels with separate rooms and 
space to hang out, we quickly learned that digging through the 
snow was no easy task (who would’ve thought), it was challeng-
ing and time-consuming enough just to make a small hole for three 
people.

After finishing our snow caves, we had some time to ex-
plore and have some fun before the sun went down. With this time 
we were quickly introduced to my new favorite way of navigating 
the backcountry, sledding. Right next to our campsite there was 
a steep hill with a section of the trail that was perfect for sliding 
down. We grabbed whatever we could find whether mats, trash-
bags, or just our snow pants, and gave it a send. We spent quite 
a while sledding down this hill, runs usually starting smooth and 
fast, and ending with a crash landing into the soft powder. We even 
met some fellow backcountry sledders who had brought their own 
plastic sleds and came hiking with the purpose of walking the up-
hills, and sending it down the downhills.

The rest of the afternoon consisted of generally exploring 
and relaxing, with people trekking up further to enjoy the impres-
sive panoramic view from first peak, or just hanging around the 
site and soaking in the silence of the snow. The clouds had settled 
into a nebelmeer (sea of fog in german) below us so that although 
in reality we were a quick drive from the city, it seemed as though 
we were in a paradise above the clouds, isolated from the rest of 
civilization. From the viewpoint at our campsite we got to expe-
rience the pinks and yellows of the sunset, and the extraordinarily 
bright and full moon rising to the east.

It was at this point that the cold started to set in. As the 
worries of frozen and soaking feet became a reality, under the 
moonlight we gathered around the snowtable that Diego had gra-
ciously constructed for us, and began the evening. Starting with 
folk music, warm food, and freshly made mulled wine, the night 
quickly got more exciting. Folk music turning to dancing music, 
and mulled wine turning to vodka. As the dancing increased and 
the drinks continued to flow, cold feet soon became a thing of the 
past, and we enjoyed a full night of laughing and dancing with 
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friends that we didn’t know before the morning.
We arose the next morning, with varying levels of sleep, 

and put on our soaking, freezing boots. We were freezing and 
tired, but stoke levels were still pretty high, and after just a few 
packets of warm oatmeal we had returned to maximum levels of 
stoke, and were ready to get going with the day. With still beauti-
ful weather, we began to go our separate ways, heading back down 
the mountain in our respective car groups. Except this time we had 
the knowledge and expertise to slide down the downhills on our 
butts, making the trip somehow even more exciting than the way 
up. Tired and sore from a restless night in a tight, uneven, snow 
cave with the tingling cold still lingering in my toes, we got back 
into the car and enjoyed the bliss of heated air and soft seats on the 
drive back to campus.

Enjoying the 
views during 
the hike up into 
the backcountry

Happy VOCers 
dancing and stay-

ing warm at the 
snow table
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Time in the mountains can be a lot of things. It can be time 
for self reflection, time pushing the limits of your will and wit, 
and other high-minded nonsense of the sort. Other times, when the 
tides of ego are low, and the cups runneth over with stoke, time in 
the mountains is simply a hell of a lot of fun. The 2020 not-so-be-
ginner “introduction” to backcountry part two was one such time. 

We began our adventure, as many before us had done, at 
The Blue Moose in Hope. We sat down for coffees and breakfast 
burritos, and got ourselves acquainted. Genuine smiles all around 
-- a good sign. Just under an hour later we were suiting up at the 
trailhead off the Zopkios exit at the Coquihalla summit. At the be-
hest of our trip leader, Mike Cancilla, we set about a brief gear and 
safety check, followed by an open discussion as to each person’s 
limitations and intentions pertaining to the trip. The responses 
suited the stated goals for the intro-level trip: building confidence 
with backcountry decision-making, improving uptrack skills and 
fitness, etc. Tabea Stephan, still recovering from an epic incident 
last summer at Lake Lovelywater, spoke on her limitations regard-

Intro To Backcount Pt. 2 
(Needle Peak)
ByChrisWaizenegger
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ing the injuries she sustained on that trip. The rest of the gang were 
thankfully in good working order and able to offer Tabea support, 
if any were to be necessary (spoiler, it wasn’t, she beasted through 
it the whole weekend). We set one final lofty intention on the way 
out into the grey cloudy beyond -- to find sunshine in them there 
hills despite the winter storm headed our way that night. On this 
front we did not expect success.

We set off on our way into the trees around 9:30am after a 
brief faff sesh trying to find the trailhead for all the snow. Shortly 
thereafter, we realized we had ended up on the wrong side of the 
creek. No matter, with some careful risk-assessment and a can-
do attitude we mounted an entirely underwhelming creek crossing 
about 300 m up the trail. Undoubtedly the best kind of creek cross-
ing in the winter. We completed our beacon check and were off to 
the races. After overcoming some rough struggles with tight kick 
turns on the tree-laden sub-alpine ascent, we were really making 
moves. Around 12:00pm we had arrived at our campsite and set 
about making our home for the weekend. Tent pads were stomped 
out, cozy canvas cottages were erected, and a masterfully-crafted 
camp kitchen (complete with tarp roof) was prepared for the ensu-
ing lunch. We shared a nosh, remarking on the incredibly high ra-
tio of camp stoves to people and the waste of weight that entailed. 
Ultimately, we settled on being thankful for over preparedness be-
ing our greatest burden. 

Mike warned of the epic winds which we would soon be 
encountering as we trekked the ridge over to the base of Needle 
Peak, but were pleasantly surprised to find the winds remarkably 
calm. As we made our way, just over the peak, an elusive glimmer 
of sunshine toyed with our emotions as we slogged through the 
alpine fog. Along the way, Mike offered answers to our multi-
tudinous questions regarding the avalanche hazards apparent in 
the area (though there were very few major concerns afoot). We 
discussed the apparent wind slab which had been called for in the 
Avy forecast, and noted that it’s influence only loomed large on 
the opposite side of the slope from where we intended to drop in. 
A relatively short hike later, we found ourselves standing at the 
base of the final scramble up to the peak. We tabled the idea of 
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attempting the summit in favour of pursuing some hard-earned 
powdery turns. The slope looked epic -- open and pristinely un-
touched. As if orchestrated by the gods themselves, the clouds 
broke and the sun’s light prevailed giving us awesome lighting 
for our first descent. And while the pristine powder of our dreams 
turned out to be not but a sprinkle of dust on a thick bed of crust, 
we still shared many a wholehearted  “yeeeeeeeeew!” on the way 
down. We headed up for one more lap, switching first-downs to 
give everyone a shot at fresh tracks, and the clouds continued to 
hold off to provide us with a truly picturesque evening lap in the 
waning sunlight. We made once more for the ridge and clicked on 
our headlamps to light the way for a brisk nighttime cruise to our 
encampment. We enjoyed dinner together, and reflected on our 
intentions for the day, fully satisfied at having achieved full send 
on all fronts. Mike cracked a backpack beer, and Ross Campbell 
shared some whiskey. After preparing some hot water bottles to 
keep extra warm through the night, we caught some well earned 
sleep around 11:00pm. 

We awoke the next day, at the exceedingly casual hour of 
9:00am, to a thick blanket of fresh powpow covering our campsite. 
With more snow coming down at quite a pace, we were thankful 
for the shelter of the tarp during our breakfast preparations. After 
breakfast, as we made for the ridge, we were overtaken by another 
pair of skiers who were out for the day. They were headed in the 
same direction, but had a bit more gumption in their stride, so we 
were happy to let them by. Shortly thereafter we encountered them 
once more, battered back by the apparently resurgent ridge winds 
which Mike had warned us of the previous day. We decided that 
we were better prepared than our compatriots, fully kitted out with 
goggles and buffs, and made our attempt at the ridge. We did not 
make it far. The easterly winds quickly proved to be more than 
we were willing to take on, so we decided to make for some laps 
on the west facing slope. Mindful of the potential that a wind slab 
may have developed overnight, we decided to remain at a slightly 
lower elevation, so as to remain amongst the trees. The additional 
~20 cm of snow which had fallen over night made for some truly 
epic laps. After our first lap, Tabea decided that she would prefer 
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not to make another hike for the day, and as we were only a short 
distance from camp, and already up on the ridgeline away from 
any dangerous avy terrain, we agreed that it would be safe enough 
to let her go alone while the rest of us enjoyed one more epic one 
for the books.

After another cozy meal in our homely kitchen tent, we 
broke camp and made for the cars around 4:00pm. After what end-
ed up being arguably the best lap of the day on the way down, we 
hiked a short distance along the highway back to our cars. The 
overnight snow had buried the cars in pretty deep, but with the 
buzz of our collective stoke still there to push us through, we made 
a collective effort to dig out a path for each vehicle. We were out 
of there around 6:00pm. All in all, everything went off without 
a hitch, and everyone came out with a weekend’s worth of great 
memories. We couldn’t have asked for more!

The breakfast club
PC: Chris Waizenegger
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A week prior myself and a few friends went out to the Nee-
dle Peak area in the Coquihalla to get our first turns of the season 
under our belt. On the approach to the south side of the mountain 
I noticed a couloir cutting diagonally up the N. Face of Needle. 

The bottom of the couloir had two exits, but I only had 
visuals of the right fork, which appeared to be 100 m of alpine ice/
snow to gain the couloir. I snagged a few photos and carried on 
with the day, which turned out to be a lovely sunny and snowy first 
day of the season!

As the week progressed the weather forecast was becom-
ing increasingly promising, so I sent Duncan P. some photos of the 
couloir to see if he was interested in checking it out. There was no 
info online, but we decided to go take a “look” with ice tools and 
rope in tow. 

We met up at the parking lot around 8:30am, split up gear, 
and started making our way up the steep, forested shoulder of Nee-
dle Peak. We arrived at the base of the couloir in good time, about 
two and a half hours, and we were starting to get a little amped!

Needle Peak N. Couloir 

BySamMcEwan

Nov 29, 2020

Participants: Sam McEwan, Duncan Pawson
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The couloir is shaped like an inverted “Y”, the right fork 
is the technical ice branch, and the left fork was in unknown sta-
tus from the ridge. However, now at the base of the couloir we 
could see that the left fork was skiable! We were stoked on this as 
it meant that the entire couloir could be skied without having to 
do any rappels. We decided to climb up the right fork to gain the 
couloir because we had brought our ice tools and rope, so may as 
well get some practice in! 

The climbing was probably around a grade of AI2/AI2+ 
but was a mixture of thin ice, neve, and snow. We decided to solo 
this section because it wouldn’t take protection well; it would per-
haps take some pitons but the ice was too thin and variable for 
screws. We put on our harnesses and crampons and started climb-
ing.

It was going quite well, albeit a bit slow because we were 
getting used to climbing ice with skis strapped to our bags, until 
one of Duncan’s crampons started to loosen. This did not inspire 
confidence as we were worried one of his crampons would pop 
off. We decided that I would continue up and find a place to build 
an anchor, lower him a rope, and put him on belay. I slowly made 
my way up and got to within three meters of the couloir proper, 
but the ice disappeared and only steep loose snow over a rock slab 
remained. I tried to climb it but realized it was too risky for me 
without a rope, and there was nothing to build an anchor from. 
Just as those “oh you’ve gone and fucked it now” thoughts were 
seeping into my head I noticed a steep runnel of neve to the right 
of me. I traversed through the snow to the base of it and swung my 
ice tool into the neve, bomber! 

Since there was only snow in the couloir, I dug out a T-slot 
to make an anchor with my skis. I had to excavate a lot of snow 
and felt bad for Duncan as he wasn’t in the most comfortable spot, 
getting bombarded by all of the snow. Eventually I got a rope 
down to him and put him on belay. We were not the smartest when 
we started up the ice and forgot/opted-not to split up the rock/
climbing hardware, which included my belay device. So, I elected 
to put Duncan on a hip belay, and reminded myself that it was 
common practice in the 50’s – 70’s. 
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Once Duncan arrived at the belay we transitioned to 
boot-packing up the next 200m to the top of the couloir. The snow 
was of the perfect consistency. It had a uniform density and went 
up to the knee, making the climb not a complete wallow but giving 
confidence that it would be fun to ski! The couloir ended at a small 
cave which made for a unique transition zone. 

I was a little nervous on the boot-pack as the slope angle 
was around 45 degrees and the last 50 m was approaching 50 de-
grees, making for a relatively difficult ski descent for me given it 
was my third day out of the season. Compounding this was the 
fact that the upper two thirds of the couloir funneled directly into 
the lower ice-climbing branch, essentially making this upper sec-
tion a no-fall zone. 

Duncan went first and laid down an aggressive jump turn 
out of the cave! He made his way down the initial steep 50 m and 
waited in a sheltered spot for me. I followed suit (minus the jump 
out of the cave) and picked my way down, trying to find my ski 
legs. I can’t say it was the prettiest skiing I’ve done! After joining 
Duncan, I continued downwards eventually finding my stride and 
starting to enjoy the descent more. I got past the ice pitch and 
waited for Duncan, and we were both a bit relieved to have made 
it past this section. Now being passed the risky part of the descent 
we hooted n’ hollered our way down the rest of the couloir and 
into the bowl below. 

We finished the day with a sunset ski down Needles NE 
ridge. Not a bad day out! 

Sam riding down the 
bowl. A great day out.

PC: Duncan Pawson
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After reading a VOC Journal trip report by Devlin Motter-
shead, my 10-year-old nephew was inspired to write his own trip 
report -- first written as a Phelix Hut logbook entry:

On June 11, me, Charles, Lena, Nick, and Grampa Peter 
went to Brian Waddington Hut. With Charles, my little cousin, we 
took six hours from Blackwater Rd in the rain. From the car ride 
to the end of Blackwater Rd, I felt sick. We had to drive for three 
and a half hours. We were very happy to arrive at this warm and 
dry hut. Today, June 12, we went to the top of Cabin Hill and we 
boot-packed up to the top. We had fun skiing down from Cabin 
Hill. Lena, Nick, and Grampa Peter boot skied down because they 
only took skis for me and Charles. Then it started to rain harder, so 
we came back for pancakes. Every day Nick would light an excel-
lent little fire to dry off all our wet stuff. We played lots of games 
like UNO and Chinese checkers. Later in the day, Nick dipped 
himself in the freezing cold river. Later in that day, me and Nick 
also built a GIGANTIC card mansion with over 500 cards, seven 

Junuary at Phelix
ByRohanSandhu-Millar
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decks. Then we read Danny, the Champion of the World by Roald 
Dahl. Today June 13 we went up to the Return of the King. It [boot 
packing up, & skiing down] was hard. At the top, Lena did a back-
flip off a boulder. At the bottom of the run I sprained my wrist, but 
luckily tomorrow we are going down. When we got back, I took 
a pill and it tasted awful! I got some hot chocolate and popcorn. 
Then it started to pour down rain. A little while later we heard a 
noise coming from the basement. Before we heard the noise Lena 
and Charles found a hole in the wall and they plugged it. We think 
it might be related so we looked down with a flashlight and didn’t 
find anything. It might be a marmot or something close to that. 
Today June 14 we are heading down to the car. It is snowing like 
crazy so we put on some rain gear. My wrist is feeling a bit better 
this morning so I can write this down. 

end note:
All in all, it was a pretty good trip. We made it safely down 

and me and Charles were boot sliding in all the places there were 
snow on the way down. Just one more bad thing, on the car ride 
back I got carsick as usual

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

R&C about to ski 
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A Swede, a Thai, a Canadian, an Italian, two Swiss, two 
Chinese, three Liechtenstein people and – of course – four Ger-
mans set off to celebrate the start of the new year 2020 and bid 
farewell to the previous decade. Fortunately, this is not the begin-
ning of a bad joke, but the report of a real trip with a well-orga-
nized camp, yummy meals (solid, liquid and frozen), fun activi-
ties, a more or less civilized party, and snow all around.

The well-organized camp

Despite the freedom we seek outdoors, snow camps seem 
to work best with efficient German planning skills, Flo as a com-
munity manager, and a few rules. For a start, we were able to 
choose the spot with a maximum number of minutes of sunlight 
for our temporary home. This was thanks to Tobias (Tobi) Klen-
ze’s map with sunrise and sunset time data for different possible 
camping locations on the plateau. His exemplary preparations for 
the trip went far beyond a suitable location though; the commu-
nity center for example was built according to his drafted layout 

VOC Europe New Year’s Snow 
Camp  

ByVerenaEngel,IzeBuphamalai,
OscarAkerlund,andTobiasKlenze
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and the rest was marked out in the 18-page trip manual. Sheltered 
under a retired parachute, we had to make sure to keep the me-
chanical tarp-door closed to stay as warm as possible during our 
comfortable adventure. Other, highly recommended, rules were 
to have locations for peeing, pooping, and snow for drinking wa-
ter, defined- and separated. In favour of surrounding wildlife, it 
is theoretically also ideal to keep the volume down at night. This 
aspect might have been subject to possible improvements, espe-
cially during NYE. However, if a group functions socially really 
well, this has to be lived out I think – and aren’t we also part of 
the wildlife, too (see “The more or less civilized party”)? This 
social dimension of the trip was not just a result of great people 
with a common spirit (& spirits) coming together, but also of Flo’s 
fruitful efforts to connect old and new friends through chat assign-
ments, question rounds, and common meals.

The yummy meals

Meals on a snow camping trip can have several functions: 
There’s the social part mentioned above, the matter of fact that 
food is transformed to body heat and energy when eaten, and – last 
but not least – to please our sense of taste. With the help of pulks 
and people who filled and pulled them, we indulged with food and 
drinks that were probably fresher and fancier than all our everyday 
meals. Maybe there is a causal link between the number of people 
you are cooking for and cooking ambitions. So, despite being in 
the middle of nowhere, we feasted on Apfelstrudel, Chinese veg-
etable and bread soup, fresh ginger tea, salty chestnut porridge, 
Swiss cheese fondue, and a Thai Curry rich in fresh veggies and 
taste, to name a few. Some say that all food is tasty when on a 
mountain. However, the frozen popsicle-like lunch eggs, hummus, 
carrots, and apples were not even considered yummy under these 
circumstances. As for liquid meals you have to make sure to ei-
ther keep them warm or have them keep you warm by potable 
anti-freezing agents (see “The more or less civilized party”) to not 
freeze.
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The fun activities

While skiing is the most obvious choice of fun activities 
on a winter camping trip, the snowboarders and snowshoers on 
this trip also exhibited signs of having fun such as smiling and 
claiming to have fun. Levels of fun were additionally increased 
by maximum levels of sunshine (see “The well-organized camp”) 
and bluebird/ starlit skies. Some of these activities were even cul-
turally rooted by following the German saying of “sliding well 
into the new year.” Subjects to follow this approach were a ski, 
followed by an apple, a backpack, and a water bottle, aided by an 
icy 35° slope (note to self: locking skis in walk mode properly is 
important if you appreciate skiing down on two skis and sparing 
your friends from rescuing your ski). All of the items could be re-
trieved wholly throughout the remaining ski day – only the apple 
was slightly softer than it had been earlier and 300 meters higher. 
Apart from falling objects, avalanches are a serious risk in beauti-
ful snowy mountains, and so the routes were chosen accordingly, 
beginners were briefed on avalanche safety, and beacon searches 
were practiced. During hours of low visibility, like at nighttime, 
however, it is considered much safer to exchange these fun sports 
activities through other, less healthy activities.

The more or less civilized party

Even though not everyone arrived and left on the same 
day, all 15 people were present during one evening. Since this “co-
incided” with New Year’s Eve, a celebration of these events was 
twofold necessary. A communal dinner and suitably strong Feuer-
zangenbowle (“It is hard to get drunk in the cold”) along with 
activities managed by party-officer Alina were worthy elements 
of this celebration. In order to successfully maximize the partici-
pation rate of the traditional naked snow run around the camp, our 
innovative party-officer offered to choose between a blue track 
(staying on consolidated tracks) and a black track (run in deep 
snow for at least a few meters). Most people even managed to get 
fully dressed and warm afterwards. The recovery of some “lost 
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underwear” at a later hour was celebrated by dancing around it in 
the lounge area. In addition to the booze and nakedness, happiness 
levels were increased by a good amount of stage diving and group 
hugs under the stars (minus the nakedness, just to be clear). By 
around four in the morning, all party folks had somehow found 
their way back into their tents or snow caves.

The snow all around

Although the snowpack was much lower than hoped for, 
a little cornice near the group camp was found and eventually 
housed ten people. The snowcave experts of the group gave a 
crash-course in snowcave construction to the newbies, who then 
undermined the wind-drifted snow to the extent of feasibility. The 
ceilings of the caves had come a bit low after a few days, how-
ever breathing and sleeping inside was still possible. On top of 
that, sliding out of them like penguins surely provided lots of fun. 
Here’s to winter camping making us feel worry-free and happy 
like kids again!

Epilogue: The “shitty” descent

We emerge out of our caves to be warmed by the rising sun 
once again. We have truly been blessed to have such formidable 
weather every single day. After a delicious, but ultimately futile, 
attempt to consume all the food we carried up, we start breaking 
camp. Our stay here is coming to an end, and the camp site shall 
now become a tabula rasa. We give back what we temporarily bor-
rowed to the pristine winter landscape.

With heavy backpacks and heavy hearts, we set on the fi-
nal descent of the trip. The still powdery snow more than once 
makes us question our decision to leave. Luckily, we are blessed to 
have the mountains at our doorstep and are already thinking about 
the next trip. 

Leaving no trace means also carrying down our excre-
ments. Surprisingly, no one volunteers to put them inside their 
backpack, so they are now dangling dangerously free on one of 
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the pulks.
The pulk seems eager to get down and requires its wielder 

to keep a high speed to stay ahead and in control. Fueled by con-
fidence from a surprisingly successful descent of a steep forested 
section, the poop pulk and its wielder enters the last slope of the 
descent. The bus stop with the trash bin is already in sight. The 
overconfident swede feels a firm tug from the pulk and a quick 
glance behind confirms what he feared. The pulk has turned, the 
bag containing the poop bags has ripped and the slope is dotted by 
its content.

The overconfident is quickly taken down to earth as he 
scurries up the slope to collect all the poop bags. An unsuspecting 
couple skis by, offering their help. To save everyone from embar-
rassment, he turns down the offer and stows the bags back in the 
pulk, utilizing the ripped bags as well as possible. A few hundred 
meters further down a small bump in the slope catapults a couple 
of the bags out of the pulk once more.

Luckily, the poop bags are all meticulously sealed and the 
snow remains as white and pure as ever. A few minutes later, they 
lie safely in the bear-proof trash bin at the bus stop. We take one 
last glance up towards our home for the last few days. The moun-
tains will not remember us, but we will remember them, and we 
will certainly come back!

Interested in joining trips in Europe? VOC Europe is a 
loose collection of VOCers who left Canada and wish to bring the 
VOC spirit to Europe. Contact: tobias.klenze@stusta.net.
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This trip all started on a rainy visit from Douglas Noblet. 
He was leaving his car in front of our house while he was flying 
out from YVR for something. Douglas mentioned a potential ski 
trip of the Purcell Range. Lena and I were immediately interested 
and over time were lucky enough to get involved with the trip 
which would include Stephen Senecal and Mark Grist. 

To back up a bit, Douglas was on the Selkirk ski traverse in 
2016. That is where we met him and Stephen Senecal. We also met 
up with Douglas while in the Waddington Range in 2017. Mark 
Grist is a VOC alumnus who was also on that Selkirk trip but 
someone Lena and I have known for a while. 

Douglas Noblet and Stephen Senecal were the Nelson 
based brains behind the trip. They are planning and logistic ex-
perts which left the rest of us feeling pampered. To further make 
things easy, Mark Grist was able to bring our food cache supplies 
out East when he was headed there a couple of months before 
the trip. This also meant that our food was done early and didn’t 
need to be done last minute. Douglas and Stephen worked their 

Purcell Range Ski Traverse
April 2019

ByNickMatwyuk
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magic to get all the food caches delivered. A bunch were flown 
by helicopter on flights already heading to the area. Stephen then 
worked with a friend, Steph, who was able to sled in a cache to the 
northernmost part. We are truly grateful for all the work everyone 
did to make this trip happen. It was a tour de force of how a trip 
should be planned.

First Leg

Before we started the trip it looked like winter had ended 
early and we would need to rush to ensure there was enough snow 
for us to complete the trip. Again, with great connections, we got a 
ride from Nelson to the “trailhead” outside of Creston on a logging 
road. It was a beautiful day to start the trip and we were able to get 
skis on not too long after leaving the truck. If I was to characterize 
this section of the trip it would be that logging roads made for 
more efficient travel than the proposed ridge line travel through 
trees. There were all sorts of conditions, from mushy isothermal 
skiing through clearcuts, teeth chattering icy snow plowing down 
roads, and even some powder by the end. We had some great 
snow kitchens and even ended up with precipitation most days. 
The spring trip was starting to feel more like winter. Our first food 
cache was at Gray Creek Pass. By some stroke of luck we were 
able to get information on a hut, “Fat Bob’s”, that was very close 
to the cache. It was a great hut to dry out and relax, especially with 
a new cache full of food. One of my special items for the caches 
was baby food. That way I could get some good tasting fruits and 
veggies without having to carry out tins. 

Second Leg

From Fat Bob’s we had a short leg to Powder Creek 
Lodge. This is where the terrain started to get more serious. We 
were blessed with beautiful weather and good snow. Lena and I 
got some laps in while the others got to the top of Sphinx Moun-
tain. We continued to get more snow and had a camp with a luxu-
rious snow kitchen complete with a fire and shelter from the snow 
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(under a tree). After that dump we had blue skies that led us to 
another top notch ski run. Stoke was high! As we progressed we 
all got a spooky feeling as we approached a col that was wind 
loaded. There was a hollow sound and some whumping. We were 
able to find a safe rib to ski to some trees. Douglas went first and 
the whole slope ripped out. As he was on a rib he was unaffected 
and able to ski the short distance to the trees. It was very scary and 
made us reconsider the upcoming terrain. We all skied down the 
bed surface carefully and had the consolation prize of skiing some 
great trees to camp. From there it was a valley slog to a single 
ascent before dropping into the terrain of Powder Creek Lodge. 
The great snow continued and soon we had the final ascent to the 
lodge. I know this will seem overused, but we were lucky again 
in that the sauna was available for us to sleep in. We got our food 
cache and relaxed at the beautiful site of the lodge. 

Third Leg

After a starry night and alpenglow morning we were up 
early and moving towards the next crux of the trip. Along the way 
we saw the leaning towers, which are impressive looking moun-
tains. Thanks to Stephen’s familiarity with the area and the group’s 
knowledge of snow science (mostly Mark, Stephen, and Douglas), 
we were able to navigate a safe line through a cruxy area. From 
there it was up to another crux. We were standing on top of a great 
looking line that would lead us to the Dewar Hot Springs. Again, 
we were able to safely ski down and enjoy the amazing snow. The 
hot springs were well placed as the next day it snowed the whole 
time so we stayed put. The next section required better visibili-
ty to take the higher route, or safer conditions to the entrance of 
the lower route. That being said, Stephen doesn’t rest much so 
he went out in the wet snow to check out the route and get some 
turns. Douglas spent the most time in the springs and we all en-
joyed some relaxation time.

With this spring being more like real winter we had to 
abandon the high traverse for the next section. Luckily we were 
able to still sneak through the Lees Clutterbuck col by taking it 
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one at a time. Then there was an amazing heli-ski quality descent, 
probably one of the best of the trip but there were many. Some 
cool traversing brought us to another descent which started out 
foggy but cleared up eventually. The next day brought another 
crux: the mousetrap. This is an avalanche prone gulley that we 
had to go through. We started early and it was cold, so cold that 
Stephen’s TLT7’s froze up and needed CPR to go into ski mode. 
The mousetrap wasn’t so bad as it looked like a lot had already 
slid, probably in the warm weather in March. After starting in a 
valley with trees and running water we were soon up on an icefield 
beside Mt. Toby (3242 m). We attempted to go up it but conditions 
and time thwarted us so we skied down to the toe of the glacier and 
set up camp. From there we went through Earl Grey Pass which 
Lena had hiked through as a kid. There is some splendid looking 
terrain around there. We then hit up another amazing ski run down 
to the Leona Creek Hut. Douglas got the face shot of the trip on 
this run. 

Fourth Leg

We lucked out by getting to the hut after a snowmobile 
group had been there. The stove was still warm. It was for this 
leg of the trip that Mark and Stephen would have their girlfriends 
(Kathy and Kristen) join as well as a friend of ours, Kelsey. The 
weather was very uncertain, so Kathy and Kelsey were hardcore 
and skinned in to the hut from the highway. Before they showed 
up we met two sledders who were in the area. They were the first 
people we had seen since starting the trip. They had had a full day 
already with nearly falling in a crevasse. They talked about being 
done, had a drink and smoke, but then got rejuvenated by the talk 
of rain coming the next day. They went sledding into the night up 
the slope we had skied down. We heard them for a while and could 
see the lights on the hill, crazy! 

We waited another day due to weather before heading out 
the next morning. Kristen was going to be sledded in by Steph and 
her boyfriend (now husband) Cam. It was great to meet up with 
them and they even brought us fruit to eat. I should mention that 
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we waited for them underneath a bridge because it was precipitat-
ing, possibly raining. The visibility also sucked. Once they headed 
out on their sled we had a short discussion which concluded with 
us heading back to the hut because the avalanche danger was too 
high. That was a good call because we could hear the crashing of 
avalanches throughout the day as the temperatures rose and rain 
fell. 

As the distance we had to travel to our next cache in the 
Bugaboos wasn’t changing we would have to make up some time. 
Thankfully the weather turned clear and had an excellent day of 
travel. We went through a 3000 m col between Birthday and Eye-
brow Peak. At this point we had crushed a lot of distance and el-
evation so people were getting tired. We were able to camp by 
a small lake which meant we wouldn’t have to melt water. This 
was a huge time saver! This camp also included a cool ice cave to 
explore. 

We woke up to a wonderfully long ski run down to roughly 
1100 m. This was a low elevation point for the trip and we were 
thankful for logging roads that provided easy groomers for us to 
get down. At this point we were starting to get views of the Hows-
er Towers as we approached the Bugaboos. More ups and downs 
in the valley led us to a big climb into the Bugaboos. We had 
good conditions but the weather was definitely moving in quick-
ly. Cresting the ridge on the final boot pack, we were greeted by 
strong winds. The ceiling was dropping and a white out was devel-
oping as we had to navigate some glaciers. Some survival skiing 
was necessary as we made our way down to the safety of the Con-
rad Kain Hut. We were there only briefly before our pre-arranged 
helicopter came up from the valley to drop off a food cache and 
pick up Kathy, Kristen, and Kelsey. What a whirlwind for those 
three as they left full winter weather and went to the valley and a 
cozy lodge. 

Fifth Leg

Now that we were in full alpine terrain we required bet-
ter visibility to travel. This meant another rest day as the clouds 
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socked in the surrounding spires. The hut is quite spacious and we 
spent time reading the climbing literature and eating. The next day 
we blitzed through the Bugaboos. It was stunning to stare at all of 
the big walls and dream of climbing them. The wind persisted so 
we weren’t keen for long stops or for climbing a wind hammered 
peak. There was some good snow still and we enjoyed a great run 
down to the valley to camp.   

The next day brought some adventure as Stephen got up 
close with the creek and got a major soaker. After he got out he 
skied really fast and stopped at the valley bottom to build a small 
fire to dry his boot liners. While coming down slowly ourselves, 
we saw the smoke cloud and knew where to find him. Then we 
had some classic spring touring with sun, heat, and snow glop-
ping to our skins. The views continued to be good and we got on 
top of a small peak. There was some more good skiing to be had 
as we headed down to the valley. In the morning we followed a 
creek and ended up boot packing up a waterfall as it was easier 
than skinning through the trees. A quick descent led us to a hut for 
our last food cache. It was early in the day so we carried on over 
another ridge before dropping down to camp.

Sixth Leg

We woke up to some more fresh snow but had blue skies. 
As we made our way up to the ridge we started to hear some big 
whumps which was concerning. At one point, Stephen and Lena 
were ahead and remote triggered a cornice. Mark alerted us to this 
so Douglas and I sprinted over to see them, all the while wonder-
ing how something could avalanche on such mellow terrain. It 
turns out that the snow was quite sensitive and there was a big cor-
nice failure. Lena and Stephen weren’t at risk but it was scary. We 
abandoned plans to ski down a bowl and headed up on the ridge. 
While up there Douglas and Stephen remote triggered a slide on 
the face. We then found an easy way off the ridge and skied down 
to the logging roads in the valley. 

After a night in the valley we wanted to head back up on 
the ridge as the Sir Donald Range was on the other side of the Bea-
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ver Valley. We had great clear weather and the terrain was simple 
on the aptly named “Bald Mountains”. It was stunning to traverse 
those mountains while looking at gnarly peaks. As we reached the 
end of the Bald Mountains we began scouting our options up into 
the next range of mountains. We would have to descend to 1400 
m and then ascend a South face. The slopes were looking bare and 
unappealing. We crossed our fingers and skied down to the valley. 
Once there we went upstream while evaluating ascent routes. As 
luck would have it we camped below a couloir that had slid. It 
was full of avy debris and made a perfect ribbon of snow up to the 
ridge line. 

Early the next morning we boot packed up the couloir to 
the ridge line and clicked back into our skis. Now we were in a 
popular sledding area (Quartz Creek) and had some good skiing 
down to the logging roads. From here it was a race with the snow. 
We skied as far as we could before relenting and boot packing 
down the road at 1000 m. Just off the highway we sat down and 
relaxed while we waited for Kathy and Kristen to come pick us 
up. While waiting we were randomly greeted by Christian Sam-
paleanu, another VOCer, who was doing field work in the area 
and wanted to chat with the skiers he saw, not knowing it was us. 
Again, we are truly thankful for the support of our friends who 
had, for instance, driven our vehicle from Nelson to Revelstoke 
and then picked us up from East of Rogers Pass. 

This was a splendid trip with great friends and full of things 
working well. We weren’t able to stay on the ridgelines as we had 
wanted but instead got some really good skiing. I will have to go 
back and do the Bugs - Rogers trip to take in some of the high 
travel we missed. It was quite cool to traverse a whole mountain 
range and experience another part of beautiful British Columbia.
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One of my favourite indoor activities is looking at maps, 
so when the world shut down in March, CalTopo quickly rose to 
the top of the list of my most-visited websites. I spent hours look-
ing at the Coast Mountains, trying to find new places to go when 
things opened up again. I was particularly interested in the Squa-
mish Valley area, where large icefields, tall peaks, and dense forest 
help create a remote feeling. I eventually focused on a glaciated 
peak at the northern end of the Tantalus range, Mount Jimmy Jim-
my. 

There was enough beta on Jimmy Jimmy that I was rea-
sonably sure that it would go, so on the first weekend of June, 
Declan and I decided to check it out.

Unlike the provincial park, which requires a river crossing, 
the northern part of the Tantalus range is easily accessed by car. 
We were able to drive all the way to the power plant on the Ashlu 
FSR, which was in surprisingly good shape. From there, we un-
loaded the car and started our hike. 

Post-quarantine ski tour on 
Jimmy Jimmy

ByAndrewWilson
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About 200 m from our car, we ran into a black bear munch-
ing on plants along the side of the logging road. We yelled and 
waved our hiking poles at it and it ran off. We also ran into a few 
trail runners and hikers who were heading up to the abandoned 
Pokosha Creek gold mine. Several of them commented on our skis 
and one person said “the snow is pretty far away”. We knew that 
already, but it was a bit discouraging to have someone else tell us. 

After a few hours, we hit the washout from a small creek 
on Coin Peak, which was the first spot that we were unsure about. 
The creek crossing was in good shape, and there was even a 
flagged route across the washout. Shortly after the washout, we 
turned off of the logging road and began our “bushwhack”. Later 
in the year, it would likely be a real bushwhack, but in early June, 
it was a nice walk through the forest. We hit snow at around 1200 
m and travel became a lot slower. It was getting late, so we de-
cided to keep bootpacking instead of transitioning to skis, which 
would have probably been faster. We reached Coin Lake in thick 
fog, set up camp, ate a quick dinner and went to bed. 

We figured that we’d need to go around the lake, since there 
was a lot of water pooling around the edge. Traversing around the 
lake in the morning wasn’t bad, but it was a south-facing slope 
that would get slushy by lunchtime. From the top of Coin Pass we 
skinned across the lower part of the glacier to a rather large mo-
raine. Declan had done a much better job staying in shape during 
quarantine than I had, so I was setting a very slow pace. By the 
time we reached the upper glacier, it was noon and the snow was 
getting quite soft. We decided not to push for the summit and have 
lunch on some rocks below the ridge instead. While we were eat-
ing, some clouds rolled in and dropped some freshies on us. 

The skiing above Coin Pass was fantastic. The snow was 
beautiful corn that was thick enough we didn’t need to worry 
about sharks or cracks. We stopped at a little moraine lake so that 
Declan could take a swim. My mom had made a joke about skiing 
naked, and so I joined Declan in skiing down to Coin Pass naked.

On our way back to camp, we ran into another group who 
was heading across the lake. It turns out that there was a snow 
bridge that we couldn’t see because it was obscured by a small 
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hill from our campsite. We stopped side-hilling through mashed 
potatoes and skied across the lake instead. 

After packing up camp, we skied down to about 200 m 
below Coin Lake before we took our skis off and hiked down the 
road. We got back to the cars tired, sweaty, and very sunburnt for 
our drive back to Vancouver.

Declan carving 
some majestic 
tele turns on the 
way down from 
Jimmy Jimmy.

For some 
reason he 
wanted to 

swim in this.
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I have been meaning to join the VOC for a few years and, 
with encouragement from friends Jacob Grossbard and Cass Ber-
no, only recently did I finally sign up and find a trip to go on. I 
was planning on Winter Longhike, but had to bail because I was 
sick. I recently befriended Haley Foladare through a Women in 
Computer Science group chat and we began texting. Quickly, she 
organized a “chill” day trip to Red Heather Hut in Garibaldi Pro-
vincial Park on Sunday March 15, 2020. It turned out to be mostly 
chill and totally awesome! Almost too awesome for anyone’s first 
VOC trip, I was told later.

After a wonderful quick breakfast stop at Cloudburst Cafe 
in Squamish (would highly recommend), Haley, myself, and Ky-
lie Schatz made our way up past Quest University. We arrived at 
Garibaldi’s Diamond Head trailhead a bit after 8:00am. Garibaldi 
Park, and specifically Round Mountain sits upon the traditional, 
ancestral, and unceded territory of the Skwxwú7mesh-uhl Temíx-
̱w (Squamish) and Coast Salish peoples.
 

Type 1.5 Fun: Ski Touring near 
Red Heather

ByMelissaBernstein
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A day of firsts

Besides being my first (relatively) organized VOC trip, 
this day was my first time stepping foot (or ski) in Garibaldi Pro-
vincial Park. I have lived in Vancouver for over two years now and 
I was stoked to finally see what all the hype was about!

As we climbed up the gravel road, we got stopped by a 
park ranger who kindly asked us to put our chains on. Being the 
considerate helper that I am, I excused myself to go pee while Ha-
ley and Kylie struggled in the cold to shimmy the chains onto the 
wheels. When Haley started complaining, I quickly helped out and 
we got on our way up the icy road.

When the rest of the group got to the upper lot, everyone 
was excited and ready to go! We began our skin up the well main-
tained winter trail a little after 9:00am.

We went at a casual pace, with plenty of time to drink wa-
ter and enjoy each other’s company. Soon my only real negative 
part of the day started to develop - blisters. With the VOC’s lovely 
modern collection of 1980s Tele equipment, I enjoyed a five star 
treatment of luxuriously textured sandpaper rubbing on the heels 
of my feet. Despite Jacob’s insistence on stopping to fix my red 
boots after 20 minutes of skinning (15 minutes of me complain-
ing), I ignored him, tightened my boots a little bit, and continued 
on. As I was told, some discomfort is required, especially on your 
first VOC trip.

 
Minimal Faffing

When we reached the Hut an hour and a half later, we de-
cided it was lunchtime. It was beautifully sunny, so we skipped the 
hut and enjoyed our packed lunches outside.

We also enjoyed Jacob’s deliciously salted chocolate chip 
cookies. Bless his soul.

Our lunch was relaxed, except for Vince Chan’s panic as 
the birds tried to eat his food. We were fully entertained with the 
birds, while Vince tried to capture their friendly attacks on our 
group.
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I took this opportunity to fix my blister situation. I ven-
tured to the not-so-warm-should’ve-just-stayed-outside-in-the-
sun-Red-Heather-Hut. I thought my left foot was fine, but found 
a sizable blister. My right food had three small blisters. Lovely, I 
thought to myself. This will be enough proof to say that my day 
wasn’t all rainbows and butterflies. With purple duck tape courte-
sy of Christina Wiesmann, I covered up my blisters, popped some 
ibuprofen, and slapped a smile on my face.

 Are we going down yet?

After lunch time, the plan was to go up a bit higher to ski 
some laps. Thankfully, the skinning was only another 30 minutes 
on low-grade tracks.

 
The Type 1 Fun Begins!

After deciding to go up “only a little higher,” we made the 
decision to start our descent down Round Mountain, called so, I 
presume, because the maximum grade we ever skied on was 15 
degrees. We all admire Jacob’s ability to take his skins off while 
standing, but of course it’s Jacob, so no one is surprised. We do 
manage to get a picture of Vince doing it, though.

We go one at a time down the slope. After lots of cheering 
and face plants (followed by supportive laughter from the group), 
we made it down to the first meeting point, a mere 50 m down the 
mountain from where we started. We continued going down, a 
little bit at a time, together to the hut.

Out of everyone in the group, most had an AT ski setup. I 
on the other hand have a wonderful red set of the club’s tele gear. I 
had tele skied once before - night skiing at Seymour, learning from 
master tele-skier Jacob. Sam Shulman was in the same boat as me 
on tele skis, but he had never skied tele before. Sam had some 
trouble early on, but we told him he could just pretend he was on 
normal downhill skis and he was soon flying (quite literally) down 
the mountain. Later, he swapped with Jacob for an AT setup and 
then he was one very happy skier. I wasn’t going to let my seem-
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ing disadvantage hold me back from looking super cool. After all, 
that was becoming my only goal of the day.

I grew up cross country skiing in Minnesota and had tried 
telemark turns on skinny cross country skis on packed corduroy 
trails. On wide, heavy skis in deep wet snow, it was a bit more 
difficult. I managed to get the hang of it after face planting a few 
times and was soon linking relatively pretty turns down the slope. 
Jacob complimented me - but he might have just been acting nice 
- cause that’s how he is. Nonetheless, I owed it to him for teaching 
me the basics that night at Seymour. Of course, when he switched 
to Sam’s tele setup, I only complimented him once because I can’t 
let him develop a big ego (he’s quite good at tele skiing, but don’t 
tell him that). 

 The Fun Continues

After two laps, we decided to ski down to the car. We took 
a quick photo and went on our way.

The ski from the hut down to the parking lot was most-
ly uneventful. I found it beautifully peaceful. Weaving through 
snowshoers on their way down and skiers on their way up for 
some sunset laps, we made it to the parking lot easily.

Most of us then ventured down the access road, past the 
hoards of mountain bikers enjoying Squamish’s extensive trails, 
to the Essence of India restaurant where we filled up on samosas, 
curries, and chai tea with too much unrefined sugar.

Soon, we were on the road again, driving along the Howe 
Sound which we saw from our vantage point earlier on the round 
mountain.

 Sun dazed reflection

As the sun set and I sat in the backseat, I reflected on the 
day. Overall, it was an amazing day. There was no doubt. My 
blisters on the way up would rate the fun designation a Type 2 ac-
cording to the VOC Glossary. But the sunshine, views, and won-
derful company brought me to the conclusion that this trip should 
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be rated as type 1.5, aka fun.
Before going on this trip, I asked my roommate what ski 

touring was like when he went one time years ago. He said it was 
like a walk in the snow with heavy skis, and the skiing down part 
was an added bonus. I would agree with him for the most part. But 
this day was more than that for me. It was a step into an activity I 
had never done, with a bunch of people I (mostly) had never met. 
I am frustrated it took me over two years to finally join the VOC, 
but I look forward to the many more adventures I’ll go on before 
I’m done with my time in Vancouver.

Kudos and bonus pictures!

I want to extend my utmost gratitude to the whole group 
for being such wonderful and “chill” people to ski with on my 
first ski touring adventure. Additionally, I’d like to thank Jacob 
for teaching me the basics of tele skiing that night at Seymour, so 
I wouldn’t make a fool out of myself when I finally went touring, 
and also for encouraging me to finally go on a VOC outing! Also a 
big shoutout to Haley for organizing this trip and answering all of 
my questions about what to pack and wear, and reassuring me that 
I’ll be a good enough skier for Round Mountain’s tame slopes. 
And last, but not least, to Vince Chan and Emily Kuang for taking 
excellent photos on our trip! You both truly captured the day’s 
awesomeness.

Considering the recent changes to our daily lives due to 
the rapid spread of COVID-19, I am going to cherish this day for 
a long time. Being based in Vancouver, with a short commute, one 
can ski, bike, and swim, all in the same day. I hope we can all soon 
be outside enjoying our backyard like we used to.

Till next time, Melissa Bernstein.
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The last group picture for a long time … From left to right: Me-
lissa Bernstein, Jacob Grossbard, Kylie Schatz, Emily Kuang, 
Sam Shulman, Haley Foladre, Charlotte Nelson, Christina 
Wiesmann. And Vin Sanity in front. 
PC: A kind man nearby

Vin Sanity being super 
cool and taking off his 
skins while standing.
PC: Emily Kuang
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Me (Melissa) skinning above the 
hut, pretending I’m Jessie Diggins, 
Olympic Cross Country skier from 
Minnesota, minus the gliding part.
PC: Vin Sanity

Charlotte Nelson getting 
attacked by a Whiskey Jack.
PC: Vin Sanity
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PHOTO CONTEST 
WINNERS 

LANDSCAPES 

Runner-up by Luis Dias 

Winner, “Morning in the Tantalus” by Isaac Borrego 
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ACTION

Winner, by Eloise Faehndrich
“Meandering through moments and mountains”

Runner-up, by Eli Chapman
Photo taken on a summer sailing trip from Sechelt to the tip of 
Vancouver Island and back.
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FLORA AND FAUNA

Winner, “Flowers of Illal Meadows” by Isaac Borrego 

Runner-up, by Eli Chapman
Photo taken on a summer sailing trip from Sechelt to the tip of 
Vancouver Island and back.
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PORTRAITS 

Winner, “Straight cheesin’ ” by Charlotte Scholten

Runner-up, by Eloise Faehndrich
“All smiles in the mountains when it’s actually good weather for 
once”
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 

Winner, “Workhike” by Tom Curran 

Runner-up, “The ideal sort of morning” by Birgit Rogalla
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Winner, “Coloured 
Lake, Bolivia” by Lucia 
Lam 

Runner-up, by Eloise 
Faehndrich
“Cold winds blew 
against our tent. Will 
we be able to light our 
stove? Hope sparkles.” 
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It was titillating to brush up 
against the enigma of mortality, to 
steal a glimpse across its forbidden 
frontier. Climbing was a magnifi-

cient activity, I firmly believed, not 
in spite of the inherent perils, but 

precisely because of them.

JON KRAKAUER, 
Into Thin Air
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CLIMBING AND 
MOUNTAINEERING 
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When I was thinking of a summer trip to do with a friend 
and kid free, the Tantalus traverse was the first to come into my 
mind. As I am not able to get out as much on bigger trips these 
days I wanted to do something that captures a lot of everything in 
one trip. Having done the traverse in summer 4 previous times I 
knew the route pretty well. Next up was choosing a partner to do 
it with. Rich was my first choice and he took no convincing at all. 
We had done the traverse together previously. So starting with an 
email on June 6 we began planning.

I made a detailed spreadsheet with all of the gear I was 
going to bring and later updated it with weights. I also put route 
and general information in there along with photos of the route 
and previous gear that I took. There is a lot of terrain covered and 
some key route choices that can save a lot of time. This is where 
the experience of doing the traverse many times is very helpful. 
There were 3 weekends I suggested as those would allow me to 
have the time off, Lena to be on call, and our in-laws to help out 
with child care if necessary.

Fast and Light: AL – PIE – NISM
A Traverse of the Tantalus Range 

July 18-19, 2020

ByNickMatwyuk
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The first weekend attempt didn’t materialize but the July 
4-5 weekend seemed possible as even a guide had confirmed that 
conditions were getting good. Before the weekend though there 
was heavy precipitation that was landing as snow. We made the 
call not to go. Social media confirmed our decision when someone 
reported setting off a wet slide avalanche near Dione. The weather 
got better for Sun-Mon but we kept with our decision (not enough 
time for snow to melt) and from some people that did go it looked 
super wintery and not good for fast travel. We were happy with 
our decision.

The July 18-19 weekend approached and looked good. 
This is when we went. With most of the planning done previously 
we only needed a quick call to check in on a few things and set 
the meet up time. 05:00 we met at the Taylor Way Church parking 
lot. I made a mess while eating my breakfast on the drive as we 
listened to Tool. At the road to the cable crossing we stashed my 
bike in the woods along with a tupperware container of water and 
food for when we got out. After passing numerous cars and tents 
we parked at the Sigurd Trailhead.

Our approach for the trip was to bring overnight gear. We 
knew we probably could do it in a day but didn’t know for sure. 
Also, by bringing gear we had less pressure. If we did blitz through 
we didn’t have to use it. At 06:45 we started up the trail. With not 
having hung out much in a while we had a lot to talk about. While 
passing a group heading for the traverse, Rich was in the middle of 
saying, “I don’t really like exercise”. This gave people a laugh as 
we set a good pace past them. It took us ~2 hours to get to the old 
cable bridge crossing where we waded easily across.

At 09:17 we busted out of the trees and were in the de-
bris slope beneath Pelion with gorgeous views. From there we 
followed the edge of the trees and made it to the ridgeline when it 
was easy. A snow plod took us up to the col where we started to see 
tracks of someone who was going up Pelion. While going down 
Pelion the travel was so easy I found myself occasionally running 
and boot skiing. We then cruised through the middle ground ter-
rain and nailed the easiest route to the base of Tantalus.

A guided group had taken a helicopter at first light to the 
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base of the North Ridge for the traverse. This helped us out by 
giving great steps up the steep snow to gain the ridge of Tantalus. 
Super fun climbing up ribbons of snow and past a really filled in 
bergschrund, thanks Junu-ary! On the other side of the ridge was 
another snow plod and it was hot. Rich was smart and put snow in 
a ziploc bag next to his body to cool himself down. I should have 
done something similar as I think I got a mild headache from the 
heat. I started doubting that I had brought enough food because 
I was suddenly feeling really hungry (I ended up with more than 
enough food).

Once off of that snow plod we were on the ridge proper. 
This is where the amazing scrambling begins. It was quite joyful 
and also a good recovery section as it is more varied and slower 
than walking on snow. It is also cooler as there is less reflection 
of light. This is just one of the many reasons to go on the trip, the 
ridge is stunning. I also had Will Stanhope’s words of wisdom 
(from his Zombie Roof Solo Video) in my head, “If soloing feels 
scary you are doing it wrong”. It is easy terrain but I didn’t want 
to be taking any unnecessary risk so kept checking in with myself. 
Also, we had hit prime conditions. Normally getting off a section 
of ridge to gain the last main section to the summit is hard. A short 
downclimb took us across instead of the usual rappel. From there 
we followed the guides tracks up a section of solid rock which 
sure beat the choss that I thought was the normal route. Thinking 
of it now I think that was probably the normal route when it was 
more snow. Anyways, it was great to learn something new about 
the route.

On the final section to the false summit we belayed. I had 
soloed it 3 other times and could do it again but especially being 
a father now I didn’t want to take the chance. Again, after that we 
then rapped down off the false summit which I had previously 
downclimbed. A quick trip up to the summit (at 15:45) had Rich 
pulling out his chocolate/almond/hazelnut pie (858 grams for the 
gram-conscious readers), the second time we’ve shared pie on the 
summit of Tantalus. Mmmmmm. From the top we could see the 
guided group walking off of Tantalus. Then we set off doing the 
raps, starting with one from the chain that “The Moose” had car-
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ried up from sea level, nearly twenty years ago! We found them 
fairly easily and didn’t have any stuck ropes (well one that was a 
little but we didn’t have to climb up to get it, just re-arrange and 
pull again). The descent off Tantalus is not trivial, and requires 
a high level of route finding to locate the rappel stations. Once 
again, it was helpful to have past experience to rely on to make 
this section efficient. We were at the top of the raps (two to three 
bolted rappels down a gully) on to the Dione Glacier by 17:45.

We made it to the Haberl Hut at 18:53 was where we had a 
bit of dinner (some bites of pre-cooked pizza). The beauty of hav-
ing pizza for dinner, is that you can just stop and eat whenever you 
feel like it, and then keep moving afterwards. We chatted briefly 
with the guided group, but we were all pretty content to just eat 
quietly and take in the mountain views. Wanting to get the snow 
travel out of the way while it was soft, we continued on to the Rus-
sian Army Camp. It was cruisy travel and we then followed Eric 
Carter’s descent to the camp. The trail was a bit hard to find in the 
beginning but we were soon on it and making our way to the Lake 
Lovely Water Hut area. BC Parks would have a lot of work to do 
if they wanted to make the trail up to any sort of standards. Some 
items of note are a good chain hand over hand section, a swamp 
by Lambda Lake, a wet mossy down sloping slab, and some ankle 
eaters. Sure beats bushwhacking though so no complaints, it was 
just a fun topic of conversation while we bumbled with headlamps 
on.

We got to the dock just before 22:00,a 15 hour day. We 
could have moved faster, but it was just a really nice enjoyable 
walk in the park all day, the hours and elevation just all seemed 
to fly by in a good way. If we wanted to push we could have gone 
home but I wouldn’t have felt safe driving, plus, it was a beauti-
ful camping spot! Unfortunately the dock was not installed so we 
dunked in the lake. We set up our sleeping gear on the dock which 
was on shore and had our pizza dinners.

It was a clear night and we woke up at 05:00 to a great 
view of the LLW cirque. Eric Carter and a friend passed me in the 
morning, on route to complete the Lake Lovelywater circumnavi-
gation in a single push After eating oatmeal in a ziploc bag along 
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with some pie, we started down. The trail went by fast and we 
made it to the boat launch just before 08:00. I inflated my thermar-
est and floated across. The water level was higher than I had pre-
viously swam it in but knew I had a very high safety margin last 
time (i.e. I got across the other side with plenty of time). It worked 
out great and after getting to the other side I let out a whoop and 
Rich responded. I then happily floated down the rest of the river to 
the pull out at the cable car.

Once at the cable car tower I ran the dirt road section to the 
stashed bike. Chugged some water and grabbed a bag of almonds 
and cranberries. I then started biking the 20km while eating food. 
It was all going well until I turned onto the Ashlu Road. My bike 
stopped with the rear wheel rubbing. It is an older bike so no quick 
release. I kicked the wheel into place and disconnected the brake. 
This lasted for ~500m before it rubbed again. I repeated this once 
more but then it wasn’t working any longer. I didn’t have a wrench 
to align the wheel so I kicked it once more and walked the bike the 
last 1km or so which was a bit demoralizing. After driving back I 
picked up Rich and we were on our way home.

This was a fantastic trip with a great partner. We did some 
good pre-planning, waited for the optimal weather window, and 
had an awesome time. No pressure as we had bivy gear and no 
strava so just two friends out for a walk in a beautiful provincial 
park. If you have any questions about the traverse let me know as 
I love the area and sharing knowledge. 

PC: Rich So. Caption: Summit of Tantalus
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I had never actually seen the summit of Mount Robson. 
Every time I drove by in the past, the top half of the mountain was 
engulfed in a boiling tower of clouds. Standing in the parking lot 
with Seton Kriese, the swirling clouds magically began to lift their 
veil to slowly reveal rocks and snow that led to a peak so tall it 
strained my neck to look at. All we could do was stare in awe and 
look at each other, over and over, saying “Holy shit, we’re going 
to climb that”.

Robson is synonymous with adventure. Every serious 
climber in the Rockies dreams about it. Only 16 m shy of 4000 
m, it stands about 3200 m higher than the Fraser River’s banks at 
the bottom of the valley. This makes for a long climb. The summit 
of Everest is only 3400 m above base camp. This vertical dis-
tance (called relief) notoriously allows Robson to create its own 
weather, especially sudden and lasting storms. All veteran Rock-
ies climbers have at least one story that ends with, “and then we 
bailed on Robson”.

I left Vancouver at 4am and made it to the Robson parking 

Robson Trip Report

ByWillRaleigh-Smith

June 30th, 2020
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lot at noon exactly. I was on time for once, despite being stopped 
dead on the number one highway near Abbotsford for 20 minutes 
(WHY?). Oddly, there is no cell service at the rangers station park-
ing lot (but there is a coin operated payphone), so I didn’t know 
if Seton had come in from Smithers yet. I wandered around the 
parking lot for 10 minutes the old fashioned way until we found 
each other. Seton saw a bear, but I didn’t. Since you’re allowed 
to bike the first 10 km of the approach we decided to bring bikes. 
This would have been an obvious choice, except that the only bike 
I own is a single speed dirt jump bike with only one brake.

I walked up almost every hill on the trail. Fortunately, 
there were flat-ish sections where I could ride for just long enough 
to make it feel worth dragging the bike along. All the creeks and 
rivers in the area were swollen and flooding from snowmelt and 
heavy rainfall. The Robson River had taken over part of the trail 
and we scrambled over a rock outcrop to avoid it, dragging our 
bikes over. Eventually, we came to a fork in the trail, with a sign 
pointing left for Kinney lake. We took it.

It took us to Kinney Lake.
Then it took us INTO Kinney Lake.
We tried to ‘shwack around the side of the flooded part 

and accidentally stumbled upon the trail that goes around Kinney 
lake…. Dry year round.  We rode for a short time more until we 
found the unofficial trail that would take us along the valley to Pat-
terson Couloir and locked our bikes pretty unsecurely to a sapling. 
The start of the trail is on the right hand side, it looks like a trail, 
there is a small piece of flagging, and a tree has fallen across it a 
few feet up the trail. 

We hiked through lush, almost coastal type forest for a few 
kilometres until it opened into big alpine meadows with avalanche 
debris still metres deep. The valley was gorgeous, and we saw no 
other people or big animals but heard lots of birds.

The snow under some of these slides was still 8 m thick… 
Crazy amounts of avalanche debris coming off these big faces.

We plodded happily along the valley until a map check 
revealed we’d gone too far! We backtracked for 20 minutes and 
around 5pm we started scrambling some cliffy bands towards Pat-
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terson Couloir.
At the first flat(ish) spot we came to, we leveled a bivy 

site and built a small stone wall. I think I’ve used the adze on my 
mountaineering axe for digging dirt and rocks more than I ever 
have for chopping steps or clearing bad ice…

We passed out around 10pm and had a chill start at 6am. 
After we packed up and started scrambling, we found another bivy 
site less than 10 minutes above where we had camped. Oh well! 
We reached a large snowfield below Patterson within an hour.

The terrain opened quickly. Unfortunately, the weather 
was becoming funny. It had been cloudy overnight, so the snow 
hadn’t cooled much, and there were even darker low clouds com-
ing at us from the south. We stood on the lateral moraine below 
Patterson and stared at the clouds for a few minutes, hoping they 
would thin out enough to see the scrambling section out of the 
couloir. They didn’t. We decided to go in blind, trusting our noses 
and Sean Dougherty’s notoriously vague (and sometimes sand-
bagged) route advice. We found an impressive bergschrund that 
would have been a serious pain to cross if there wasn’t a mirac-
ulous 2 m wide snow bridge built right up from the bottom and 
sitting in the middle of the couloir. I wish I had photos. Just as we 
crossed, it started to snow. The snow in the couloir was perfect 
névé snow, firm and Styrofoam-y, forming spines and allowing 
fun variations of our ascent line. We raced up, giggling like little 
kids. Then it snowed harder. And harder. Small pockets of snow 
began to break and sluff off at us as we were climbing. We took 
a break in the shelter of some cliffs on the right side to snack and 
assess our situation.

It was puking pretty hard as we ate and we realized that 
almost 2 cm of fresh snow had fallen in the last 20 minutes, mean-
ing it was snowing about 5 cm/hr. Looking into the col the sluffs 
had stopped. Instead, there was a continuous stream of loose snow 
flowing down through the spines we had been so stoked on a few 
minutes before. It was much denser and more contained than the 
spindrift waves that often brush through during storms. It was 
concentrated and dense. The storm wasn’t showing any signs of 
easing up and we still had a few hundred meters in the couloir 
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before we could get to the ‘safety’ of snow covered, unknown, un-
seen 4th class rock to gain the Robson Glacier. There was a lot of 
mountain still above us, funnelling snow and rocks right into our 
position, and the snow beneath our feet was getting pretty soft. A 
big slide was very possible and would sweep us straight into the 
bergschrund.

It was time to get out.
We downclimbed as fast as we could, avoiding being over 

top of one another and jumping over the increasingly fast river of 
snow. We heard the tearing and breaking of rockfall and avalanch-
es nearby on the mountain. Back on the flat snowfields, the clouds 
still swirled, but the snow eased up and then stopped. I wondered 
for a moment if we should have kept going, but quickly re-decided 
that the right decision was to bail. The mountain will always be 
there.

Hiking along the snowfield I felt my right foot punching 
into space. I quickly shifted my weight on the left. It also broke 
through. My right foot landed on a rock at a weird angle and my 
crampon-clad left foot landed my full weight directly onto my 
right calf! Fuck! Cursing more, I pulled up my pant leg, expecting 
to see blood everywhere, thinking I would certainly need tape and 
maybe stitches. I was shocked to see only two little pinholes with 
tiny amounts of blood flowing out. The Dyneema reinforced patch-
es in the Mammut hardshell pants Heather lent me had saved my 
leg from impalement. I used to scoff at features like this. I thought 
they were gimmicks, a waste of money and heavy. But this spared 
me a lot of gauze and long hobble out, or worse, an embarrassing 
helicopter ride to the hospital.  As we scrambled down the cliffs 
my calf was weak and became stiffer, making edging in my moun-
tain boots difficult. After a few scary moments downclimbing we 
were back in the valley and retracing our steps back to the bikes. 
We reached them in the early afternoon and as we unlocked them, 
Seton smiled, saying “This is why we bothered dragging bikes”. 
We hopped on and ripped down the muddy trail. With almost no 
one out hiking, we were back at the parking lot within 30 minutes.

We sat in the parking lot and ate chips. We both had a few 
days off work still, so we drove into Jasper to see if conditions 
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were any good on Edith Cavell. My calf did not at all enjoy sitting 
and driving and I figured my scrambling and downclimbing abil-
ity was too compromised to hike in and do the East Ridge. Seton 
decided to head in to try it solo (ended up being too warm) while I 
started driving back to Vancouver. It felt a bit anticlimactic to part 
company in a Jasper backstreet, but that was the end of this adven-
ture. It felt just as lame as it reads in this trip report. We’ll be back.

Seton in Kinney Lake 
PC: Will Raleigh-Smith 

PC: Will Raleigh-Smith 
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In early August 2020, Andrew Cavers, Luc Harvey, Na-
talie Maslowski and I headed east one Friday night with plans 
to climb Yak Peak via Yak Check 5.10a Saturday morning. We’d 
arrived late at the Zopkios Brake Check and were setting up our 
camp for the night when we heard that there was a hornet’s nest 
at a belay station on one of the pitches. Then, Luc, Andrew, and 
I also found out that Natalie is severely allergic to wasps. So, our 
original plan was out. 

We desperately searched Mountain Project for a climb 
nearby that suited the group’s abilities, gear, and general interest 
and were coming up empty handed. It was getting really late. I 
finally suggested the Goat 5.9, a fairly new 19 (!!!!!) pitch sport 
multi in Marble Canyon I’d been wanting to try. It was 250 km 
away but nobody had a better idea. Since we’d already set up camp, 
we figured it would be less faffy to go to sleep where we were and 
drive up very early the next day so the August sun wouldn’t be on 
us for too long and we wouldn’t be stuck behind several groups.

Of Hornets and Goats 
ByVannyPornsinsiriruk
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Four hours of rolling around trying to escape the inescap-
able truck stop noise later, the 4:00 AM alarm went off. I woke 
up so nauseous I genuinely did not trust myself to belay or lead. 
Alas, it was nothing a shitty Tim Hortons coffee I’d come to asso-
ciate with stoke, sends, and summits couldn’t fix. We were driving 
through Merritt as the sun came up, and it was beautiful-- and 
finally, I was feeling calm and excited for the climb ahead. Too 
calm. 

We’d arrived in Marble Canyon Provincial Park and lost 
cell service before realizing that none of us, in our evening fren-
zy and morning daze, had gathered any information on the climb 
other than that it looked cool and existed somewhere in the park. 
We didn’t know where it started, what the pitch descriptions were, 
or how to get off the climb. So, we drove around until we found 
another group of climbers. 

After finding the climbers, gaining beta, and looking like 
very unprepared gumbies, we were finally off on the approach 
trail. We then proceeded to look like even bigger gumbies when 
the climbers who provided us with the approach beta had to yell at 
us to walk in the opposite direction a few minutes after we’d left. 

It was starting to get very hot by the time we got to the 
base of the climb. I took off my shirt, and soon, everyone followed 
my lead. Luc and Natalie climbed off first, and then Andrew and I 
swung leads behind them until pitch 7, when Luc suggested we do 
the Billy Goat Gruff 5.11a variation instead. I was pretty tired and 
sleep deprived but decided to give it a go. I’m guessing nobody 
ever does it, because three crimps broke on me while I was weight-
ing them. Still, I managed to onsight it, and I do recommend it if 
you like slab and torturing your seconder who has worn-through 
shoes (Andrew went and got new TC Pros right after this climb...). 

It was pure type 1 fun until about pitch 13, when ines-
capable sun, heat, and tiny, oven-hot edge-induced toe pain com-
bined to form type 1.5 fun. I remember taking a big swig from 
my Camelbak and feeling it run dry. Ummm, what the fuck?!?! 
There were 1.5 L in there that morning and I had been rationing 
it. Turns out, unbeknownst to me, Andrew had been drinking from 
my Camelbak the entire time because he was too lazy to take out 
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his bottle. He innocently offered me some water from his Nalgene 
to compensate. This would be fine, except he’d drank ~700 ml of 
my water and only had ~300 ml to offer me in return. I have never 
wanted to strangle Andrew more (correct as of time of writing on 
January 5 2021, subject to change). 

Side note: It didn’t occur to me at the moment because my 
brain was very dry, but as I write this months later, I am realizing 
that this is my second story about day trip multipitching, water 
with a friend, and being very sun-baked and dehydrated… shout-
out to Sam Viavant for participation in Butt Lite Epic, 2019-20 
journal. 

Anyways. Andrew and I spent the last few pitches trying 
to campus slab so as to weight our sore feet as little as possible. 
By now, I was so parched it felt like the inside of my mouth was 
cracking. We waited for Luc and Natalie to top out, then rappelled 
down into the descent gully. 

It was incredibly steep, dusty, and slippery, with fallen 
trees and large boulders in the path. Every step felt precarious and 
progress was slow. I kept thinking it must get better just a bit lower 
down, just a few more minutes… it really never did. The gully felt 
endless. Whoever was in the back inevitably kept sending pebble 
missiles flying down. It took us two hours to exit the gully, only 
to be greeted by an equally dusty and slippery slope which then 
transitioned into a thorn-filled brush that then spat us onto the road 
a kilometer from our car. By this point, we were all deliriously 
thirsty. Luc was halfway to the car when I got to the road, and I 
ran towards it. I was so excited for the water waiting for me in the 
trunk, even if it was hot. As I desperately ran past the car parked 
behind ours, its owner told Luc he had ice cold water in his cooler 
and we looked like we needed it. 

My angel. 
I wanted to profess my undying love to him. But I was too 

busy chugging. It felt like torture handing the bottle off to Andrew, 
who had just arrived. After Natalie got some water, we profusely 
thanked our H2O Hero, then jumped in the lake that had been 
tempting us from the hot climb all day. 

The climb was fantastic, with some stellar friction slab 
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pitches, interesting traverses, and friendly bolting. The descent 
gully is quite type 2, though I think it was well worth it to experi-
ence the route at least once. It also took us 750 km of driving for 
one day of climbing due to the Yak detour. But all in all, it was a 
beautiful Saturday spent with friends. 

By the way, remember the detail about Andrew taking off 
his shirt? Well he got a burn so bad he had the scars to prove it for 
months afterwards. 

Andrew, that was divine karma for stealing my water. 

A desperate attempt at hiding 
from the sun
PC: Andrew Cavers

Looking down on the Billy 
Goat Gruff variation and Pa-

vilion Lake
PC: Vanny Pornsinsiriruk
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Easter weekend many rock-loving VOCers flocked to the 
desert of Oregon to climb in Smith Rock, and no good trip is com-
plete without a couple of crazy choices. This included leaving 
UBC at 9:00pm and driving straight through the night, climbing 
on almost no sleep, and being slightly too close to an out-of-con-
trol truck on the way home (thanks Mt. Hood for the blizzard). 
But the real epic that happened at Smith was Luc and my Sunday 
objective. Snibble Tower (5.10a A1 R), a 150 m multipitch on the 
Northeast face, consists of 4 pitches of free climbing, 1 of aid, and 
finishes with some good ole sketchy, chossy, class 4 scrambling.

Attempt #1

On Saturday Luc and I woke up with the intent to summit 
Smith Peak via Snibble Tower. Luc wanted to lead the 5th pitch, 
which was considered a 4-star pitch in the guidebook. So, he took 
off up the first pitch to stay in sequence for swapping leads. Pitch 
1 goes at 5.10a sport, however in true Smith fashion the first bolt 
was 10 m off the ground. After placing a marginal #2 in a flake 

Bummed Knee and Hissing 
Geese 

ByLucHarveyandBryanStarick

Easter 2016
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for some metal pro, he continued up towards the first bolt. As he 
approached the crux, he thought that traversing left would be the 
easier route. However, he soon found himself off route and far 
left of his last bolt. Without having climbed much for the last few 
months, his endurance didn’t last him long and he did not have 
the energy to get back to the last bolt. He decided to take a fall in-
stead. When he let go, the pendulum swung him awkwardly onto 
a ledge where he abruptly hit his knee on the wall. Luc attempted 
to recover from his fall and to give the move another go, but his 
leg could not support him. I therefore lowered him off, finished the 
lead and rapped off at the end. We agreed that continuing wouldn’t 
be smart since he couldn’t bend his leg. I suggested that the best 
thing for his knee would be to decrease the swelling by dipping it 
in the freezing cold water of the river since there was no ice near-
by. Luc took my advice under consideration and spent the next 
hour or so awkwardly dipping his knee into the water while trying 
to avoid frostbite. I ended up taking off for the rest of the day to 
climb with some other friends since Luc was incapable of doing 
much activity at the time.

On Saturday night we all thought Luc would be taking it 
easy Sunday too. But as bedtime approached and thoughts of the 
next day arose, Luc made it clear that he was set on climbing Snib-
ble as long as the pain wasn’t too bad. Sunday morning, after a 
good dinner and a good night sleep, we headed back to the base of 
the climb to try again.

Attempt #2

Since Luc’s knee was not at 100 per cent, we decided that I 
would lead the harder pitches. So I took off up pitch 1 being famil-
iar with it from the day before. In no time I had reached the anchor 
and belayed Luc up. He started up pitch 2, a 5.7 that traverses the 
crumbly chimney to our right. As he continued, we became un-
wanted guests of an angry goose’s perch. It hissed at us, we yelled 
at it, and eventually it realized we weren’t worth the effort and 
flew off. Luc continued up towards the next set of anchors, which 
had a spacious belay ledge.
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The complications began with pitch 3, the A1 pitch. De-
scribed in the guidebook as a bolted horizontal traverse, we be-
lieved that it would be simple enough. First of all, the book lied 
to us. Go figure. The aid pitch was not a horizontal traverse but 
in fact a line of bolts at a fairly steep angle. I had fashioned some 
aiders out of webbing two days before and decided it was a good 
idea to put it at the bottom of the pack under all of our stuff. So af-
ter some faffing around and a little bit of preparation, I started the 
pitch, hoping my very limited aid experience would be sufficient. 
The first three bolts were easy; clip the aider, weight the bolt, un-
clip the last aider, clip a draw, clip the rope and repeat. Looking for 
the next bolt, I realized that there was a problem. Instead of being 
a meter or so off to the left like the rest, it was also 1.5 m up. There 
was no way I could reach it, and no crack or constriction for a cam 
or nut, and we had no skyhooks to use either (Note: after checking 
mountainproject it was confirmed that one of the bolts popped off 
Dec. 14). I backed off and returned to the belay ledge, looked at 
the topo and chuckled.

“What’s funny, Bryan?” Luc asked.
“Well we aren’t gonna be able to do the aid pitch, so hear 

me out... instead let’s climb two more pitches up then we can rap-
pel back to the anchors on the other side of the aid traverse.”

The day was young and we still wanted the summit, so 
away we went.

Luc led the next pitch, a 5.10 mixed climb with a crux tra-
verse around an arête. As he reached the point where the traverse 
should be, he yelled down saying there were no moves. I then took 
a look further up the climb and suggested he try to reach another 
spot that appeared traversable. When I arrived, he was already out 
of sight. He called down to me to tell me that he couldn’t see a way 
across but that he could see an anchor to the right and wanted to 
set up there. He then quickly secured in and put me on belay.

A quick side note: so far this route has had the occasional 
choss, and I always yell rock when I’ve pulled one off the wall. 
As I climbed up to Luc there were a few rocks that came off the 
wall. Knowing that it was chossy, Luc called down to the group 
below us letting them know that they should put on their helmets. 
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To Luc’s and my own surprise, it appeared as if neither the climb-
er nor the belayer had even brought helmets. They responded by 
yelling back at us claiming that we had not yelled “rock” when 
we had pulled our last piece of choss off. The group climbing to 
our far right on another route then sided with us screaming back 
at them that we HAD yelled “rock”. It seemed as if they didn’t 
care one way or another. They then went on with their climb, still 
with no head protection to my dismay. Three cheers for Darwin, 
I guess.

I continued up to Luc, trying not to think about the group 
below and their poor life choices. Soon I was at the anchor, and 
what I saw there when I arrived made my heart sink. Now, I’m a 
hard-ass when it comes to climbing systems. It was a mentality 
drilled into me by my mentor, and I thank him for that. So you can 
imagine my surprise when I come up to an anchor that’s built on 
a solid cam and an old rapel ring connected to two rusted bolts by 
an American Death Triangle (refer to the UBC-VOC wiki). Frank-
ly, it would not have been that bad if Luc hadn’t been putting all 
his weight on the rap rings instead of the bolts themselves which 
he was connected to by a looser backup system. After a bit more 
backing up of the anchor, and a brief lecture as to why American 
Death Triangles are aptly named, we moved on to figuring out our 
next step.  

Now considering this story is such an epic to tell, it’s only 
fair that I let Luc tell the second half of the story. So, let me hand 
it over to him.

Ok. So, as Bryan was saying, we had just fixed our anchor 
and we were figuring out our next move. I had taken a look at the 
following pitch which seemed to be a slightly overhung with a 
very skinny finger crack and thought it might be doable. When 
Bryan finally got the chance to take a look at it as well, both him 
and I agreed that neither of us wanted to lead it. We also discov-
ered that it was not even marked in the book and we were worried 
to see what was the state of the next anchor (or if there was even 
one at all). Therefore, we decided that we had two options to get 
out of this precarious position:

Leave a cordelette or another anchor system at the repel to 
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act as a replacement for the Death Triangle and rappel off to the 
bottom of the pitch, or

One of us could attempt the second traverse to get onto the 
bolted face and continue our originally planned route. Now that 
day, because of my knee, I wasn’t feeling that confident so after 
a little hesitation, Bryan decided he would give the traverse a go.

To get Bryan into a position where he could lead the tra-
verse safely, he down climbed a meter or so to the start of the 
move and then put a nut in to diminish the length of his pendulum 
if he were to fall. After a few scary moments he made the move 
with no slips, luckily, and moved over to clip the nearest bolt. 
Once he made it to that position, we both took a huge sigh of relief 
realizing that we were going to make it and that we wouldn’t need 
to leave any of our gear on the wall. Bryan continued climbing to 
the anchor and put me on belay. He had clipped the bolts in a way 
that allowed me to then perform a fairly controlled pendulum to 
get myself from the anchor back onto the main route. I followed 
the rope up to a much more trustworthy looking anchor. At this 
point, the stress that had been building up inside me from the last 
pitch had mostly dissipated and I was ready to lead again. The fol-
lowing pitch thankfully went without any hitches. Oddly enough, 
the bolts were not aligned with the route which was a little awk-
ward but I made it to the anchor and secured myself to the next 
set of bolts.

At this point, we had finally reached the rap anchor that 
Bryan had been aiming for with his detour route. Once Bryan 
made it to the anchor, we set up a rappel and lowered off. Now 
this was a fairly difficult rappel because we needed to lower down 
at a significant angle from the vertical to make it to the beginning 
of the 5.7 pitch that we were aiming for. Sadly, the rope didn’t end 
up reaching the lower set of bolt anchors and Bryan had to set up 
a trad (traditional gear) anchor a few meters up. It was a little slow 
going but luckily, we made it back to our original route without 
any more problems.

Because the 5.7 pitch that we needed to do next looked 
quite long, I decided that it would be beneficial to do a second 
rappel down to the bolts so that I could use the camelots and nuts 
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making up the gear anchor further up the pitch or for the next an-
chor which we knew was not bolted. Once we got all our gear in 
order and Bryan was properly secured to the lower anchor, I start-
ed my lead up the 5.7 pitch. Luckily, it was fairly relaxed climbing 
for this route but I only had a single rack of trad gear so my place-
ments ended up being few and far between. When I reached the 
next anchor location, I set up a gear anchor with what little gear I 
had left and belayed Bryan up to my belay station. At this point, 
Bryan would find it noteworthy to mention that when he climbed 
the 5.7 pitch, he told me he found an amazing move where he 
needed to bear hug this huge lodged boulder and stem his feet to 
get past it.

Now one thing I need to say is when I arrived at the bottom 
of the 5.9 pitch (top of the 5.7) I finally realized why we had put all 
this effort out to complete this multipitch. Above, I gazed at this 
beautiful corner crack that appeared to offer some amazing hand 
and finger jams. When Bryan made it to where I was, I got him to 
take a picture of it.

“Looks like you will have an awesome time leading this 
pitch,” I exclaimed, relieved that I had done all my sketchy leads 
for the day, or so I thought. Bryan, funnily enough, did not seem 
as stoked about it as I was.

Again, we organized our gear and Bryan was soon ready 
to lead this final technical pitch. Initially, it seemed pretty straight 
forward. He let me know that he had found a few good hand jams 
and finger jams and got a few good gear placements in for protec-
tion.

As he approached the one overhang in the pitch, the crack 
thinned and he ran out of moves. Bryan decided it looked easier to 
move away from the crack onto the outer arête with no protection 
and then move back once he got above the overhang. During this 
somewhat sketchy move, he was at risk of penduluming into me 
at the belay. Luckily, he didn’t fall, made the move and got an-
other piece in the upper crack. At this point he had moved out of 
my range of sight and climbed for a few more meters. He quickly 
realized that he was running out of gear really fast and would not 
have enough to finish the pitch. To my surprise, he called down 
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that he was setting up an anchor. He quickly put me on belay and 
I climbed up after him. Once I reached his position, I realized we 
weren’t even close to finishing the “5.9” pitch yet. There was a 
steep section ahead that looked quite difficult, especially to Brian 
and I was up next to lead. What’s that saying again? ‘Out of the 
frying pan and into the fire.’

At this point, Bryan thought the pitch was too difficult and 
did not believe it was the 5.9 we were supposed to be climbing. 
He suggested the pitch may curve and move out left to a separate 
crack that was just out of sight. While on belay, I traversed across 
to go check it out but found nothing but lichen and choss.

I personally thought that the next section was still doable. 
With that said, I was still not keen to lead it but since Bryan was not 
as experienced as I was at traditional leading, I ended up climbing 
it anyway. To my surprise, the next section was significantly more 
difficult than the 5.9 rating. I would have given it a rating closer 
of 5.10b/c. I guess it was one of the classic sandbagged routes of 
old in Smith. Thankfully, I somehow summoned the strength to 
climb through the section which consisted of technical hand and 
finger jams, stemming and sustained climbing for at least 10 me-
ters. Once I made it past the crux, I came to the last section of the 
pitch but had run out of gear again. I looked below and realized I 
had sewn up the crack below with gear placements every foot or 
so. I did not have enough for another gear anchor if I were to keep 
going, and did not want to take the risk that there wasn’t a solid 
bolt anchor at the top of this pitch. Therefore, I ended up building 
a trad anchor with the little gear I had left. I belayed Bryan up to 
my makeshift belay station and had him keep climbing past me to 
the true belay station at the top of the pitch knowing that it wasn’t 
far and that he would not need much gear.

After a minute or two of climbing, Bryan moved out of my 
range of sight again and quickly set up a gear anchor after having 
not found any sign of bolts nearby. I cleaned the previous anchor 
and joined him at his belay ledge. As I did with Bryan for the last 
pitch, he told me to just keep climbing with the few gear pieces 
I had on me thinking the top wasn’t far. I walked for literally 30 
seconds and found the bolt anchor that Bryan had been tirelessly 
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trying to find for 15 minutes earlier. Go figure. From this point, 
I looked around the corner and saw that there was still a fair bit 
of climbing to go before we reached the top of the multipitch. I 
wanted to reduce as much rope drag as possible so I had Bryan 
climb to the bolt anchor and set up a new belay position before I 
continued on.

At this point in the day, both me and Bryan had lost all of 
our energy and just wanted to complete the route. I started climb-
ing up what was hopefully going to be my last lead of the day 
(which it was). As I climbed, to my horror, a large amount of the 
rock on the surface of the cliff was composed of loose boulders, 
some up to a foot or two in diameter. I hesitantly moved passed 
them making sure that neither I nor the rope dislodged any boul-
ders.

An important point to consider now is that I was pretty 
much at the top of this 150-180 m spire on the front face, facing 
the river. If I were to have dislodged any rocks, they would’ve 
tumbled down the slope I was walking on, proceeded to the edge 
of the cliff, fallen 150 m to the slope at the base of the cliff and then 
barreled down into a busy pedestrian trail where there would’ve 
been a huge risk of someone getting hit and possibly fatally in-
jured. There was also a good chance that climbers could have been 
moving around on the slope below, trying to access the base of the 
wall, which increased the possibility of an incident occurring.

As I kept climbing, I probably scrambled a distance of 
over 30 meters while only putting a couple extended alpine draw 
gear placements because there was literally nowhere to put any 
trad gear. Everything on the slope appeared to be falling apart. 
I finally reached a chossy chimney that somehow actually had a 
few good gear placements. I didn’t want to keep climbing any fur-
ther because there was already a lot of rope drag. I set up another 
trad anchor and belayed Bryan up to me while warning him about 
some of the more unstable boulders that he could have dislodged. 
When he made it to my position, I gave him the rest of my gear 
and he kept climbing. I was assuming that the top was just around 
the next corner and that there was only one more sketchy move to 
complete. Turns out I was right. With a few poor gear placements 
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due to the nature of the rock, Bryan finished the last pitch. After a 
few minutes of climbing the rope stopped moving.

“Hey Bryan, are you at the top?” I called up.
“Yeah,” he responded.
“Is there a rap anchor there?”
“Yeah!”
“Thank god!!!” I exclaimed, letting out a huge sigh of re-

lief.
That was my biggest fear. Coming up to the top of the 

climb and realizing that there were no chains to rappel off would 
have been a really bad situation and neither me nor Bryan had 
the patience to deal with any more screw-ups after this stressful 
8-hour day. He quickly belayed me up for the final time and I 
summited with a big smile on my face. Bryan and I let out a few 
loud cheers of joy into the valley to let everyone know that we had 
made it. We had a nice snack at the top, took a bunch of photos, 
packed up our gear and got ready to rappel off the top. The photo 
below is a picture of Bryan and me at the top of Snibble Tower.

Insert Photo 2

The rest of the day consisted of Bryan and I rappelling 
down to the bottom of the Smith Rock Group and jogging back to 
camp with all our gear and no energy left. We were trying to make 
it to camp before 6 PM which was the time we had agreed to meet 
with the rest of our car group. We had expected to finish signifi-
cantly earlier but could not account for all the detours and screw-
ups that we had run into throughout the day. We arrived at camp 
20 minutes late or so but the rest of the group ended up climbing a 
little longer as well so no harm done. In the end, we completed our 
8-hour epic in style with a McDonald’s dinner to celebrate.

That day I learned the following life lessons:

• It’s always better to get injured at the start of the climb.
• Geese don’t take lightly to humans invading their nesting 

area.
• Smith can have some pretty good quality rock, but it can also 
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have a lot of terrible rock as well.
I would qualify this trip as Type 2.5 fun overall but we 

definitely still had some good ol’ fashion Type 1 fun along the 
way. One of the best adventures of my life so far.
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“Some are born mediocre, some achieve mediocrity, and 
some have mediocrity thrust upon them.” – That one famous poet 
dude.

I’d like to think that we at the very least managed to 
achieve some level of mediocrity on a cold October day outside of 
Squamish. With snow in the mountains and leaves already falling 
to the ground in the high winds, the four of us (myself, Quinn 
Ramsay, Giulio Saibene, and Jessica Leung) set out from Vancou-
ver on a hastily planned trip to get in one last day of climbing for 
the season. After giving up on driving the road all the way to the 
crag (a preview of the mediocrity to come), we parked off the 99 
and walked the whole five minutes to the wall.

Between us we had some of the things needed for climb-
ing success: twelve quickdraws, one rope, and zero cumulative 
outdoor lead climbs. It’s truly a wonder we all lived to tell the 
tale. But, the idea was to go to an easy wall, Electric Avenue, to 
get everyone up to speed on the nuances of lead climbing. For that 
purpose, this wall was excellent – if you ever want a bunch of easy 

Pushing the Limits of 
Mediocrity

ByIsaacBorrego

Cheakamus Canyon Climbing
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lead climbs to build confidence then you should absolutely follow 
Eddy Grant’s advice and rock down to Electric Avenue sometime.

The biting wind continued to blow as we arrived and set 
up at the base of the 5.6 “Amazing Route”. Hint: it wasn’t all that 
amazing at 8 m tall. Plus the frigid temps didn’t make things any 
more amazing, with a patch of ice just to the side of the route. 
After a brief tutorial, with topics including the give and take of 
lead belaying and why back clipping is bad, we each took a turn 
leading the super short, non-committing, four bolt route. Note that 
everyone had been climbing quite a bit at Skaha the weekend be-
fore, so we felt ready to take the next step. After that it was “The 
Cliff of Awesome” at 5.4, then we moved up to the much longer 
5.5 “Tailgate Party” and 5.4 “Park Rat.” Not a single lead fall was 
had, and everyone got to experience the satisfaction of clipping 
quickdraws all the way up.

We kept ourselves entertained with lively banter, including 
the quip from Quinn which led to the title of this very trip report. 
And we stayed warm by running back and forth every once in a 
while. I told everyone about a recent dream I had, wherein MEC 
went out of business so Jessica and I opened up a new outdoor 
store. This time with a twist – for some unknown reason we now 
had cats roaming the aisles full of gear. Yes, the C in MEC now 
stood for cats. Mountain Equipment Cats. I have no idea if this 
was a particular business decision that we made or if they just 
happened to be inhabiting the building where we opened up. This 
story is not that important for this trip report, but I feel like the 
world needs to know.

The family that had been occupying the furthest route 
to the right, 5.7 “Taiga Face,” looked ready to move on, so we 
jumped onto that one soon afterward. They switched over to the 
easiest route, a 5.3, to set up a top rope for their toddler – an in-
teresting choice that led to a full on meltdown at the top when it 
was time for her to be lowered. It’s a bit weird to watch traumatic 
childhood memories being formed in real time. Anyway, we ig-
nored the wailing from the next wall over as Giulio led the 5.7 and 
we each subsequently top roped it a couple of times. We then said 
farewell to Quinn, who had to get home to deal with an emerging 
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situation in his backyard. A bear had apparently snuck into the 
yard, eaten a bunch of apples, and defecated all over the place. I’m 
told it was an unbearably shitty situation. (Jessica deserves all the 
credit/shame for that particular joke).

Finally, as the afternoon turned to evening and the wind 
finally died down, the last few easy routes opened up. Giulio was 
soon able to set up another top rope on the 5.7 “Out in the Street.” 
Apparently some of the route names are lyrics from the song 
“Electric Avenue,” which I fear will now be stuck in my head for-
ever. Then we gave 5.8 “Out in the Daytime” a go from the same 
anchor, with Giulio and Jessica sending it. My foot slipped on the 
crux, causing a moderate swinging fall which definitely re-injured 
an abdominal muscle I had pulled the day before in the snow at 
Golden Ears (another story which will perhaps be told in a trip 
report someday). We had to call it quits anyway as the sun quickly 
set on the now mostly climber-less crags.

In the end, we packed up and headed back to the city, hav-
ing only climbed 5.8 and lower (mostly lower) the entire day. We 
all look forward to the next climbing season, when we can contin-
ue our relentless pursuit of the ultimate goal: achieving complete 
and absolute mediocrity.

A great view of Sea to Sky 
from the top of “Out in the 
Street.” This photo was 
‘shopped to remove some an-
noying powerlines that kinda 
ruined the scenery.

PC: Isaac Borrego
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Trip Participants: Nick Hindley, Nick Brown, Daniel Alacoque

The Anderson River Group is one of Southwest BC’s many, 
many hidden gems. The access forest service road is just a little 
over two hours from Vancouver, and the approach theoretically 
only takes half the day – depending on how far you can drive, and 
how fervently you can thwack. Therein lies the challenge.

Our mode of transport was Nick Brown’s Honda CRV. We 
were going to have to account for its meager clearance with ei-
ther some tactful driving, or wreckless abandon. Nick B had a 
preference towards the former. Water bars started around 6 km up 
Anderson River (Cattermole) Main, and continued to worsen until 
a final creek crossing at around the 10 km mark. After spending 
some time navigating these obstacles and putting a couple fresh 
dents in the catalytic converters, we arrived at a cluster of three 8 
inch (20 cm) diameter alders across the road. We still had a long 
way to go, and throwing our packs on here would add an addi-

Anderson River Valley: 
Intermediate Bushwhacking

 July 5-7, 2020

ByNickHindley
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tional 6 km to our hike. So we began stripping branches from the 
downed trees, and clearing as much debris from the road as pos-
sible. We rigged up a tensionless hitch to the first two trees using 
my 100 m Mammut 10 mm static, then tripled it up to dissipate 
the load across three strands. We then hooked it up to the CRV and 
gave her a tug. After some initial resistance, the fallen trees gave 
way with a *snap* at the base, and sprung across the road out of 
the way. Back in business.

For the next few kilometres the road was in reasonable 
shape, with frequent but manageable washouts, and the occasional 
large washout (at ~10.5 km, ~12 km) which are navigable for now 
due to the wide shoulder, but unlikely to last more than a couple 
seasons longer. Around 13.5 km, the road narrows over a cliff, and 
is rife with fresh rockfall. Daniel and I became the designated road 
clearing technicians; i.e. Dan jogged ahead and flung rocks off 
the road while I drank a few beers sitting on the CRVs roof as we 
plodded up the FSR. We reached the definitive end of the drive-
able road 0.2 km after the Y-junction with Anderson Middle Main.

It was 3:30pm when we left the vehicle behind, and from 
here it was a 6 km, uneventful logging road hike. We hauled in 5 
days of supplies, and enough equipment and aid gear to keep our 
options open for a potential multi day bid or a new route attempt. 
Our packs were heavy, and we took shifts carrying the frumpy 125 
L haul bag. After only about an hour and a half, we reached the 
Steinbok branch that veers into the Valley. This marked the start 
of the thwackin’. For the next hour or so, we pushed and crawled 
through dense, relentless alder tunnels, with only occasional re-
spite. It is on one of these instances that we caught our first glimpse 
of the mighty prow of Steinbok towering above – an impressive 
sight. We continued on Steinbok branch, beyond the N-600 turn-
off, until we were more or less a straight shot east of Les Cornes. 
We battled uphill through every manner of thwack – brittle thick-
ets, swampy marsh, and overgrown clearcuts – until we eventually 
gained the toe of the old growth, giving rise to speedy and pleasant 
travel. As night fell and we donned headlamps, we scrambled up 
the talus and yarded through, under, and over the dense subalpine 
firs. We finally arrived at the base of Les Cornes around 9:00pm.
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The bivy options were terrible. Icy snow and loose poorly 
sorted talus surrounded the base of the wall. With little desire to 
start carving a tent platform in the snow using nut tools and pot 
lids, Nick B and Dan claimed the only flat-ish spot to be found and 
began fashioning a talus platform which they lined with fir bows 
for comfort. Meanwhile I opted for a long hanging hammock 
amongst the firs – wary of stringing it too high and putting myself 
in the line of fire for detritus calving off from the wall above.

The next morning we set out from our camp at 9:00am, 
and made the 1 hour approach to the base of our route; Springbok 
Arete (11a) on Les Cornes. We opted for the ‘Sprung Cock Erect’ 
variation, which adds 3 stellar pitches of 10b and c to the start. 
Snow buried the base of the route, so we avoided the lowest crux 
and jumped straight into the finger crack to start out this excellent 
variation. The third pitch is especially memorable, with a few wild 
exposed moves off the belay, into a fine splitter. Daniel’s link-up 
of pitches 7 and 8 was an impressive feat, as he topped out pitch 
8 - a burly 10+ offwidth – towing 50 m of meandering rope drag 
below him. As if 10+ offwidth wasn’t enough. The following 5.8 
traverse pitch is very fun, and a good opportunity to recuperate be-
fore the upcoming 11a. With a big reach up to a crucial fingerlock, 
we each fired through the 11a with gritted teeth followed by wide 
grins. Another superb pitch. We finished the route with a link up of 
pitches 11 and 12, for a full 60 m of 5.9 and a short scramble at the 
end. We traversed the exposed ‘au cheval’ around 7:30pm, and be-
gan our descent, which went off without a hitch. Once we reached 
the snow, we found a couple anchors along skiers right, which 
we rapped from, to avoid an icy skitter down into the ‘schrund of 
sorts below. In summary, we were on route for about 8.5 hours, 
and linked/simul-ed pitches 4+5, 7+8, 11+12. The descent back 
to camp took us roughly 3 hours; including the 1 hour approach it 
made for a 12.5 hour outing camp-to-camp.

The next day, the rains that we had feared may arrive came 
to fruition. An InReach weather forecast shut down our optimism 
and cemented our decision to bail out of there. We packed up our 
gear and food – much of which had not even been touched – and 
began the thwack back to the car. While it was a bummer to have 
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hauled all the extra gear in there only to be rained out after 2 days, 
it came as no surprise. We were nevertheless stoked to have gotten 
in a very solid day of climbing on a quality route. On descent we 
shaved about an hour and a half off of our approach time, being 
now familiar with the route and avoiding the worst of the thwack. 
We arrived back at the car in good time, leaving enough daylight 
to drive back into Hope for some diner chow and plan the next leg 
of our trip.

As you may have gathered, the access to the Anderson 
River Group is deteriorating. Rapidly. Back in the 90’s, logging 
roads took you pretty much straight to the base of the walls. As 
recently as 4 years ago, it was still possible to drive to the N-600 
branch (see: Steph Abegg TR). Now, this gem is guarded by de-
teriorating logging roads and tumultuous bushwhacking, slowly 
but surely fading deeper into obscurity. Another year or two will 
likely knock the road access back another 10 km down the FSR. 
I’d encourage you to get in there while you still can, it is truly one 
of the more unique and aesthetic valleys I’ve seen in BC – and 
as far as I know it’s not protected in any way. This place would 
benefit hugely from renewed access. The potential for new route 
development is widespread. Skiing potential is there, but yet to be 
confirmed. Did someone say VOC cabin...?
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Back in June, Tom Curran entertained us with some sto-
ries of one of his first VOC trips: a beginner-friendly summertime 
Powdercap traverse with lots of glacier travel. This last bit spoke 
to our hopes and desires, particularly after an inadequate amount 
of skiing on glaciers this spring. So, on the August long weekend, 
Ross Campbell, Birgit Rogalla, and Vincent Hanlon stashed a bike 
at Callaghan Lake, drove to Brandywine, and started up the trail.

The sun was out in full force and we were boiling, so we 
dipped in the creek in Brandywine Meadows before hiking up to 
the ridge of Brandywine and following it towards the cool spires 
of Mt. Cayley. A short descent through horrendous volcanic choss 
led us to an expanse of landslide debris, desolate mud slopes, and 
deep torrents gouging gullies into the rocky mess - the funky and 
otherworldly sights of a postglacial landscape (something to look 
forward to in our collective future). Below us, Powder Lake was a 
beautiful, glacial… brown, not unlike the innards of the Brew out-
house, while above was the more appealing “California Glacier” 
(named for confusing reasons that were revealed to Vincent in a 

A Summery Powdercap 
Traverse 

ByBirgitRogallaandVincentHanlon
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dream, but which he unfortunately no longer remembers).
Although our descriptions might not be selling it, this 

weird and windy landscape was pretty cool, and we decided to 
camp at the toe of the glacier. Unfortunately, Powder Mtn. is pop-
ular with sledders in winter, and the alpine is strewn with garbage 
and bits of snowmobiles. Beer cans, tons of shredded rubber track, 
smashed bits of plastic, a whole abandoned snow cat (at the Cal-
laghan boundary), beer cans, more beer cans, and a jerrycan full 
of gasoline (turned out to be a useful tent stake with the winds). 
We considered carrying out the jerrycan, but it was too heavy to be 
comfortable scrambling with.

In the morning we awoke to beautiful alpenglow on Mt. 
Cayley and a grizzly ambling across the bare ice at the toe of the 
glacier. With our slightly less impressive crampons, we traveled 
up a few hundred meters of ice, then roped up for the awkward 
transition onto snow. A thin slushy layer covered the crevasses, 
and for the first kilometer or so Birgit probed carefully, but we 
soon made it onto deep, continuous snow. Maybe we should have 
brought skis after all?

It was a beautiful walk up the California glacier, looking 
up at icefall tributaries pouring off Mt. Cayley and admiring the 
occasional charismatic ice worm. Clouds blew in and opened up 
again as we reached the rounded, glaciated summit of Powder 
Mtn. Continuing northwards, we walked on a narrow ridge to re-
join the top of a large glacier—and then it started crumbling un-
derneath us! It wasn’t just the surface; the whole crest of the ridge 
was falling away in little rockslides. We backtracked quickly and 
chose a slightly steeper route on snow and ice to rejoin the glacier. 
This vast, flat expanse of snow and ice (~5 sq. km!) was quite im-
pressive and we were treated to views of the Ashlu, the Pemberton 
Icefield, and the Callaghan.

On the far side, the boundary of the non-motorized zone 
around the Callaghan Lodge was marked by a large sign, a first 
aid cache, and an abandoned snow cat in the col W of Calpow/
Gendarme Mtn. We goofed around with the snow cat a bit, ate, 
and discussed our options. We had thought of continuing along 
a ridge towards Ring Lake, but the weather was coming in and 
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more importantly, Ross’ knee was stiff and painful (hello all of 
August…). Instead, we descended straight down the massively 
receded glacier in the direction of the lodge and camped early at 
the toe of the glacier, swatted away a few mosquitoes, sang a bit, 
chatted, and went to bed.

The next morning we chose all the wrong routes as we 
thrashed down to the valley bottom. Rather than linking steep 
old growth trees to valley-bottom forest, we took a horrendously 
bushy avalanche path down to bushy alluvial flats in an infuriat-
ing cloud of mosquitoes. Eventually we gave up and just walked 
straight down the creek in our hiking boots, knee deep, following 
a funny dancing bird that kept about 20 m ahead of us for almost 
an hour. It was pleasantly cool in the creek, and the mosquitoes 
couldn’t find us, so progress was quick. To our surprise, we stum-
bled on a rustic creekside sauna that we briefly investigated and 
then reluctantly returned to the forest. Although it’s presumably 
maintained by the lodge, what a place that would be after a Pem-
berton Icecap traverse!

We sloshed along the trail to Callaghan Lake, dug the bike 
out of the bushes, and Ross and Birgit settled down for a nap. 
Meanwhile, Vincent rolled down Callaghan FSR, rattling uncom-
fortably without suspension, and then zipped along the paved road 
towards the Brandywine trailhead. Biking back up the switch-
backs was probably the most tiring part of the trip, but before long 
we were reunited with the car and stuffing our faces outside Ross’ 
habitual fast food joint in Squamish. All in all, this is a highly 
recommendable summer glacier traverse --- lots of time spent in 
the alpine and on glaciers, minimal time spent car shuttling and 
bushwhacking.
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Alpenglow lights up the 
“California Glacier”, a 
glacier flowing off Powder 
Mountain.

PC: Birgit Rogalla

Looking back at Ross 
Campbell and Vincent 
Hanlon after our little 
detour and escape from 
a crumbling rocky 
ridge...

PC: Birgit Rogalla

Birgit Rogalla and Ross 
Campbell messing about 

with a derelict snowcat at 
lunchtime.

PC: Vincent Hanlon

A surprising find while 
wading in the creek: a 

sauna.

PC: Birgit Rogalla
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Intro

On the weekend of September 19-20, 2020, the yearly 
VOC trip Glacier School 1 (G1) ran, this time in a different format. 
Some years there is also Glacier School 2, but not this year. With 
concerns of physical distancing and bubbling due to COVID-19, 
Trips Coordinator Temma Shandon organized the trip participants 
onto two glaciers, Cypress and Brandywine. Kai Schwarz and Me-
lissa Bernstein were in groups headed to Brandywine Glacier. Vin-
cent Hanlon and Jacob Grossbard were the leaders of Kai’s group. 
Ross Campbell and Haley Foladare were the leaders of Melissa’s 
group. Tom Curran and Cassandra Elphinstone were the leaders 
of the third group at Brandywine. Earlier in the week, groups met 
at reasonably central Vancouver city parks for “dry school”. This 
year’s G1 was logistically challenging because of COVID, but at 
least it wasn’t completely pissing rain and miserable...

Leadup to G1

Glacier School 1 (G1) 
Brandywine

ByKaiSchwarzandMelissaBernstein
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M: Leading into G1, I was super anxious, dehydrated, and 
sleep deprived. I packed the night before (pro-tip don’t do it). Oh, 
and I was nervous about the weather. All I heard about G1 was 
how it was always pissing rain and also that last year they didn’t 
even get to the glacier because of the weather, ending G1 before 
it even got started. 

K: Having stayed up far too late packing, I got to bed later 
than I would have liked. I was filled with feelings of excitement 
and hesitation. I was excited to learn all about glaciers and to see 
friends for the first time after having been kept apart by COVID 
all summer. On the other hand, I was hesitant because during the 
week leading up to the trip all I heard about was its infamously 
nasty weather.

The Hike Up

M: Driving up the Forest Service Road (FSR) was an expe-
rience in Haley’s small low-clearance car. There was the standard 
faff before we left the trailhead. Isaac Borrego called me, confused 
with the FSR directions. I didn’t see his call for 20 minutes. When 
all the groups got to the meeting point, I remember Vincent yelling 
at his group to go while Cassandra/Tom and Ross/Haley’s groups 
were happily faffing. The hike to the meadows was quite pleasant, 
with fog moving in and out of the valley. The groups leapfrogged 
each other. There were a few easy creek crossings. Then we as-
cended the fog up to the southwest col, AKA a giant boulder field 
on an angle.

M: My group and Tom/Cassandra’s group ate lunch at 
what would’ve been a great viewpoint of Mt. Fee. Instead, the 
view was disorienting. We continued a bit farther up and dumped 
ourselves on the glacier just southeast of Brandywine Peak. We 
saw Kai’s group already practicing self-arrest.

K: Having been tumbled and tossed around in Vincent’s car 
on the “road” to the trailhead, I was ready to leave the fossil-fuel 
powered portion of the day behind and begin the hike up to the 
glacier. Despite being a combination of underslept and hungover, 
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my G1 group was similarly excited to leave the car behind. We 
donned our gaiters expecting the worst and set off just as Melissa’s 
group was arriving. The gaiters ended up being unnecessary and 
we enjoyed a beautiful hike up to the glacier. We found a sheltered 
spot to set up camp and then moved to a snowy area on the glacier 
to practice self-arrest.

At The Glacier (Day 1)

K: We started the instructional part of G1 with self-arrest 
practice on a nearby slope (south of Brandywine Peak). Our in-
structors (Jacob and Vincent) gave us a gracious demonstration. 
This was followed by the rest of us sliding down the slope in what 
resembled a game of Twister between ourselves and our ice axes. 
We picked up the technique quickly though, and by the time Me-
lissa’s group showed up we were all self-arresting with relative 
ease. We left the slope to them and made our way over to the 
(actual) Brandywine glacier (north of Brandywine Peak) to work 
on anchor building. It began to rain but as we were already soggy 
from self-arresting, no one really noticed or cared. In typical VOC 
fashion a few of our group’s club-issued crampons fell apart just 
as we needed them. Thankfully, we had a surplus of Voile straps 
and the crampons were quickly repaired. We then went on to learn 
about bollards, t-slots, and various other snow anchors. 

K: Before heading back to camp, we decided to practice 
self-arresting once more. This time, instead of sliding down a 
slope, we had one person on the end of a rope walking in one di-
rection while the rest of us waited for Vincent’s signal to pull them 
in the other. Whoever was being pulled had only a few seconds 
to self-arrest before they picked up too much momentum to stop. 
It wasn’t long until our jackets were full of snow and our bodies 
were beaten and bruised from being dragged across the glacier. 
The rain started picking up, and many of us were remembering 
that we had only slept ~4 hours the night before, so we decided to 
end the first day of G1 there and head back to camp.

M: Once Kai’s group had moved away, my group and 
Tom/Cassandra’s group began practising self-arrest. I got some 
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technique guidance from Cassandra. I knew self-arresting would 
be hard work, but I was feeling particularly lethargic. I could bare-
ly hike up the slope. I decided that I was too tired to function or 
absorb any information. I slowly set up my tent and took a nap. I 
woke up to Ross tapping on my tent and telling me that while he 
didn’t think I had COVID, because I was feeling tired, the group 
leaders wanted to take precautions and separate me from the rest 
of the group. I knew somebody was likely to say something when 
I took my nap.

Evening On The Glacier

M: Separated from my tent buddy Haley, I made a spa-
cious setup in the tent. I’m glad I brought a tarp to make a “boat” 
for myself and my belongings. Quarantined from the rest of the 
group with Isaac’s cozy USB fairy lights, I sat in the pissing rain 
more than two meters away. I made mac’n’cheese from sidekicks 
but added too much butter so it ended up too rich. My body also 
didn’t really want to eat. I was thankful that I brought fresh cherry 
tomatoes, bell pepper, and green onions. They made eating alone 
bearable. Ross kindly made me a hot Nalgene for the night with 
his leftover pot scrapings. I didn’t sleep great, but a chocolate bar 
in my sleeping bag made it bearable. The bears probably stayed 
away because they thought I had COVID. I wish I had Haley or 
some other warm body for warmth, but I also was grateful for the 
space and not having to run the risk of my things getting soaked 
from condensation.

K: Back at camp I enjoyed a warm meal with tea. Jacob 
had decided to try out his new bivy setup on this trip. His sleeping 
arrangement consisted of a blue tarp with a few holes held up by 
his hiking poles. We were all a little concerned for him as the wind 
and rain didn’t seem to be stopping...

Morning on the Glacier

K: The next morning we were greeted by perfect weather. 
The clouds had cleared and mountains glowed around us in the 
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morning light. Despite looking very soggy from the night in his 
bivy, Jacob was in high spirits. This year’s G1 was looking on the 
bright side. Looking down at the other group I noticed the vibrant 
and colourful rain cover on Clémentine Bouche’s tent. This left 
me envious and wishing that more tents were made with interest-
ing designs.

M: With the sun rising, I woke up and attempted to con-
sume some liquids to get the bowels moving. Drinking Ross’ now 
cold dinner leftover water was not appealing. I gagged. Walking 
anywhere on the glacier was sketchy as the rain overnight had 
frozen into ice on the snow. I wore crampons to get fresh water 
from the little stream of water near our camp. I made myself ra-
men which was very appetizing. I ate, sitting on my sleeping pad, 
soaking up the warmth of the sun. As part of my morning routine, 
I found a beautiful poop spot. I had packed toilet paper but forgot. 
I would not recommend scraping your butt-hole with a boulder, or 
as I said to people who did not need to hear my story, “wiping my 
ass with a rock”. 

Glacier, Day Two

M: As I hiked over, I looked to the left and saw Mt. Fee. 
Ross told his story of doing the Alcoholic Traverse with Birgit 
Rogalla and Vincent a few years back. The sun was out and it was 
gorgeous. As we walked up to the glacier, I looked to the right and 
saw Kai’s group walking away into the clouds.

K: On the agenda was learning pulley systems and walking 
in a rope team. Building pulley systems on a glacier with a person 
on the end of the rope turned out to be a lot trickier than the “dry 
school” earlier in the week. Though, after a couple hours of faff-
ing with pulleys and prusiks, we were building 3:1 and 5:1 pulley 
systems with ease. With our remaining time we built up anchors to 
belay each other to a section of the glacier filled with large open 
crevasses. Seeing the larger crevasses up close was both breath-
taking and frightening. If there’s one thing I won’t forget from G1 
it’s that I do not want to end up falling in one. On my walk back I 
took the opportunity to practice jumping crevasses with crampons. 
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This led to the most heart-pounding three-foot hops of my life.
M: After a good amount of faff and Cassandra helping out 

pretty much everyone put their crampons on, we stepped foot onto 
the glacier. My group slowly walked along the snow, giving time 
for folks to ask questions and practice physical distancing. Is it re-
ally physical distancing when you’re all touching the same rope? 
We soon came across our first open crevasse. As it was most peo-
ple’s first time on a glacier in my group, we decided to belay each 
other across the crevasse. It took a while, but it allowed each per-
son to feel confident traveling over the open crevasse. I was in the 
back of the connected conga line with only Ross behind me. When 
it was my turn to get down and self-arrest the person in front of 
me, I started to step forward and immediately fell in and cracked 
up laughing. Fall in where, you might ask? As it turned out, I was 
standing on a closed crevasse and my right foot had sunk in. I 
was fine. Ross, standing right behind me, immediately grabbed 
my pack like a little kid wearing an animal backpack at the airport 
who gets yanked back by their parents. I couldn’t stop laughing. 
I knew I was OK. I think my rope team probably was freaking 
out and confused as to why I was laughing. Honestly, I felt super 
comfortable on this area of the glacier. I felt like I wouldn’t have 
gotten my foot stuck if I wasn’t standing on that spot for 10 min-
utes. Anyway, after I composed myself (and Ross whispered to me 
to get my shit together), we finished crossing the crevasse only to 
turn around and cross back over it.

During this time, I had been periodically looking over to 
Kai’s group who was far away on the glacier. I had seen them 
moving swiftly as a rope team, stopping to observe and discuss 
different obstacles. I had seen Vincent hopping over open cre-
vasses and pissing off the end of one. I had seen Jacob building 
and teaching the group about bollards and the strength that they 
can serve as anchors in glacier rescue. I had seen either Gabrielle 
Booth or Charlotte Scholten (can’t tell because they have match-
ing shell jackets) being belayed to explore the open crevasses. I 
was a bit envious of their travel, but also super content to be able 
to enjoy time with my group. We practiced making a few different 
pulley systems. My group didn’t do it perfectly, but we had the 
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right ideas. I definitely want to practice rope systems more as I 
didn’t feel confident to know what to do after just one attempt.  

Hike/Scramble Down

K: By the time everyone had taken a turn walking out to 
the crevasses we were behind schedule and in a slight rush. How-
ever Brandywine Peak was only a short scramble away and we 
all agreed it wasn’t right to pass by without bagging the summit. 
The scramble was well worth it as we got a bird’s-eye view of the 
Brandywine glacier and a cute group photo. Back at our camp the 
rest of my group quickly packed while I faffed around making ev-
eryone wait. Gabrielle took this extra time to practice “snacping” 
(a combination of snacking and napping). Eventually I finished 
packing up and we began to make our way back to the car. I’ve 
realised that I have a way of steering any conversation I’m in to-
wards bikes and the hike down was no exception. As we walked, 
my group dreamt up ways to extend self-propelled adventures 
with our newly acquired glacier knowledge. 

M: I left my group’s pulley practice early and walked back 
to camp with Haley and Cassandra. I felt a bit guilty for not going 
up with Kai’s group to ascend Brandywine Peak really quick. But 
I was tired and didn’t want to delay going down. As we packed 
up camp, Kai’s group took turns learning about ice screws down 
near the little ravine near our campsite. The hike down was quite 
uneventful except that I did veer off a bit and found a cool al-
pine lake. I was trying to get a good photo of Black Tusk across 
the valley, but the fog wasn’t behaving. Cassandra came over to 
where I was because she hoped that I would help her find some 
alpine flower she was studying and couldn’t find in the wild by 
herself (see Burton Workhike). The other group members even-
tually caught up, and we continued down through the meadows. 
Again, there was fog.

Wrap Up

K: G1 left me feeling excited and nervous to go out in 
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the mountains and explore glacial terrain. Getting to learn glacier 
skills with fellow VOCers is an experience I won’t soon forget. 
I’d recommend that anyone who is curious and excited about the 
mountains goes on this trip.

M: Besides learning about and practicing safe glacier trav-
el, I had some other takeaways from G1 2020. I would recommend 
eating food and adjusting your sleep schedule a few days before a 
trip so people don’t think you have COVID.

Breakfast with Mt. Free 
looming ominously in the 

background

PC:Kai Schwarz

Kai’s group going 
into the clouds

PC:Melisa Bernstein

All smile on brandy-
wine peak

PC:Jacob Grossbard
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Trip Participants: Nick Hindley, Nick Brown, Daniel Alacoque

Day 1:
After being rained out from everywhere else on the coast 

during the mid-portion of 2020’s rainy coastal summer, we sought 
the refuge of interior BC’s drier climate. It wasn’t our first choice, 
in fact it wasn’t even our fifth choice, but nevertheless the rain-
gods determined our fate and we quested up Ashnola FSR to the 
trailhead for the ‘climber’s side’ of Cathedral Provincial Park. The 
road was in good shape, the trail; less-so. Still in similar condition 
as it was after the burn in 2018, the trail is now becoming in-
creasingly overgrown in the marshy and burned areas. The abun-
dant deadfall likes to throw you off track. A chainsaw would do 
wonders here for decreasing approach time and helping to mark 
the line of least resistance through the deadfall. Nevertheless, the 
approach was mostly painless and took four and a half hours car-
to-camp. We hiked into the idyllic meadow camp site in the early 

Climbing in Cathedral 

ByNickHindley

July 9-13, 2020
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evening, directly under the S face of Grimface Mountain. Don’t 
give up on the hike too early because of your wet feet; instead, 
keep hiking until you find the big boulder camp site – you’ll know 
it when you see it.

Day 2:
From camp we had spied a prospective ‘new’ line (ie. 

couldn’t find any existing beta on it) on the S face of Grimface and 
decided to investigate. The line started out with a boulder problem 
on friable rock, leading into a left slanting off-width groove. After 
I bailed off the lead, Daniel took the reins and punched through 
the high bouldery section, to gain the off-width (OW). After much 
grunting and thrutching and expressions of anguish, Daniel suc-
cumbed to the OW as it spit him out – he ripped a flared piece of 
gear and inverted, with his leg hung up on one of our half ropes. 
He was donzo and lowered off, allowing Nick B to jump onto 
the sharp end. Nick embarked on a similar thrutching mission and 
eventually pulled out through the friable, flared OW and up to a 
bulge behind which he found a sneaky bail bolt. We understood 
why the previous party had decided to bail at this point; the friable 
rock of the S Face was not conducive to enjoyable climbing nor 
solid gear, so we decided to utilize the bailer and be on our way.

After our OW escapades, we opted to check out the routes 
on Grimface’s N face. Long story short: snow obscured the base 
of the route, which vexed us greatly. We are not sure if we did 
manage to start up on our intended route, but we are sure that the 
loose, vegetated terrain that Nick B ended up in was not of a de-
sirable character. An hour and a half of veggie climbing ensued. 
Meanwhile, I slept under a boulder as Dan and Nick fandangled 
their descent.

Day 3:
A day of great redemption! …After our faff and failure 

to launch the day prior. We set out to climb the Sentinel Direct 
(10c) on the Deacon’s N Face. Finding the base of this route was 
easy and the climbing was superb. Splitter jams and fun features 
led us through eight pitches of top-quality alpine climbing, before 
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topping out with a loose but enjoyable scramble to the summit. We 
had some time to spare, so prolonged our descent by continuing 
along the Deacon’s ridge line, into the Matriarch-Macabre-Grim-
face traverse. 11 hours after leaving camp we arrived at the Grim-
face col, and ceremoniously chossaded our way back down to the 
meadow, where we cracked two of our tightly rationed tall boys 
to celebrate.

Day 4:
Rain and hail kept us in the tents until the afternoon. Things 

cleared up in the early afternoon, so we left camp around 3:30pm 
and made our way up to the ‘cubby hole’ (SW cleft) of Grimface, 
to jump on a four-ish pitch route of sorts. We found nn appealing 
looking line that began with a traverse under a roof into a corner 
of perfect – but steep – hands. Nick B led the first pitch, which 
we agreed to be graded around 10b (but sharp!). Daniel led p2, 
which was also 10b/c, with some bold moves and exciting gear 
spacing. Finally, we got funnelled into the SW Chimney, which 
was two pitches of wet, friable squeezing. I did my best to link 
the two pitches and punch through to the top – to no avail. After 
30 meters, the rope drag became horrendous, and I was hauling 
up half a dozen meters of slack at a time, between ironically thin 
gear on loose, exfoliating rock. Temps dropped and winds picked 
up magnificently in the late afternoon; Venturi transformed the 
chimney into a frigid wind tunnel – I was toasty warm thrutching 
up through the chimney, but down at the belay Nick B and Daniel 
were in full alpine-cuddle mode trying to keep warm. At long last, 
ten meters from the top, I reached the end of our 60 meter rope. 
All out of useful gear, I redirected the rope over a chock stone and 
plonked myself deep in the back of the chimney to give a body 
belay. The other two climbed fast, trying to thaw their digits. Nick 
B climbed straight on through the belay, and scrambled the last 
ten meters or so to get us to the top. An unexpectedly high value 
alpine afternoon! We couldn’t find any beta on the first two pitches 
that we climbed that day; but they were too clean, too obvious, and 
too good not to have been climbed before. I’m curious if anyone 
has any info on the route though.
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Day 5:
Business time. We woke up around 6:00am and hiked the 

familiar route back over to The Deacon, this time with aspirations 
to climb The Heretic; a stout 7p 11b up the centre of the N face. 
This is a full value, hard alpine route. The second pitch was among 
the most hard-hitting. It was Dan’s lead. He quested up and out 
from the lower angle terrain onto a vertical face; delicate slab fol-
lowed by non-intuitive moves, runouts, and stemming on edges 
over thin gear. The line was not obvious and Dan spent a solid 
hour on lead exploring his options from tenuous finger locks. Back 
at the belay Nick B and I were on edge, as we perched on a suspi-
ciously loose belay ledge and listened to Dan’s battle cries; even-
tually the moment finally came. “Fuuuuck!! No! No! No!” – Dan 
had time for three “No!’s” while airborne, taking a 25 foot whipper 
on a now-welded nut. Definitely the finest alpine whip I’ve seen to 
date. After a short rest he got back on route, and eventually found 
a meandering path to the (loose) belay flake that marked the end 
of the pitch. Meanwhile, back at the belay, Nick and I surprisingly 
dislodged our suspect belay ledge, and a mini-fridge sized boulder 
calved out from underneath us, detonating down on the snowfield 
50 meters below.

Next, Nick Brown took the sharp end and flashed the 
strenuous 11b layback corner in impeccable style, while Dan and 
I struggled to keep our eyes from watering as lichen rained down 
from above. The next pitch was a self-proclaimed beautiful splitter, 
5.9 hand crack. The climbing was deceivingly challenging, thin, 
and meandering – we all agreed that this was no (wo)man’s 5.9. 
But we are confident that we were on-route, as the other options 
were even less desirable. Nevertheless, the sand-bagged climbing 
was adventurous, challenging, and enjoyable. I led the final three 
pitches; mentally and physically drained at this point, the loose 
5.9 kicked my ass and took way longer than it should have. For-
tunately the succeeding pitch was a short and enjoyable 10a with 
refreshingly little loose rock, or sp00ky moves. Finally we scram-
bled the final 5.6 pitch and climbed through familiar terrain to the 
summit of The Deacon. This was most likely the hardest day of 
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climbing I’ve done, and it ranks high among my proudest routes. 
I’d highly recommend it to anyone with the right appetite for hard 
alpine climbing.

We raced back down to camp from the Deacon’s summit. 
All out of food and beer, this would be our final day in Cathedral, 
so we packed up in a hurry and raced the nightfall as we schlepped 
back 14 km through the swamp and deadfall to the trailhead. Me-
ticulous route finding allowed us to make good time on the way 
back – only three and a half hours camp-to-car; a high output 14.5 
hour day all in all.

A note on The Heretic (7 pitches, 5.11b). It’s a wild time!

We found the ‘easier’ climbing to be generally much harder than 
the guidebook breakdown indicated. The author put up the FA, so 
the discrepancies seem very odd. We are quite confident that we 
were on-route though. Below are the author-given grades of each 
pitch, with a short description of our thoughts on it.
• 10a – Cool undercling traverse, a couple solid 10b moves in 

there though
• 10c – A mega-pitch; sustained and creative climbing. Often 

thin, we placed a full set of ball nuts. There’s now a welded 
nut mid-pitch thanks to Dan’s 25ft whipper. Stiff 10d at least. 
Also, the belay flake is a bit loose, climb higher for good 
gear.

• 11b – Pumpy, thin layback. Fair for the grade.
• 5.9, 5.9 – Here’s where we thought it got pretty wonky. These 

pitches were 60m of quite strenuous climbing. Good jams 
quickly turned into inconsistent fingers, laybacking and stem-
ming over sparse and thin gear. I can’t really see this being 
5.9 for anybody, more like 10b or c we thought.

• 10a – Short, fair 10a
• 5.6 – Worth linking with the pitch prior
• It’s a wild time!
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Scrambling the M-M-G Traverse
PC: Nick Brown

Spying lines on Grimface’s S 
Face
PC: Daniel Alacoque
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Sizing up the Deacon.
PC: Nick Hindley
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I long for the days of lands we didn’t 
know existed, before the uncharted 

places all disappeared.

JEDIDIAH JENKINS, 
To Shake the Sleeping Self
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 May was a hopeful time in interior BC during the 
pandemic; case counts were low in the province and there had not 
been any new cases in my health region for several weeks. The 
warming weather also contributed to the general feeling that de-
spite the lockdown in the spring, perhaps 2020 wouldn’t be so bad 
after all. (Note that this trip report was written at the very end of 
2020, when I knew that 2020 would, in fact, turn out to be pretty 
rough.) This optimism, fine weather, and deep desire to get out into 
the backcountry after a good long period of lockdown led to my 
family and me  deciding to go on a river trip with some paddling 
friends. Each bubble ran their own vehicle shuttle and organized 
their own food and tents to avoid close contact and Covid trans-
mission risk. A flurry of emails back and forth and we had a plan; 
we would paddle the White River from just above Whiteswan Pro-
vincial Park down past its confluence with the Kootenay, ultimate-
ly taking out a few kilometers above the town of Canal Flats. The 
plan was to do this stretch in three days, with two nights camping 
along the edge of the river. This stretch of the river was one that 

Flood on the White and 
Kootenay Rivers 

ByAlastairWhite

May 29-31, 2020
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we have paddled with this group of friends many, many times. I 
have photos of child-me on that stretch of the river. It’s where I 
learned most of my kayaking, where I had my first swim through 
a rapid, and where I did my first roll in a rapid. 

 Day one dawned bright and sunny with clear blue 
skies. The forecast was for two days of sun before some minor rain 
showers were supposed to blow in on our third day. So far the fore-
cast was accurate. Following the usual faff involved in running a 
vehicle shuttle and getting half a dozen different boats packed and 
ready to go, the group was ready to set out. The river was running 
relatively high with the spring runoff snowmelt, but it was still 
well within what we considered a reasonable water level. Shortly 
after noon, we set out. I was paddling my kayak. My mom and 
my brother’s partner were paddling an inflatable two-person kay-
ak (aka the double ducky). My dad and my brother were paddling 
a canoe with a spray deck. The rest of the group was in three rafts 
set up with rowing frames. It is important to note that while my 
mom is a highly skilled and very experienced whitewater paddler, 
EM, my brother’s partner, has very little experience. My brother is 
a very skilled and experienced whitewater kayaker but had never 
paddled the canoe in whitewater before. 

 One of the most technical sections of that section of 
the White River is right at the beginning of the run. About a kilo-
meter after the put in we go through a section we call the Ledges. 
The Ledges are not an exceptionally difficult rapid in a raft or 
kayak (though I have flipped and swum there on at least one occa-
sion in the past) but in a canoe they can get a little bit spicy. That 
rapid was a good chance for my brother to get a bit of a feel for 

Six-year-old me float-
ing in a rescue drill on 
the White River in July 
2003
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how the canoe differs from his kayak, and what differences there 
are in how you approach rapids in the two different boats. He did, 
however, learn quickly and the canoe made it through the Ledges 
without any undue excitement. 

 The river was flowing quickly and we arrived at 
our usual camping spot more quickly than we anticipated, which 
resulted in two of the rafts missing the spot and continuing around 
the bend where they found another suitable spot, but on the oth-
er side of the river. The worst part of that was that my family’s 
camping table was in one of those rafts. To our great joy though 
the owner of said raft ended up walking our table the few hun-
dred metres up the river to come level with our camp on the other 
side of the river. My brother and I used the double ducky to ferry 
across the river and retrieve our table, though the two-metre-high 
embankment added an element of challenge to it. 

 Day two continued in much the same way as day 
one. The weather was perfect, and the run was fast with the high 
water. We were however surprised by how much the water level 
came up overnight. The continued warm, sunny weather was caus-
ing the runoff to increase and the water level was rising faster than 
we had expected. It was still not a problem though, and we were 
unconcerned because most of the latter part of the White is more 
mellow than the beginning stretches of the run, and after the con-
fluence with the Kootenay it is so mellow that I find it quite boring 
in a kayak because there’s only rifles around bends, not any proper 
rapids. 

River trip camp-
ing is almost as 
swanky as car 
camping. Being 
able to bring a 
table and chairs 
is the height of 
luxury.
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 We set up camp, the whole group together this time, 
at Gibraltar Rock for the second night. It is a particularly nice 
camp spot, and one of the few places along the river where there’s 
a nice sandy beach. As the evening progressed the weather started 
looking more and more grim, and a cold wind blew up which was 
suggestive of a nasty change in the weather. Meanwhile, the river 
kept rising with runoff water. As an extra precaution we pulled 
our boats up much higher on the beach before heading to bed that 
night. 

 My dad had forgotten one of the poles for my par-
ents’ tent, so they stole my tent and I was relegated to sleeping in 
the saggy, half pitched one. That was fine as long as it didn’t rain. 
In the night it started raining. It started raining hard. Thankfully 
because I was alone in the tent I could sleep in the middle, as far 
away from the wet, sagging walls as possible, so I didn’t get too 
wet. When I awoke in the morning I remember thinking to myself 
that the lapping of the water sounded far closer to the tent than 
it should given how far up the beach my tent was pitched. As I 
crawled out into the mist and rain, I saw that the lapping of the 
water sounded so close to my tent because it was. The river had 
risen several feet overnight in the pounding rain combined with 
the continued runoff. The edge of the river was mere inches from 
my tent’s guy lines. 

 The river was overflowing its banks. It was run-
ning through the trees on either side. It was muddy and brown. 
It was flowing incredibly fast, and what is normally quite a mel-
low stretch of river was raging with huge waves. Entire trees were 
floating by, ripped up by their roots. It was not a great time to be 
on the river.

 Because we had very little choice, we launched 
onto the river to make a final push through the wind and rain to 
the takeout. It was unpleasant enough in my kayak, but I felt real-
ly bad for the passengers in the rafts because while I was at least 
paddling to keep warm, they could only sit there and slowly freeze 
in the cold rain. The paddling was not fun that day. The rain driv-
ing into my face meant that my contacts were constantly a little 
blurry. The floating trees added an entirely unwelcome danger to 
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an already dangerous river. There were virtually no eddies because 
the water was flowing so fast and so high and the edges were dan-
gerous where the river flowed through standing trees. At one point 
I came around a bend just in time to see the double ducky have 
a rather sporty run through a sizable rapid. While exciting in my 
kayak, that rapid did not pose a huge challenge, but I immediately 
thought of the canoe behind me and thought that they would like-
ly have a bad time if they could not avoid the worst of it. At the 
bottom of the rapid I turned to watch the canoe come around the 
bend and not have enough time to avoid the worst of the rapid. 
They plunged into it and I immediately started worrying about 
how to perform a rescue when the river was running this high. I 
watched as the canoe got caught on a violent eddy line in the rapid 
and teetered precariously. One gunwale dipped under the surface. 
Thankfully my dad and my brother are both strong paddlers and 
there’s enough crossover between kayaking and canoeing that my 
brother’s brace was powerful enough to keep the boat upright. But 
then as the boat was stuck on this eddy fence and got spun around 
the other gunwale was grabbed and dipped under and I thought 
that for sure this time they were going over. Again, through sheer 
force of will, they kept the canoe upright and came out the bottom 
of the rapid in one piece, though with significant bailing to do. 

 The rest of the paddle was relatively uneventful 
compared to the heart-stopping canoe run through that rapid, and 
we reached the takeout quickly. There was one last bit of adven-
ture at the takeout because the badly rutted spur road that went 
down to the river’s edge from the FSR had become a moderately 
sized stream in the rain. The water was knee deep and opaque, 
making it very difficult to find the correct route through the slick, 
muddy ruts. Immediately after that trip my truck started having 
trouble starting, which I attributed to sucking up too much muddy 
water on that road, though it turned out to be a failing fuel pump 
which was actually unrelated to having abused the poor vehicle so 
badly on that trip. 

 As it turned out, the storm that blew in and caused 
the flooding was far larger than had been forecast, and the flooding 
it caused all over the Columbia Valley was a hundred-year flood. 
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The over 100-year-old irrigation ditch at the organic farm I spent 
the summer working at had its intake blasted apart by the flood 
waters. Several campgrounds in the Valley were flooded out, and 
there was a minor mudslide in a nearby town. It was certainly a 
memorable time to be on the river, but it was not a paddle I am 
keen to repeat. 

My family L to R: EM (my brother’s partner), me, my mom, 
my brother, and my dad

Camp at Gibraltar Rock
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A little disclaimer: This trip occurred the weekend just 
before the new COVID-19 restrictions prohibiting social gather-
ings outside of immediate households. We’re grateful we had the 
chance to organize our first VOC trip in that time, hopefully there 
will be more to come later this season. 

 It’s November 7th, and safe to say I have once 
again slept too little before committing to doing a long bike trek. 
It’s around 6:30am (ish) in the morning, I stumble out of bed, 
scramble to find the hot chocolate mix I had promised I’d bring, 
and stuff whatever else I need for the day into a tiny pannier. I 
message Thanh To and Alice Zhang in our group chat that I might 
be a few minutes late to our 7:00am rendez-vous point at Kitsilano 
Grounds For Coffee, and internally weep that I will be too late for 
a much needed cinnamon bun energy boost.

 This trip started as a conversation that Thanh To and 
I had while descending an icy forestry road on the way back from 
an earlier VOC trip to Phelix Hut. We both had recently dipped our 

“Seymour” of Metro Vacouver: 
Quarantine Self-Propelled 
Adventure to the Seymour

Conservation Reserve
ByArielleGarsson
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toe into bike touring, and were interested in doing something more 
local to Vancouver (he hadn’t visited the Seymour Conservation 
Reserve before). Lo and behold, here we are on a Saturday morn-
ing, biking through the crisp, empty downtown streets to meet our 
final group member, Abigail Climacosa, at Waterfront Station. 

 I’m nowhere close to optimal cycling shape, let 
alone have the proper biking clothes and shoes, but that first cross-
ing of the Lions Gate bridge that morning was definitely a moment 
where I noticed I had significantly improved in my endurance (and 
overall gung-ho attitude over cycling). Finally all warmed up, we 
readied ourselves for a hefty amount of climbing suburban hills 
through North Vancouver towards Lynn Canyon. A few pauses 
for a breather and brief banter over the very recent U.S. election 
results (and nervous feelings over how close the state of Georgia 
results were) we made it to the Reserve!

 Many might disagree, but coming from the Bay 
Area, Vancouver is definitely one of the better bike-centered cities 
I’ve been around, but the Reserve itself is a dream! I didn’t know 
this until the trip was initially posted on the agenda, but it is in fact 
the longest car-free cycling trail in the Lower Mainland. The sky 
became blue as we trekked along the smooth path, bombing down 
hills and embracing the cold air. The last time I visited the SCR, 
it had snowed, so it was nice to finally have the chance to explore 
the offshoot trails and greenery. We found ourselves off the beaten 
path that led us to a local fish hatchery, where we had a chance 
to get off our bikes and explore the facilities (but mostly enjoy 
watching the small and nervous-looking salmon fry on display). 

 One final hill later, we made it to the (literal) end of 
the road, only to find the perfect picnic table setup with full access 
to much needed sunshine. Thanh To remains the knight in shining 
armor for carrying the camp stove and fuel for our ravenous hot 
chocolate drinking needs. And honestly, nothing pairs better with 
hot chocolate than getting better acquainted with fellow group 
members over where to find the best local Vietnamese food, cool 
engineering internships (I was the only non-engineer attending but 
still nonetheless very interesting), finding jobs during the quaran-
tine economy, and, of course, K-dramas. 
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 As we headed back, the rolling hills and endless 
downhill made it all worth it. There is a moment while biking 
down from the suburbs of North Vancouver, where if you time 
it right, you can get the perfect sunset shot while racing down at 
your heart’s content. There is also a not-so-optimal time where 
you find yourself weaving through car traffic since you messed up 
(once again) on how to get back onto the Lions Gate bridge from 
the North Shore. However, saying goodbye as we slowly broke 
away near Stanley Park made me only hungrier for longer, more 
intricate, more haphazardly planned bike trips. Until then, let’s try 
to get some sleep before midnight. 

A well-timed blue 
sky in November 
and accompanied 
excitement

PC: Thanh To
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Total Distance Cycled: 679.41 km
Total Distance Kayaked: 48.57 km
Total Elevation Gain: 9123 m

 Charlotte Scholten and I pedaled or paddled on 
the traditional, ancestral, and unceded territories of the follow-
ing indigenous groups: Tsleil-Waututh, Coast Salish, Squamish, 
Shíshálh, Sliammon, Homalco, Klahoose, We Wai Kai, We Wai 
Kum, K’ómoks, Hupacasath, Tseshaht, Nuu-chah-nulth, Ditidaht, 
WSÁNEĆ, Lekwungen/Songhees, Stz’uminus, Tsawwassen, 
Stó:lō, Kwantlen, and Katzie. 

 After exploring much of Vancouver, the Sunshine 
Coast, and the Gulf Islands through bike touring this summer, 
Charlotte and I wanted to cap it off with a larger, more adven-
turous tour. In the nine days between our summer jobs and when 
school started back up again, we figured we could loop the Sun-
shine Coast and Vancouver Island in seven days of biking and toss 
in a couple days of kayaking.  

Pedal Paddle Pedal 
ByGabrielleBoothandCharlotteScholten
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Day 1: Vancouver to Halfmoon Bay
Distance: 91.23 km
Elevation Gain: 1235 m

  In the first hour of our trip, we were already late. 
Both Charlotte and I were independently in the midst of moving, 
so when the first morning of the trip came, we decided to push 
back our start a few hours to take care of some final in-the-city 
responsibilities.   

 Amped up on coffee and stoke, we enjoyed the 
lovely ride to the Horseshoe Bay ferry and arrived early enough to 
have a relaxing lunch. On the ferry I listened, slightly amused, as 
Charlotte called to schedule a physiotherapy appointment for her 
shoulder immediately after our return. 

 The Sunshine Coast is quite popular with bike tour-
ers, and they’ve developed a simple app to guide cyclists along it, 
conveniently called the Sunshine Coast Bike Route App. We did 
our best to follow the ‘scenic routes’ which the app presented from 
Langdale to Halfmoon Bay, but we somehow still managed to get 
lost on more than one occasion. 

 After a nice ride, we were able to get some essen-
tials from Halfmoon Bay General Store, i.e: water, salty snacks, 
beer, and dessert. We biked into Smuggler’s Cove with the last of 
the day’s light, which made Charlotte look quite satisfied with our 
complete use of the day. 

Day 2: Halfmoon Bay to Okeover Park
Distance: 122.12 km
Elevation Gain: 2249 m

 Realizing we had a long ride ahead of us and that 
we had to make an early ferry, we woke to our 5:00am alarms and 
packed up our bikes before sunrise. We gave ourselves a half hour 
to explore Smuggler’s Cove in the light; little did we know that this 
highly scheduled ‘recreational time’ would become a new norm. 
There were two ‘scenic routes’ which allowed us to trade parts of 
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the highway for fun little side roads along the water and through 
the trees. On the second ‘scenic’ route detour, we found ourselves 
biking along a very hilly road and were enchanted by the water oc-
casionally on both sides of the road. We both independently noted 
that the Pacific was on our right and that this ‘scenic’ route was 
taking a lot longer than we had expected. Many hills later, when 
we stopped for a snack, we decided to consult our map and noticed 
that we had taken a wrong turn about 10 kms ago and had almost 
biked around a small Peninsula. But hey, bonus hills! We decided 
that in the future, if either of us noticed that the ocean was on the 
wrong side, we should probably check the map before biking 10 
kms. We found a more direct way to get back onto the initial sce-
nic route, and eventually, the highway. A bit behind schedule, we 
recognized that we could probably still make the ferry if we just 
biked as hard as we could for the next two hours. Naturally, this is 
what we decided to do. Grinding up and pounding down big hills, 
we fantasized about our 10:00am lunch planned for the ferry. Just 
when we were starting to lose morale, a 3 km godsend of downhill 
materialized before us. Absolutely careening into the Earls Cove 
ferry terminal, we were sent rolling directly onto the boat. Parking 
our bikes and letting out a deep exhale, I turn to Charlotte who is 
suddenly smiling and makes the quintessentially Charlotte com-
ment: “perfect timing, right?” 

 Some context: I honestly believe that half of Char-
lotte’s fitness (and now mine) comes from permanently (literal-
ly) running or biking at least five minutes late. But to this day, I 
cannot recall a time where we’ve missed the ferry or bus that we 
intended to take. I can, however, recall having jumped in front of, 
not one, but two busses in order to stop them from rolling to al-
low Charlotte or myself to get on. Well sure, our deep distaste for 
waiting and highly stubborn personalities have created some very 
stressful bike rides, but also our personal records.     

 As we were polishing off a half kilo of hummus, we 
enjoyed the views of beautiful mountains in the Tantalus Range 
and the Comox Glacier on Vancouver Island towering over the 
inlets and ocean. 

 I felt rejuvenated and ready to hit the road again 
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when we arrived in Saltery Bay. We still had a significant ride 
ahead of us which, for the first half hour, was purely uphill. Finally 
coasting down to Powell River, we were psyched to see a black 
bear bouncing about 3 m in front of us across the road. 

 We traded our salty sweat for some of the Pacific’s 
on a beautiful beach just outside of Powell River. My visions of 
beach naps and some ‘recreation time’ were stamped out by Char-
lotte’s responsible eye on her watch. We loved biking through the 
cute town of Powell River, where we noticed huge cinnamon bun 
potential, and Charlotte (finally) invested in her first pair of bike 
shorts. I gave the not-so-subtle suggestion that she might take this 
opportunity at the bike shop to get some help with her not-so-func-
tional gears (or brakes for that matter). She gave me a “yeah right” 
kinda look, and we continued on our way.  

 Our next challenge was to get the food and water 
we would need for the coming three days. Because of COVID 
restrictions, Powell River Sea Kayak, was no longer allowing peo-
ple to fill water at their site. While this may not have been a big 
issue for people with cars or dromedary bags, it was a major chal-
lenge for us. Between the two of us (and Ryan, who is a two liter 
water jug that we salvaged from the side of the Sunshine Coast 
Highway) we had capacity for 8.6L of water; we figured we would 
need around 18L. We were dreading carrying these 18L between 
the two of us up a 3 km hill out of Lund, which was 12km away 
from our campsite for the evening and the closest place we could 
get food and water. Just as we had begun filling our Nalgenes, a 
kind woman and fellow bike tourer said that the quality of the 
water which we were taking was very low and that she wouldn’t 
recommend drinking it. We described our predicament, and she 
offered to allow us to fill our water at her home which was direct-
ly next to the campsite, and more importantly, after the huge hill 
which faced us. 

 Thrilled at our luck, we bought some chocolate and 
local craft beer to give her to show our gratitude. As we set off up 
the hill, loaded up with groceries, I thought that I had just packed 
too much food on my bike, but instead we noticed that a couple 
of large staples had made their way through my back tire. After 
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fumbling through the tube replacement which took far longer than 
it should have, I bellowed out my classic “on the hill again, just 
can’t wait to get on the hill again,” and we were on our way. 

 In our new friend’s backyard, we offered our gifts 
in trade for the water from her hand pump well. It was here that we 
learned both of our dry bags which we were using to carry gear on 
top of our racks had pinprick holes in the bottom. The only option 
left was to fill one of my panniers completely with water and hope 
for at least 60% retention. Clearly, we hadn’t been utilizing our 
bike rack capacities to the fullest since somehow we were able to 
carry more than 20 L of water between us on top of our regular 
gear. Thankfully, the ride to Okeover Provincial Park was short 
and downhill. Exhausted and trying to navigate in the dark, we 
dropped our stuff at the nearest camp spot we found and stuffed 
our faces with tasty tortellini and fell immediately asleep.     

Day 3: Paddle to East Curme Island
Cycling Distance: 2.82 km
Kayaking Distance: 17.94 km
Elevation Gain: 95 m

 We woke up to see the lovely campsite which 
was located right on Okeover Arm for the first time at sunrise. 
Already, I had learned that it wasn’t in my best interest to speak 
to Charlotte in the first 15 minutes of her waking up, nor did she 
seem to appreciate me loudly greeting the morning with “GOOOD 
MOOORNING, BALTIMORE!” So right away we fell into an un-
spoken morning agreement where I would get up, take photos of 
the sunrise, and make breakfast, as she took down the tent. After 
these tasks were done, I would approach her slowly with a hand 
on imaginary bear spray, speaking in a soft and low voice: “Good 
morning, your coffee’s ready.”

   Chatting with our campsite neighbors about our 
trip and the bikes that we were doing it on made for a fun morning. 
As I was lubing our bikes’ chains, I found four small sparkler-stick 
like pieces which were just shoved in some hole in Charlotte’s rear 
derailleur. Holding them up to show Charlotte what I had found, 
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she just shrugged and returned to casually sipping her coffee and 
writing some notes about the previous day. 

 We packed the water and our gear back on our 
bikes for a 3 km dirt-road ride to Powell River Sea Kayak. This 
ride was a cause for reflection on how long 3km can be. Charlotte 
nearly tipped over backward multiple times as she attempted to 
bike up the steep dirt hills, and I, with my thin and worn hybrid 
tires, barely escaped taking a huge and watery tumble while going 
down on the other side.      

 Enjoying the looks of amusement on the faces at 
the kayak rental place, we reorganized ourselves and tucked our 
panniers into the compartments of the double sea kayak. Stoke 
was high when we piled into the kayak, pulling our toes away 
from many little pinching crabs. Okeover Arm must have been 
20% jellyfish by volume, and we enjoyed checking them out along 
with the numerous seals along our leisurely paddle. Neither of us 
were particularly interested in idling about, so Charlotte made us 
lunch as I continued to paddle us along; though, we did find a neat 
little cove half way out of the Arm to float around and eat.  

 While it seemed clear on the map, in practice we 
had a bit of a tough time identifying which islands were which, 
but after a little over four hours of purely type 1 fun, we arrived at 
a gorgeous and tiny archipelago (which is effectively only kayak 
accessible): the Curme Islands. 

 It was mid-week in the first week of September, yet 
these small islands were chock full of kayak campers. For $5 each, 
we had permission to ‘wilderness camp’ in Desolation Sound Ma-
rine Provincial Park which included the Curmes. We landed with 
our jaws hanging open on the rocky shore of East Curme Island. 
The tiny island had an outhouse and 12 wooden tent pads, and we 
were lucky to score one. I think that Charlotte would agree with 
me when I write that this was one of the most incredible little 
camp spots I’ve ever been to. 

We spent the evening swimming in fairly warm, Carribean 
turquoise water and checking out the starfish. While planning, I 
had hoped to spend three days kayaking, but time did not permit. 
Charlotte’s response prior to the trip was that if we could do all 
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the kayaking that we intended to do in three days in two, then it 
didn’t really matter that we didn’t have the extra day. That evening 
we agreed that we could have spent a week easily just kayaking in 
different directions from this one campsite, and kayak touring was 
solidly type 1 fun. Then commenced our first serious conversation 
about building kayak trailers for our bikes.     

 The view of the sunset from the island was noth-
ing short of spectacular and was accompanied by the sounds of 
birds dive bombing a fishing sea lion. To top it all off, just before 
turning in, Charlotte and I watched the full moon rise from the 
horizon. 

Day 4: Paddle to Refuge Cove and return to Okeover
Cycling Distance: 2.96 km
Kayaking Distance: 30.63 km
Elevation Gain: 88 m

 We rose to eat breakfast while watching the sun-
rise, stoked on our day ahead. It was a quiet morning when we set 
off paddling along Mink Island, so we moved slowly to check out 
seals. Eventually, we had to cross a stretch of open water to follow 
the coast to Refuge Cove, our morning destination. While we were 
crossing, Charlotte pointed to a large blackish thing in the water 
and said: “I think it’s a log, but let’s just go and check it out.” As 
we got closer, it quickly became clear that it was not a log but a 
massive humpback whale. We were thrilled, but for me, half of the 
fun was watching Charlotte alternate between absolute excitement 
and being terrified. We were able to hang around for a while and 
watch the whale and two others who showed up shortly after swim 
along, occasionally showing us their tails and slowly huffing and 
puffing along.

 Just when we were completely convinced kayak 
touring was the coolest thing in the world and that nothing could 
top this, a pod of orcas appeared along the coast of Mink Island. 
We paddled hard to try to get closer to them, but the orcas were far 
faster than the humpbacks so we sat back and watched them swim 
toward Vancouver Island. Absolutely gobstruck, we made our way 
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to Refuge Cove.
  Refuge Cove is a cute little spot with a General 

Store and importantly, washrooms. We knew when strapping our 
18L to our bikes that we could have restocked water here, but we 
didn’t plan on it because we weren’t sure we would be making the 
trip. After a quick lunch, we hopped back in the kayak to start the 
paddle back to Powell River Sea Kayak. 

 I was thrilled to be out there; it was a gorgeous day 
and the views of the mountains were incredible. Happily paddling 
along, I see Charlotte put her paddle down and point somewhere 
ahead and to our left. After a moment of straining to see what she 
was pointing at in the distance, a humpback whale erupts from the 
water, does a quarter turn and smashes back into the Sound. We 
looked at each other, eyes wide, thinking we were short on time 
even to return the rental by 4:30 PM, but that we’d really like to 
get a bit closer to the show that the whale was putting on. After a 
brief discussion, we decided that seeing the whale was more im-
portant than bringing the kayak back on time. Besides, Charlotte 
had read that they had some sort of ‘grace period’ where they gave 
you a little leeway in bringing the kayak back on time. This all 
sounded good to me, so we kicked it into high gear propelling the 
kayak at 8 km/hr — which was suspicious because Charlotte had 
hidden from me that she was capable of paddling this hard for the 
past day and a half, even though we thought we were late to return 
the kayak. When confronted about it, she said that returning the 
kayak on time wasn’t nearly as good of an incentive as a whale 
breaching in the distance.

 The whale tired quickly, so by the time we got 
within a kilometer, the humpback was sound asleep. I wanted to 
go a bit closer and Charlotte wanted to be a little farther away 
which must have looked funny to the onlooking boats, a double 
kayak in tug of war with itself. A boat for governing whale/vessel 
interactions came over to us and told us about the whale distance 
guidelines. When the whale is active, you need to keep a distance 
of 100 m, but when it is resting, you need to be farther than 200 m 
away. Thanks to Charlotte, we were just about the right distance 
away. 
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We were hopeful that the whale might start breaching again 
and that we would be in a better position to see it; instead, the 
whale seemed content letting us watch it nap. Eventually, we had 
to start heading back. I was nervous about getting the kayak back 
on time, so I asked Charlotte again what she had read about the 
‘grace period’ she had mentioned earlier. This time she elaborated 
and said that after the time you were supposed to be back, they 
would wait an hour to call in the Coast Guard. I declared loudly 
that getting there just before they call in the Coast Guard is not 
exactly what I would casually call a ‘grace period,’ but due to the 
paddling power that Charlotte had previously been able to hide, 
we made it back by 4PM. Once again, we had offered ourselves a 
choice: see the whale or get the kayak back on time, and decided 
to try to do both by paddling faster. Charlotte, as always, made the 
comment when we arrived that we shouldn’t have built in so much 
time for the kayak journey because clearly we could paddle much 
faster than we had planned for. For this, I had no response.

 With sunburnt lips and tired bodies, we hopped 
back on our bikes for the treacherous 3 km return to Okeover Pro-
vincial Park. Dinner was determined by which items had gotten 
most soaked by the leakage in our fresh water pannier and topped 
off with mounds of chocolate which we had picked up in Refuge 
Cove. Thankfully, the Ortlieb pannier successfully held the ma-
jority of the stored water and only one item over the course of the 
journey was completely drenched: our massive bag of trail mix. 

Day 5: Okeover to Comox Lake
Distance: 67.53 km
Elevation Gain: 1078 m

 Up before the sun again, we began our ride up a 
large hill. My daily morning song was updated to reflect the fact 
that we were always starting from sea level, so as we pedaled I 
crooned: “GOOOD MOOORNING, BIG ASS HILL!”

 A car had pulled over on the side of the road ahead 
of us, and they waved to us shouting: “Apples!” We slammed on 
our brakes and began chomping down on roadside apples and 
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blackberries with some new faces. The group was headed kay-
aking and after a while of chatting, we realized that I had some 
mutual friends with them. They were impressed by our trip and 
peppered us with questions about bike touring. As was common 
with people we met along the way, they had all of the gear neces-
sary for bike touring (including far superior bikes) and had wanted 
to try it, but had never felt ready to give it a go. We hoped that by 
seeing us making it work with the gear we had, they would just go 
and try it! In fact, I think that bike touring is one of the most acces-
sible outdoor activities I’ve gotten into and can be quite leisurely 
(especially, if you aren’t as ambitious or stubborn as we are). We 
revelled in the spotlight and used their compliments to propel us 
back into Powell River, happily chatting about future trip ideas.   

 In Powell River, we treated ourselves to a four-part 
lunch consisting of delicious bakery treats at 32 Lakes Cafe and 
Bakery, and then at Base Camp where we both had the most in-
credible sandwiches. Somehow, despite eating lunch right beside 
it, we almost missed the Powell River Ferry. On the ferry ride, we 
considered the feasibility of trying to hike to the Comox Glacier 
which had been an obvious feature of our view of the Vancouver 
Island landscape for the past few days. We had considered it be-
fore leaving on our trip, but agreed that the added time and gear 
wouldn’t have been reasonable to add to this trip. Eventually, we 
decided it would have been a bit much to try and fit into our tight 
schedule and settled on getting a beer in Cumberland rather than 
pushing to reach the trailhead that evening. We planned to work 
on getting more knowledge and experience with safe glacier travel 
before returning to self-propel ourselves up Comox Glacier. 

 To add to our already delicious day’s diet, we filled 
ourselves up with much needed fresh veggies at a hipster and 
bike-themed brewery in Cumberland (called Cumberland Brew-
ery). We planned on camping on Comox Lake that evening, so we 
found our way to the beginning of Comox Lake Logging Road. 
The road had some really steep dirt hills, so even the short amount 
of time on the road that evening began to wear us out. While my 
lighter bike and better gears allowed me to struggle a bit less on 
the uphill, Charlotte’s mountain biking tires held better on the 
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downhill. So we were repeatedly trading places depending on the 
road’s grade. On a particularly steep downhill, my wheels lost all 
traction in a deep patch of gravel, and I was ejected forward off 
my bike, sliding on my stomach, like a penguin, down the logging 
road. Thankfully, I escaped with only some minor cuts and bruis-
es and was immediately able to hop back in the saddle and meet 
Charlotte at the bottom of the hill. There was a beautiful beach 
right there, so we called it a day and set up camp.

Whipping out our biodegradable lavender soap, we took 
luxurious ‘showers’ in the freshwater. Tuckered out and feeling far 
cleaner in a fabulous spot, I crashed before 9PM. 

Day 6: Comox Lake to Port Alberni
Distance: 80.09 km
Elevation Gain: 1420 m

 We thought the ride this day would only be about 
60kms, so I woke peacefully without an alarm at 8AM. But Char-
lotte informed me that there were very high winds all evening, and 
she had hardly slept. 

 On our private beach we found jungle shorts, a 
much needed new garbage bag, and a bucket had that fit me per-
fectly. What we need, nature provides! 

 Charlotte laughed as I tucked my new bucket hat 
under my helmet grinning ear to ear. The ride along Comox Lake 
was a bit hilly and tough on the dirt, but there were beautiful views 
to distract us from the tough ride. At some point, we turned on 
what Charlotte later named: “The logging road of death.” It only 
feels right to quote directly from Charlotte’s trip notes which adds 
the description: “Only uphill. Not good road. A lot of pain. End-
less hill. No bueno.”

 Charlotte’s shoulder was killing her and the steep 
logging road was merciless. I tried to stay upbeat to lift the team’s 
morale, but I could tell she was really in a lot of pain. Charlotte’s 
bike was of little help; our friend had generously given the old 
bike to her at the beginning of the summer, and Charlotte had 
(only sort of) jokingly said that fixing the gears and brakes to get 
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them operational would detract from the challenge of the trip. 
At a gate after a particularly brutal section of the road, 

we plopped down in the middle exhausted and ready for a lunch 
break. At some point, I began to casually talk about why I thought 
bike touring could be a sustainable long term adventure for me, 
until I caught Charlotte’s eyes over our massive peanut butter con-
tainer, and I got quiet fast. 

 Fortunately for the both of us, as we were packing 
up our lunch and starting to leave a couple of bike tourers with 
gravel bikes rolled up and told us it was entirely downhill from 
where we stood to Port Alberni. Charlotte was ecstatic when we 
began the long logging road descent. While it was certainly better 
than the uphill, the downhill on the rough road was a challenge for 
my hybrid tires. This part of the road was full of some spectacular 
purple flowers and big views of the western parts of the Island, but 
the view was diminished by huge clear cut areas. 

 After a long teeth-rattling descent, the logging road 
ended at a T. Here we had a choice to make, take a right on the 
luxurious freshly-paved road which we knew would be slightly 
downhill all the way to Port Alberni or to take a left onto the Log 
Train Trail which is just over 20km of a multipurpose trail which 
leads from the base of the logging road into Alberni. Even though 
we were pretty worn out, I had really been looking forward to 
seeing this trail. We had heard from another cyclist that there were 
plenty of opportunities to bail out, so we decided to give it a go. 
Most parts were nice hard-packed gravel, but a few sections were 
washed out and carrying our bikes over logs continued to tap what 
was left of our energy. We accidentally took a path which kicked 
us off of the trail about halfway through, which we took as a sign 
to call it a day on being rattled off our bikes. Our joints and butts 
loved the steady downhill on the newly paved road into Alberni. 

 After a grueling day, we had some much needed 
craft beers and pub food at Dog Mountain Brewery. Though, we 
knew that our day was still far from over. 

 It’s one thing to bike all day, but it was an entirely 
different set of tasks to handle the logistics like navigation, pre-
paring food, and finding places to camp. This particular evening 
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we restocked on the calories for the next few days as well as some 
ice cream for Charlotte for morale. By this point it was dark, but 
eventually we found a trailhead parking lot to camp behind. Given 
that the ride that we had thought would be quite easy had nearly 
broken us, we were concerned about the supposedly challenging 
day we had scheduled for the next day. After six straight days of 
heavy exertion, we were exhausted and beginning to reevaluate 
our next steps. 

 We were covered in logging road, sweat, a little 
bit of blood, and a few tears, but we crawled in our sleeping bags 
anyways and crashed. 

Day 7: Port Alberni to Lake Cowichan
Distance: 117.20 km
Elevation Gain: 1901 m

I made breakfast and coffee as Charlotte, looking pained, 
researched and evaluated our options. As Charlotte knew, I want-
ed to go on as planned, through the logging roads to Cowichan 
Lake, but I knew the previous day had been extremely painful 
for her shoulder and incredibly draining for the both of us. Only 
slightly begrudgingly, I agreed to take whatever course of action 
she thought would be best. After some careful consideration of the 
options, she advocated for taking the highway over to Nanaimo 
and choosing our next steps from there. A little disappointed but 
feeling as if it was for the best, we set off toward the highway. 

Four kilometers later, I hear a proclaimation, something 
resembling “fuck it,” and all of a sudden we were turning around 
and mentally preparing for another huge day.  

We had read bike tourers reports which described the ter-
rors of the numerous logging trucks moving at break-neck speeds 
and kicking up dust for the entirety of the logging road between 
Port Alberni and Lake Cowichan. In the first few kilometers, 
our fears were only propagated by the trucks which thoughtfully 
stopped to inform us of how we might turn around or best avoid 
getting hit by fast moving trucks. Sufficiently concerned, we could 
only begin to enjoy the confused, amused, or supportive looks on 
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the faces of the drivers flying past. 
To ensure we had the best chance at our bodies physically 

lasting the day’s feat and to hope we would remain friends on 
the other side of this adventure, I implemented a mandated snack 
schedule. Charlotte wrote in her notes that the “road was gravel, 
not hilly, only speed bumps,” a statement that may more truthfully 
speak to the steadily improving morale rather than the actual grade 
of the road, which in my memory was still far from flat. Though 
maybe my perspective was coloured by the sheer terror of having 
almost no control while trying to guide my little tires through the 
deep gravel on steep downhills. In general, though the road was 
much easier to navigate than the logging road of the previous day, 
and we were moving faster than anticipated. On top of it all, per-
haps because it was a Sunday, a long weekend, by some miracle, 
or whatever the reason there were no logging trucks for the entire 
day. 

After turning onto Bamfield Road, we were graced by 
13km of riding “on a baby’s buttcheek” or as others may know it, 
paved road. 

We had a glorious lunch on the side of the logging road in 
stark contrast to our demoralized, just-dip-everything-we-have-in-
to-the-peanut-butter approach of yesterday’s logging road lunch. 
So good in fact, that I declared that I would begin making this 
lunch at home. The European in Charlotte slipped out here and 
had a bit to say about my cooking if our lunch on the logging road 
was inspiring…

In jolly spirits, we crushed the paved section of the road 
and kept moving fast on the hard gravel roads. Since we hadn’t 
seen cyclists all day, we were surprised when a group of very 
knowledgeable gravel riders caught up with us. They briefed us 
on what we could expect coming up to the lake: There was a short-
er North option which involved bougie paved roads, cell service, 
and a grocery store and a longer South option which involved dirt 
roads, more hills, and supposedly better views of the lake. Which 
do you think we chose?

We felt pretty high and mighty when we passed the bikes 
of Juliette and Co., our new bike idols, which were sitting on the 
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side of the road. That is of course, until they smoked us in some 
sort of perfect formation at what must have been like 30 km/hr 
uphill.    

The last hill at about 115 kms of the day felt a bit cruel, but 
gave us a good bit of downhill to leave us coasting to the camp-
ground at Honeymoon Bay. Despite this, we still showed up at 
the Provincial Park looking like we had gotten into a fight with a 
logging road and lost. 

The campground was full, but we learned that Provincial 
Parks are not allowed to turn cyclists away around or after sunset, 
so they gave us a small daysite area right next to the beach and 
told us where the showers were. The teller laughed when she saw 
my eyes get wide when she mentioned the showers, and Charlotte 
shook her head, “you aren’t seriously thinking about showering 
are you?” Ignoring my crazy friend, I immediately went to have 
a swim and a delicious shower. A few minutes later, I saw some 
familiar flip flops materialize.

Feeling clean and relieved that our most challenging and 
unknown section of ride was behind us, we had another delicious 
meal. “I would make this at home too.”

Day 8: Lake Cowichan to Goldstream 
Distance: 91.77 km
Elevation Gain: 729 m

This morning on Lake Cowichan was wonderful. We slept 
in and enjoyed a slow morning at the campsite. Well at least it was 
mostly wonderful, our oatmeal was becoming slightly less tasty 
after running out of our high-powered topping mix, and I noticed 
another flat tire on my bike. It was difficult to figure out what had 
happened because I couldn’t decide which large hole in my back 
tire had led to the tube’s puncture this time. The leak was pretty 
slow, so I decided not to replace the tube and instead faff around 
and put the front tire, which was in significantly better shape, in 
the back. After cleaning, adjusting, and greasing both of our bikes, 
we set off later than we had intended but with bikes which felt 
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much smoother. How long it would last, we weren’t sure.
 We cheerfully zoomed down a beautiful section of 

the gravel Trans Canada trail, which constantly entertained with 
hummingbirds, bridges, and gorgeously treed alleys. 

 Unfortunately, we soon arrived at a closed bridge 
which seemed to be the only way of crossing a large river and 
continuing on the path. It was unclear as to how to get around this 
blocked off section of trail, but some locals told us about a short 
walking path which should allow us to circumnavigate it. 

 What was sold as a short, a km or two, hiking path 
where we may have to occasionally walk our bikes turned into an 
hour and a half of lifting our bikes and gear over large fallen trees 
and using dramatic running starts to propel our bikes over steep 
dusty inclines. Often, one of us would have to climb a feature of 
the trail and catch the handlebars of a bike which was propelled 
from the back by the other. I was getting incredibly frustrated and 
worn out, so Charlotte critically reinstated the snack schedule.  

Dripping with sweat and muscles shaking, we finally ar-
rived at the other side of the bridge. After I removed the plas-
tic protective pieces on my bike which the trail had snapped, we 
returned to the gravel trail far behind schedule. Because it was 
a public holiday, no one was guarding the remaining sections of 
trail which were closed for construction, so we were able to easily 
navigate through them.  

 When we return with more time and knowledge, 
Cowichan River Provincial Park will be an excellent place to 
camp, swim, and explore. The path running though it is spectacu-
lar and features a couple massive trestle bridges. We might just be 
a little more wary of the local’s advice. 

 After our exhausting detour, I was running low on 
steam and feeling the toll of the past seven days catching up with 
me. It was now Charlotte’s turn to keep us caloried and moving. 

Because it was getting late, we decided to bypass the fi-
nal hilly section of the trail and take the Island Highway instead. 
Fortunately, up to this point the day had involved no significant 
climbs. Charlotte was now working with four operational gears, 
which rudely did not include her lowests, and I lost the ability to 
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switch into my lowest just in time for the only, and sizable climb 
to the highway.

 But boy oh boy was it worth it, on the smooth 
shoulder of the highway my watch clocked a max speed of 61 km/
hr and with the traffic, we were moving faster than the cars. While 
I could tell she was enjoying the downhill, Charlotte didn’t quite 
share my enthusiasm. Because of how fast we were able to move, 
we cut an hour off of the two we expected. 

 We arrived at the Goldstream Provincial Park just 
after dark and for a second night in a row were treated with warm 
showers. This campsite had heating in their bathroom and a sink 
to just do dishes. We were sure it had other beautiful facilities, but 
we didn’t see those because we were only ever there in the dark. 

 
Day 9: Goldstream to Vancouver
Distance: 103.69 km
Elevation Gain: 328 m

 The last day of oatmeal was decidedly bad; how-
ever, it was more than made up for with a fantastic celebratory 
brunch in Victoria. The sunrise was blood red due to the wildfire 
smoke wafting up from Washington and made breathing all day a 
little uncomfortable. 

 Though sometimes difficult to keep track of, the 
Lochside trail is a nice protected bike route from Victoria to 
Swartz Bay. Charlotte had it in her head that we would make the 
noon ferry, but I thought it was unrealistic and wanted to aim for 
the 1PM ferry for a more relaxing ride. In the final half hour before 
the ferry left, we kept losing the trail and it wasn’t looking good 
for us making it. Saving the day, an older local cyclist decided to 
lead us directly there and surprised us by leading the charge at a 
quick 27km/hr. For the third time (out of four), we rolled directly 
on to the ferry at last call, Charlotte looking pleased. 

 The ride from the Tsawwassen ferry was long, 
smokey, and flat, so we entertained ourselves by crooning “old 
country roads, take us home.”

Finally home. Damn. That was a long ride.
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Epilogue:
 A couple weeks after our trip, Charlotte’s handle-

bar disconnected from the rest of her bike while she was cycling. 
She finally took it to the Bike Kitchen where they took one look at 
it and recommended recycling the bike. The only pieces she could 
salvage were the rack and the bell.

Our waterproof bags aren’t so 
waterproof after all!
PC: Charlotte Scholten

Sunset from East Curme Island.
PC: Charlotte Scholten

Caption: Fine dining
PC: Charlotte Scholten
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PC: Gabrielle Booth

Little kayak meets big humpback 
whales. 
PC: Gabrielle Booth

 What we need, nature provides!
PC: Gabrielle Booth

“an easy shortcut through the 
trees… 1.5 hours later” 
PC: Gabrielle Booth

Gabrielle recovering from a 
little logging road tumble.

PC: Charlotte Scholten

GPS track of the trip 
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Participants: Alex Wharton, George Hill

 Princess Louisa Inlet is a well known destination for boat-
ers in BC. Chatterbox Falls lies at the end of Princess Louisa Inlet 
and helps make the inlet especially beautiful. George Hill and I, 
Alex Wharton, set out on a four day expedition at the beginning 
of Labour Day Long weekend with the aim of kayaking from 
Egmont through Jervis Inlet to Princess Louisa Inlet and then 
back to Egmont. I had contemplated attempting the trip in two or 
three days by taking a water taxi partway up Jervis Inlet and thus 
reducing the total paddling distance, but the cost of the water taxi 
was surprisingly expensive, and, thus, we opted to attempt the 
trip in four days.
 George and I set out very early on Saturday morning to 
catch the 7:30am ferry to the Sunshine Coast. We arrived at the 
terminal at about 5:30am and already there was a long lineup of 
cars. Thankfully, although we were feeling quite exhausted from 
the early wake up, we made it onto the ferry and then drove to 

Princess Louisa Kayak 
Adventure 

ByAlexWharton

September 5-8, 2020
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Egmont to start our trip. That day we were planning on kayaking 
quite an ambitious distance of about forty kilometers to reach our 
campsite from Egmont. After arriving in Egmont and packing our 
kayaks, we left Egmont and began paddling in Jervis Inlet. As the 
afternoon wore on, Jervis Inlet became quite windy. We attributed 
the wind to the sun warming the land up the inlet and thus the 
cooler air blowing into the inlet. George noted that the wind and 
waves were so strong that he should bring his dad to the inlet for 
windsurfing sometime. Naturally, we were very glad to be going 
up the inlet and to be assisted by the wind instead of going down 
the inlet and fighting the wind! As the day wore on, we continued 
and continued to paddle (forty kilometers is quite a long way in a 
kayak!). Suddenly, after surfing some particularly large waves, my 
paddle snapped in half. I had to switch to my spare paddle, but 
my spare paddle slowed me down, because its blades were sub-
stantially smaller than those of my regular paddle. Going a little 
slower now, we continued on, and we eventually thought that we 
saw our campsite in the distance, on the shore of Jervis Inlet. As 
we approached the supposed campsite, we eventually realised that 
what we thought were tents on the shore of the inlet were actually 
buildings and that we were actually approaching a fish farm, not a 
campsite. We chatted with the workers at the fish farm, and they 
were kind enough to give me some duct tape to fix my broken 
paddle; finally, I was able to kayak fast again! Just as dusk was fall-
ing, we reached the real campsite. At the campsite, we were very 
quick to eat dinner and erect our tents. I think we both fell asleep 
almost instantly after such an early rise that morning and a very 
long and strenuous forty-seven kilometers of paddling.
 Just as on the first day, on the second day of our trip the 
wind was very favourable. We had a slow start that day and, 
assisted by the strong wind, made quick and easy progress to 
Princess Louisa Inlet. We easily passed through Malibu Rapids 
at slack current. Unfortunately, we didn’t quite have enough time 
to go the end of Jervis Inlet as well as the end of Princess Louisa 
Inlet, but we could almost see the end of Jervis Inlet from the 
entrance to Princess Louisa Inlet (as we looked ahead farther up 
Jervis Inlet, the inlet curved around a corner and then went out 
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of sight – all of the maps show that the inlet ends very shortly 
around that corner, so, although a little disappointed that we 
didn’t have time to paddle all the way to the end of the Jervis 
Inlet, we were convinced that we could almost see the end of it). 
At the end of Princess Louisa Inlet we walked to Chatterbox Falls 
and swam in the ocean afterwards. Then, finally, at the end of the 
day, George paddled to our campsite, in the middle of Princess 
Louisa Inlet, while I briefly returned to Malibu Rapids to check 
out the rapids at their peak before returning to the campsite. We 
slept very well that night.
 On the third day of our adventure, we began our journey 
out of Princess Louisa and Jervis Inlets back to Egmont. We were 
very fortunate on our trip and especially on this day, as the wind 
(the physics of why unbeknownst to us) blew quite strongly out 
of the inlet. The night before we were a little worried about not 
being able to kayak very far should the wind gust strongly up 
the inlet as it had that day and the day before, so we were quite 
relieved and a little bit surprised that the wind was blowing out 
of the inlet. We again made good progress that day and before we 
knew it, we were at our campsite in Vancouver Bay. We swam in 
the ocean before retiring to bed. Vancouver Bay was a very, very 
beautiful campsite.
 The final day of our adventure consisted of a relatively 
easy paddle back to Egmont. The wind was dormant as we en-
joyed a leisurely paddle. Paddling to Egmont reminded me of 
my kayaking adventure a few weeks earlier in which we crossed 
Sechelt Rapids. Thankfully, crossing Sechelt Rapids was not on 
this trip’s agenda.
 We would definitely recommend this trip to other pad-
dlers. It’s sometimes easy to forget that mere hours outside of 
Vancouver are magnificent inlets, and it’s really magical to spend 
time in such beautiful places. I think adventures like these are 
among the most fun and rewarding parts of life, so hopefully this 
trip report will inspire someone else to venture to Princess Louisa 
Inlet!
Until next time!
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Participants: Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Alberto Contreras Sanz, 
Richard Shaw

 The trip came together relatively last minute. We 
were chatting one day about Alberto Contreras Sanz and Lucy 
Buchanen-Parker’s previous trip biking in the Chilcotins, when 
Richard Shaw mentioned that he had long wanted to visit Mount 
Vic. Could a bike-accessed hike to Mount Vic work? Yes, it could, 
but wouldn’t it be more fun to do a loop on the bikes rather than an 
out-and-back? So, we got to work planning an eight day trip with 
about a week’s notice. Our one concession to the short planning 
time was that we left Vancouver on Saturday morning, rather than 
the traditional Friday-after-work thing.

Day 1: Vancouver to Relay Creek Road 

 After a seven hour drive, we reached Relay Creek 
Road on the eastern side of South Chilcotins Provincial Park. Be-
fore heading off, we tested our bear sprays and noticed a bit of 

Mt. Vic Loop: A Bear-y Fun Bike 
and Hike

September 5-13, 2020

ByLucyBuchanan-Parker
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liquid bear spray had dribbled onto Richard’s finger before the 
spray kicked in. Obviously any one of us would have done what 
Richard did next: lick his finger to see how it tasted. But perhaps 
some of us would have done a better job of remembering to be 
careful when we had to pee five minutes later. Suffice to say it was 
a spicy start to the trip.

 It was 4pm by the time we started cycling, and we 
reached the proper trailhead (4WD / extremely HC) at about 7pm. 
The map shows it as a camp site but it wasn’t much, just some 
flat ground, much of which was occupied by two burly trucks (we 
assumed from hunters). We decided to make camp for the night 
anyway, rather than continue another few kilometers to the better 
site at Relay Cabin.

 We were fast asleep at around 10:30pm when we 
awoke to the sound of gunshots, followed a little while later by 
the sound of people making their way back along the trail. Alber-
to stuck his head out of the tent to let them know we were here, 
which seemed to startle them, but they got into their car quickly 
and drove away, as we drifted back to sleep.

Day 2: Relay Creek Road to Airport Meadows

 The next morning, we were finishing breakfast 
when the owners of the second car showed up. They were also 
hunters, and told us that they had been camped at Relay Cabin 
when the first party from the night before had fired shots extreme-
ly close to their tent. Apparently the first party had had a grizzly 
come into their camp earlier in the evening, and had decided to 
pack up camp and hike out through the night. They supposedly 
thought they saw a cougar when they fired the shots at the second 
party’s tent. The second party was obviously not impressed by 
any of this, and we were left wondering which hazard to be more 
concerned about, bears or people? (Spoiler alert: It was bears).

 The morning drama behind us, we got to cycling 
along the Relay Creek Trail, soon passing the cool log cabin where 
the shooting drama had happened the night before. Definitely 
more aesthetic than our camp at the trailhead, but we were content 
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knowing that we had (literally) dodged a bullet in deciding not to 
camp there.

There was a bit more up and down than we anticipated 
for a trail that follows a valley, with mandatory pushing on the 
ups because of the heavily loaded bikes. We enjoyed some really 
fun singletrack as we arrived to Graveyard Cabin, another old log 
cabin with great camping potential. After a long lunch in the sun-
shine, we rode the last few kilometers to Airport Meadows, where 
we would leave our bikes for three days of hiking. It took most 
of the afternoon to transition from bike to hike mode and cache 
everything we didn’t intend to bring, so we ended up just camping 
there too.

Day 3: Airport Meadows to Vic Lake

 It rained overnight, so it was full waterproofs for 
the bushwhack up to the Dil-Dil Plateau. The forest was fairly 
open, with lots of bear trails that we made use of, with increasing 
trepidation as we kept finding more and more gigantic piles of 
bear poop.

Once the ground started to level out, we knew we still had 
to gain a bit more elevation to get onto the plateau proper, but fig-
ured travel was easy so we didn’t need to worry too much about our 
exact route. This turned out to be a mistake as we ended up wading 
through chest high blueberry bogs with no real escape route in 
sight. It was around this time that Lucy spotted a mama grizzly 
and three cubs across the plateau. We were far enough away that 
we were not concerned, but we altered our course anyway (to the 
extent possible in the bog) to be heading away from them rather 
than parallel. A few minutes later, we realized they had covered a 
LOT of ground towards us and were now only about 100 m away. 
The cubs stood up to get a better look / smell of us, as we backed 
away as calmly as we could through the bush. Luckily, the mama 
decided we were not of interest and they all headed away from us, 
but we were still on edge given the lack of visibility. It was an in-
teresting game of trying to progress through the bog while keeping 
an eye out behind us in case they returned. When we finally made 
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it up onto the main part of the plateau, with sightlines in every 
direction, we breathed a big sigh of relief.

 We had a few options for our route to Vic Lake. We 
opted for the least grizzly-est and most scenic, along a ridge on the 
eastern edge of the plateau. As we made our way along the ridge, 
we scouted Mount Vic, our supposed main goal of the trip. There 
seemed to be a glacier blocking our intended route, and the final 
slope to the summit looked impossibly steep. We remembered a 
Bivouac trip report that said “Mount Vic looked unclimbable” and 
went on to describe how the participants climbed it, but it still re-
ally looked unclimbable.

Day 4: Vic Lake to Dil-Dil camp

 The next morning we set off to check whether 
Mount Vic was climbable or not. There was some steep, loose 
scree, but we were able to get past the glacier, up the headwall, 
and onto the col. Richard decided he had had enough of steep 
scree and waited at the col while Alberto and Lucy continued up 
the (thankfully less loose) final slope. The reward was a view of 
Mount Waddington from the top! Along with the Homathko Ice-
field in one direction and the Chilcotin Plateau in the other. At 
officially 3005m (slightly less on our GPS), it was the highest we 
had been in BC.

We were back in camp by mid-afternoon and decided to 
make a bit of progress back across the plateau. We set up camp on 
the perfect flat spot above a stream, and watched the alpenglow 
light up the south chilcotin mountains as we ate dinner.

Day 5: Dil-Dil camp to Lorna Lake

 We were apprehensive about crossing “grizzly 
bog” to get back to our bikes, and made sure to stick to high 
ground as long as we could, before quickly and noisily making 
our way through a small patch of waist-high berry bushes to arrive 
at the end of the plateau. Then we scouted a more open way down 
through “grizzly forest”, and sang loudly all the way down. It was 
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a relief to make it back to Airport Meadows and find all our cached 
stuff intact.

We transitioned to bike mode over a long lunch in the 
shade, ready for our afternoon ride to Lorna Lake. It was slow 
going, with a few creek crossings and some muddy sections we 
had to walk, but we were looking forward to getting to camp on 
the early side, and maybe even going for a dip.

 Suddenly, as we were approaching the crossing of 
Sluice Creek, Lucy let out a loud, high-pitched scream of terror, 
followed shortly by a slightly deeper yell from Alberto. There was 
a grizzly running full speed towards us! There was no time to do 
anything but brake and yell, before it veered off at the last second 
(at about 5 m away) and ran off into the forest. Richard, who had 
been cycling a few meters ahead, was the only one with the pres-
ence of mind to get out his bear spray as we watched the bear’s 
butt disappear into the bush. We were less than 2 km from camp at 
this point and ended up walking most of the way because we were 
too freaked out to ride.

 We hoped to find another group camped at Lorna 
(what an unusual hope!), but no such luck. We sat by the lake and 
stress-ate a full package of shortbread cookies while we analyzed 
what had just happened. We had been yelling frequently as we 
biked along, but we speculated that with the creek so close, the 
bear might not have heard us. We discussed, without coming to 
any conclusions, if this had been a true “bluff charge” or whether 
the bear was running away from Richard, and just happened to 
run in the direction of Lucy and Alberto. Either way, it was far 
too close for comfort. We discussed various options to avoid ever 
experiencing that again, such as switching to winter-only back-
country pursuits, or moving to Europe.

 But there was a more immediate decision to make. 
Our original plan for tomorrow had been to backtrack 5 km up the 
trail we had just come on, to take Elbow Pass — but that would 
mean going past “grizzly creek” and wandering through a bog to 
find the Elbow Pass Trail. It wasn’t hard to reach consensus on 
NOT doing that, and instead taking the more direct Lorna Pass 
which would take us to the same place.
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Day 6: Lorna Lake to Spruce Lake

 Next morning, we were on track for our earliest 
start yet, when Alberto realized he couldn’t find our water treat-
ment drops. What started out as an annoyance of having to unpack 
all our bags, turned into a bigger problem when we realized we 
still couldn’t find them anywhere. After a final search of EVERY-
THING, we concluded that Alberto had left them at a creek cross-
ing about 5 km back. We discussed our options. That trail section 
wasn’t very fast going, it would probably be almost as fast to walk 
it, and it might take a good half day to get there and back. We did 
have some spare time, so this was feasible, just annoying (plus, we 
would have to go past “grizzly creek”!). We still had four days left 
in our trip — we could try to make do without the drops, selecting 
streams carefully, and probably had enough fuel to boil water in 
the worst case. Finally, we settled on reverting to our original plan 
of riding back up the trail and doing Elbow Pass. This way, we 
wouldn’t be “wasting” any time, and we’d have the drops back. It 
turned out we were more scared of giardia than grizzlies.

 We re-packed our stuff, ready to set off into griz-
zlyland. Then, as Alberto went to put his helmet on, there they 
were! He had put the drops into his helmet (which was hanging 
from his handlebars) and forgotten about them. Lucy and Richard 
cursed him, but happily changed plans back to going over Lorna 
Pass, with some newly treated water.

 The push up Lorna Pass was less challenging than 
expected and only took about an hour. We were rewarded with 
awesome alpine views and a super-fun singletrack descent down 
to Tyaughton Creek. The Mid-Tyaughton Creek Trail had lots of 
sidehilling punctuated by short, sharp descents and climbs that 
usually required pushing. We were still making lots of noise, even 
though we secretly believed that we wouldn’t see any more bears 
now that we were on more well-travelled trails. Then, Richard 
came around a corner to see another large grizzly moving quickly 
down the meadow from the trail. So much for our false sense of 
security. At least it seemed to genuinely want to get away from us 
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and we were able to pass by quickly without any trouble (unless 
you count Richard cycling along a sidehill with safety-off bear-
spray in one hand as trouble).

 We continued on the trail, shouting even more fre-
quently than we had previously thought possible. We were ready 
to get to the relative safety of other people at Spruce Lake. About 
ten minutes later, Lucy took a good tumble down the sidehill when 
she attempted to put her foot down on the side of the trail, but 
found that she put her foot down into thin air instead. She and her 
bike ended up upside down a few meters below the trail. Richard, 
who was still in front but had heard the commotion, was back 
within minutes with his bear spray out, ready to spray the grizzly 
he was sure had attacked. Luckily, no one was injured by overzeal-
ous bear spray usage or in the fall itself, and we soon found our-
selves crossing Tyaughton Creek for the last time before a short 
push and fun ride into Spruce Lake on the WD trail.

Day 7: Spruce Lake basecamp

 We had a lot of ideas for what to do with our spare 
day at Spruce Lake, but in the end decided to hike along Sheba 
Ridge to Mt. Sheba, a somewhat long day hike but one that was 
reportedly beautiful. (The idea that we’d be less likely to surprise 
another grizzly while hiking a ridge may also have factored into 
it). It was already stinking hot within minutes of leaving camp 
and we thought we’d better make sure to refill our water before 
gaining the ridge. A few minutes later, we passed the first of many 
dry drainages. The rest of the park was full of creeks (although 
admittedly the trails were much less muddy than last year), but it 
seemed that this particular slope had no running water at all.

 It was pretty clear we weren’t going to make it to 
Sheba, but we carried on to check the last two creeks shown on our 
map before the ridge. We got some nice views while we did that, 
but those creeks were also dry (as expected), so we turned around.

Day 8: Spruce Lake to Tyaughton Lake via High Trail
 We pledged to get going early on our last full day, 

knowing that we had 1,000 m to gain on High Trail, mostly by 
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pushing our bikes. Fortunately, the heat from the day before never 
totally returned (we later learned this was due to the arrival of the 
US wildfire smoke blocking the sun’s heat, although it wasn’t re-
ally noticeable yet). We were never really sure how long the trail 
would take us, so tried to keep a good pace as we pushed up to 
Windy Pass, rode back down into the beautiful meadows, and then 
up and over Pearson Pass.

 The final descent turned out to be the crux of the 
day, first with a steep and loose section of trail that we were barely 
able to walk our bikes down, and then with the final descent on the 
steep logging road that forms the last section of High Trail, where 
we had to stop several times to let our disc brakes cool off so they 
would work again. But, we still made it to Tyaughton Lake at a 
reasonable hour. We had learned via inReach that our friends Rick, 
Anna, Mandana, and Iliad were at the Tyax campsite, so we joined 
them for a night of relative luxury for our final night. It was great 
to end the trip by sharing stories and laughing with friends (and we 
may have enjoyed some of their car camping beer too!)

Day 9: Tyaughton Lake to Relay Creek Road

 All that was left on our last day was to ride the 25 
km or so up the logging roads back to our car. As we packed up, 
we realized that the smoke had fully arrived overnight and we’d 
be doing these final few hours in the haze. The roads were quite 
enjoyable, but we ended up walking the steeper hills rather than 
doing intense cardio in the smoke. When we arrived back at the 
car, on our third straight grizzly-free day, we had almost relaxed 
enough to say that the trip had been a total success!
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Lucy crosses a 
stream on the the 
Dil Dil Plateau. 

PC: Alberto Con-
treras Sanz

 Lucy and 
Richard de-
scend towards 
Vic Lake, Mt. 
Vic in the 
background. 

PC: Alberto 
Contreras 
Sanz

Richard rides 
through Air-

port Meadows.
 

PC: Alberto 
Contreras 

Sanz
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If you’ve never paddled on the ocean before, Desolation 
Sound is the place to go. The water is typically fairly calm, it’s 
sheltered from some of the coastal gusts, and as far as the west 
coast goes, it has the warmest ocean water north of California. 
This makes it great for swimming, which was particularly fortu-
nate since we happened to paddle it during the strongest heat wave 
of the summer.

Eight of us left our homes in Vancouver and Kelowna ear-
ly on July 28th, 2020, to catch the various ferries that would lead 
us to the edge of BC’s sunshine coast, where Desolation Sound 
Marine Park begins. We would camp overnight at Okeover Pro-
vincial Park before picking up our rentals and starting the paddle 
the following day.

I was in the first car, tasked with securing a campsite that 
would fit all eight of us (a number that COVID rules at the time 
still allowed for outdoor gatherings). Aside from a missed ferry or 
two, we made it to the park and got a campsite before the BC Day 
long weekend crowd could scoop them all up. The group from 

Desolation Sound: A First-Time 
Sea Kayaker’s Paradise 

ByLuisDias
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Kelowna, however, arrived nearly at midnight, due to car troubles 
and quite a few missed ferries – long weekend crowds are no joke. 
Still, we were all present and ready to get on the water the next 
day.

Day One – July 29th

We had a lazy start to the day since the kayak rental place 
wouldn’t open until 9:00am. Our trip leader, Ben, had laid out a 
paddling plan that would take us from the Okeover Arm to the 
Curme Islands, where we would establish a base camp. The islands 
are centrally located in the southern portion of the Sound, setting 
us up to do several day trips with more lightly-loaded boats.

We ate breakfast, packed our car camping gear, and went 
to pick up our kayaks. Ocean kayaks have a few key differenc-
es from your standard fresh water ones: First, they have a neat 
little rudder that you operate with your feet – ideal to save your 
arm strength when paddling over vast spans of open water. Sec-
ond, they tend to be longer and more slender, and our particular 
kayaks were made of fiberglass, making them light and efficient. 
And although this is more of a regional difference than a physical 
one, the final difference is that if you were to go rent some plastic 
Necky kayaks at Deep Cove, you’d be paying $40 for two hours 
whereas Powell River Sea Kayaks rented us our boats for $180 for 
a whole week.

As someone who is primarily a hiker, I’m repeatedly blown 
away by how much storage space a kayak has. Even with a week’s 
worth of supplies crammed into it, I had ample extra room in my 
boat. Ben capitalized on the space smartly; he brought a whole 
pantry worth of ingredients and cooking gear and was preparing 
for a gourmet week, making everyone at camp jealous of his food.

We got on the water a little after 10:00am. The tides were 
with us that morning, providing a little bit of extra propulsion as 
the sea slowly drained from the Okeover Arm. The sun was less 
helpful – it had been heating up all morning, and by the time we 
stopped for lunch at a small bay near the arm’s mouth, the sun was 
in full scorch mode.
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We refreshed our sunscreen and exited the Arm into the 
more open waters of the Sound. A decent tailwind made the wa-
ter here choppier but nothing unmanageable. As expected for a 
marine park, we saw lots of wildlife: seals, turkey vultures, king-
fishers, and more bald eagles than we could count. We also spot-
ted quite a few watercraft, mainly motorboats and sailboats, and 
it dawned on us that Desolation Sound wasn’t as desolate as its 
name might suggest.

Arriving at the islands, we found them to be surprisingly 
crowded. The good weather had brought out lots of paddlers, and 
the islands didn’t have many tent pads to begin with. We ended up 
cramming our tents onto two pads as best we could.

The islands themselves were gorgeous, and we couldn’t 
have chosen a better place to set up a base camp. They consist of 
four tiny and tightly grouped land masses, three of which can be 
camped on. In between them is a shallow pool of sparkling green-
blue ocean water, forming the perfect swimming hole. We didn’t 
waste a moment after unpacking and immediately jumped in to 
refresh ourselves after a long paddle. The water was everything 
we’d hoped for: Cool and refreshing but warm enough to float 
in for hours on end. A short dive revealed a sea floor jam-packed 
with oysters, clams, and the big purple starfish that the Sunshine 
Coast is famous for.

We cooked dinner at an overlook with a view of the ocean. 
Ben started his culinary rampage by pan-frying some steaks that 
he had brought in a small cooler. He also revealed that in prepara-
tion for this trip, he’d done a wine tour in the southern Okanagan 
and brought a bottle of a different red wine for each day of our trip 
in collapsible wine skins, which he happily shared with the group. 
Bless those kayaks and their storage space.

We watched a vibrant sunset from the highest point of our 
little island and were treated to a meteor shower in the mercifully 
cool dusk air before heading to bed for the night.

Day Two – July 30th

Camping on a set of tiny islands in the ocean, our first pri-
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ority as we started our second day was to get a hold of more fresh 
water. We had done our research ahead of time and knew that there 
was a small village named Refuge Cove on the mainland some-
where north of us with a convenience store for boaters.

After waiting around to snag some freshly-vacated, bet-
ter-shaded tent pads, we packed our boats with every single water 
vessel we’d brought and headed to the cove. The sun was oppres-
sive, but we made it there in a sweat-coated two hours of paddling. 
The village was really quaint, with some twenty or so buildings 
scattered on the hillside, and a sizable dock where boats could stop 
to resupply. We tied our kayaks off on the aptly named “Dinghy 
Dock” and headed up to the convenience store, which to our de-
light featured drinking water (by donation), cold beer, fresh gro-
ceries, cold beer, a shaded sitting area, and COLD BEER.

I’ve never had a more refreshing beverage than those ice-
cold ales after a day and a half of salty, sweaty paddling in a heat 
wave. We had brought snacks for lunch, but after browsing the 
groceries, Ben inspired the group to join in on his debauchery. We 
ended up buying a bunch of meats and cheeses that we used to turn 
the shaded sitting area out front into an impromptu charcuterie 
board.

We filled up all of our water to capacity, guaranteeing a 
three day supply. Someone also made the brilliant discovery that 
the convenience store sold ice, which we filled our camelbaks with 
to improve our quality of life on the return trip. We waited until 
after 3:00pm to leave, in order to avoid the worst of the sun, and 
made good time back to our camp. Despite our best efforts, the 
return paddle was brutally hot. I felt an overall crumminess that 
no amount of ice water could wash away and only started feeling 
better after I drank some Gatorade – don’t forget your electrolytes, 
kids. Water is only half of the equation.

The rest of the evening was fairly relaxed. We swam some 
more, and Ben made another extravagant dinner – maybe fajitas? 
I forget the specifics; I only remember the envy. We also made 
friends with some folks who had arrived that day, while chatting 
around our “campfire.” Fires were banned in the park, and it was 
too hot for them even at night, but we still rigged up some red lan-
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terns in a bundle of dead branches, to keep the spirit alive.

Day Three – July 31st

I’ll copy down a quote that a member of our group, Matt, 
mockingly uttered as I scribbled in my trip journal that morning:

“Morning of the third day. Thunder rumbles in the distance 
and rouses us from our slumber. We make haste to secure our be-
longings and weather the storm.”

As Matt astutely described, the third day brought a storm. 
The thunder started around 5:00am, and startled everyone into 
battening down the hatches. I, however, being a very smart guy, 
instead decided to pull out my tripod and sit in a high place to try 
and get some shots of lightning. I’m happy to report that I was 
successful and didn’t even get electrocuted.

For three hours, we received rapid bursts of aggressive 
rain, which sadly ruined Ben’s extravagant breakfast. Eventually, 
the storm calmed down enough that we made the call to still head 
to Unwin Lake, as per the original plan. After confirming that the 
storm was on its way out by listening to the weather report on our 
marine radios, we waited until the lightning had stopped, and then 
another two hours, before finally getting into the water. The light 
sprinkle of rain was a refreshing change from the oppressive heat 
of the previous days.

Unwin Lake, sadly, was disappointing. It’s shallow, a bit 
murky, and didn’t look particularly appealing for a fresh water 
swim, so we decided to skip it and stay grungy and salty. We 
topped up our water reserves at a creek and paddled back to camp.

We spent the rest of the day practicing self-rescues with 
our kayaks back at the islands, and relaxing in our hammocks. The 
sun had shown its face again, and we were treated to another beau-
tiful sunset. We made a solid dent into the wine reserves that night, 
knowing that we were breaking camp the following morning in 
order to split our return paddle into two days. It was an appropriate 
but bittersweet goodbye to our wonderful little islands.

Day Four – August 1st
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We started early on day four, managing to avoid the worst 
of the sun by doing most of our paddling during the morning 
hours. After a relatively short (hour and 45 minute) paddle later, 
we arrived at Hare Point, the campsite in the bay where we’d had 
lunch on the first day. It wasn’t quite as nice as the Curme Islands 
but still just as gorgeous as you’d expect from Desolation Sound. 
Swimming wasn’t as good that day, since the tide pulled in quite 
a bit of flotsam, but Levi did have some fun with his ocean clean-
up efforts, pulling an entire barrel out of the water with his bare 
hands. Sadly, it contained no treasure.

We ate up a good chunk of our excess food (I think Ben 
made butter chicken or some other lunacy) and spent the day 
playing cards, napping, and generally relaxing. While Ben was 
definitely the champion, the rest of us had brought some enviable 
meals with our extra kayak space: mushroom stew, couscous, jam-
balaya, and a substantial supply of junk food. At night, when the 
temperature dropped enough, we made a large communal pot of 
hot chocolate before hitting the hay for our last night of camping 
in Desolation Sound.

Day Five – August 2nd

We had a short paddle up the Okeover arm in calm, mir-
ror-like water, and just like that, we were done with our trip. The 
trip’s format, with our luxurious base camp and generous down-
time, had made it feel more like an island vacation than a nearly 
100km long paddle trip. It was a well-deserved respite from the 
year’s confusions and frustrations. We all made our way home 
surprisingly refreshed, if a bit salty – but only on the outside.

By the way, if you’re wondering about the park’s name, we 
later learned that George Vancouver named Desolation Sound in 
1792, famously saying “there was not a single prospect that was 
pleasing to the eye.” This was, of course, nonsense, and Mr. Van-
couver won’t be invited to any of our paddling trips any time soon.
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PC: Luis Dias
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 On Wednesday night, I got a message from Gabri-
elle Booth:

“What are you up to on Saturday? I’m thinking biking and 
skiing...”

 Bikes and skis are my favorite things. And some-
one on Facebook was offering free beer to the first ten people to 
combine the two, so I was all in. We tossed around a few ideas 
and then settled on riding up Seymour to attempt the summit. This 
had the dual function of also being a test run for a self-propelled 
edition I wanted to do of the annual Winter Longhike (“Winter 
Longbike”).

Saturday rolled around, and I pulled myself out of bed at 
6:00am to put my skis on my bike and ride down to Breka Bakery 
and meet Gabrielle. Gabrielle had gone to a big engineering party 
the night before and was coming almost directly from there. To my 
dismay (but not surprise), it was raining, but Gabrielle was oddly 
cheerful (or potentially drunk). We went in to get some pre-trip 
pastries, then continued on our way down the quiet streets. 

Self-Propelled Seymour Slog
ByJacobGrossbard
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PC: Jacob Grossbard 
Gabrielle looking inexplicably stoked to be on a bike on the Lions Gate 
in the rain at 7:45am.

 At 9:00am we reached the base of Mt. Seymour, 
and after a stop for snacks, the real work began. Google Maps 
estimated that we’d reach the top of the road by 11:00am, but with 
the heavily loaded bikes, it was slow going. We crept upwards in 
our lowest gears. Cars flew by us. Gabrielle said the riding wasn’t 
stressful; meanwhile, I strained my eye staring down each car in 
my rear-view mirror, ready to jump in the ditch at any moment. 
After an eternity, we reached the one-kilometer marker. One ki-
lometer… out of 12. No option but to keep cranking. We talked 
about sailing, urban transit, various forms of precipitation, and ev-
erything in between to distract ourselves from the grind.

Photo 2 (Jacob): Gabrielle looking decidedly less stoked 
(potentially hungover) around kilometer seven of Mt. Seymour 
Road

 At almost noon, a full two and a half hours after we 
started our ascent, we finally rolled up to the lodge. Flat ground 
again! Warmth! Relative dryness! While we dined on sourdough 
and hard-boiled eggs, a bunch of other VOCers came in -- they 
had come to Seymour (in cars for some reason) for Tele School. 
After chatting with them for a bit, we started the faff of transition-
ing from biking to skinning and headed back out into the rain.

 Snow conditions were stellar… if you like your 
snow to have 100% moisture content. It still made for easier skin-
ning than the icy conditions I’d previously seen in the area, and we 
reached Brockton Point in no time. 
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 Things got trickier as we approached First Pump 
Peak -- a layer of wet snow on top of a harder layer of wet snow 
made traversing up some steep sections very difficult, as well as 
potentially producing loose wet avalanches. We looked up at the 
much steeper slope above us, consulted our Avaluator, and with 
the lessons of Thursday’s Jared Stanley Memorial Lecture fresh 
in our minds, decided this would be our turnaround point. So we 
ripped our skins and pointed our skis back down the hill.

Photo 4 (Jacob): Feeling absolutely drenched and accom-
plished at our high point of the trip. 

 After biking and skiing uphill all day, our legs were 
pretty beat going into the small ski descent. By the time we got 
back to the lodge, we were thoroughly soaked again (not that we’d 
ever been particularly dry). We went back in, ate the rest of our 
food, and came out to an incredible surprise.

  THE SUN! IT EXISTS!
  PC: Jacob Grossbard. 

 With the unexpected sunlight approximately qua-
drupling our morale, we hastily got the skis and panniers back on 
the bikes. Testing our brakes before we started the decent proved 
that Gabrielle’s wise words from a previous trip were correct 
(“There always be faff on bike trips, ‘cause bikes always be faf-
fin’.”), Gabrielle’s skis messed up her rear brake and it took us 
until almost 5:00pm to fix. So we’d get to do the real fun part of 
our descent -- riding down Mt. Seymour Road -- mostly in the 
dark. Luckily, the warm temperatures meant no chance of ice on 
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the road, or this would’ve been terrifying. With the freshly clear 
weather, it was exhilarating -- we made it down in about one-fifth 
of the time it took us to get up.

 The ride back through Vancouver was far more 
relaxing than anticipated, again due to the clear weather. We hit 
almost every tourist attraction, too: Stanley Park, the Lions Gate, 
Gastown, Science World, and Granville Island. Maybe this is 
the ride to take visitors on when they come to town. In Kitsilano 
we parted ways, satisfied with a very successful first foray into 
self-propelled ski touring. Time to plan the next trip!
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Participants: Alex Wharton, Quinn Ramsay

 For a number of years I have wanted to complete 
the “Sunshine Coast Kayak Loop” trip, and finally, after my third 
attempt at organizing the trip, I completed it. The trip definitely 
made for a lot of great memories and stories.

 Quinn Ramsay and I, Alex Wharton, are now the 
third group of people that I know who have completed the loop. I 
think the previous two groups had an easier time at Sechelt Rapids 
(Skookumchuck Narrows) than we did. But, the loop is very do-
able as long as one is cautious at Sechelt Rapids. Read on to hear 
about our adventure!

 The loop consists of paddling north from Sechelt 
through Georgia Straight past Pender Harbour, through Agamem-
non Channel, and then, finally, through Sechelt Inlet, beginning 
with Skookumchuck Narrows and Sechelt Rapids. Sechelt Rapids 
is an area in northern Sechelt Inlet in which the water entering and 
exiting the inlet is forced into a very shallow and narrow chan-

Kayak Loop on the 
Sunshine Coast 

August 1-3, 2020 

ByAlexWharton
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nel. Very sadly, over the years, people have died crossing through 
Sechelt Rapids. Sechelt Rapids is known as a world class white 
water kayaking destination. Although it is safe to cross Sechelt 
Rapids at slack tide, the rapids can be dangerous at high waters 
and could potentially be fatal for kayakers of our experience level 
to cross at maximum currents. Quinn and I organized our trip such 
that we would cross Sechelt Rapids on our third and final day.

 We started the trip with kayak self rescue practice. 
Given the high likelihood of rough conditions, especially in Mala-
spina Strait, we had wanted to practice self rescues the week prior, 
but we didn’t manage to. The water off of Sechelt was reasonably 
rough, and that made self rescues challenging and more realistic. 
We eventually succeeded in our self rescues and were ready to 
embark on our voyage.

 As we were planning the trip, we agreed that there 
was a fairly high likelihood of us, given the potential for inclem-
ent wave, current and wind conditions, not to be able to complete 
the trip and having to abandon the trip part way through. We had 
arranged that, should we need an emergency pickup, we could be 
picked up along the coast between Sechelt and Pender Harbour, in 
Earls Bay or in Egmont. We thought that Egmont was where our 
highest chance of requiring a pickup was should Sechelt Rapids in 
Skookumchuck Narrows be too dangerous to cross.

 Our paddle towards Beaver Island began with 
smooth ocean conditions. The wind was in our favour, and before 
we knew it, we were approaching Merry Island and Thormanby 
Island. As we passed by Thormanby Island, we saw a huge group 
of seals sun tanning on the rocks. We were careful not to get too 
close to the seals in order not to frighten them from the rocks into 
the ocean, which disturbs their needed rest time. We stopped in 
Smuggler Cove for lunch and noted our fast progress after a late 
start due to our unscheduled self rescue practice. We also thanked 
the wind for blowing in the direction that we were heading. Last 
year I led a VOC kayak trip from Sechelt to Thormanby Island, 
and on that trip I remember at times not being able to make any 
forward paddling progress due to the wind blowing against us. 
In addition, from spending time around Halfmoon Bay over the 
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years, I know that some areas in and around Halfmoon Bay can 
get too rough to make forward progress in a kayak. That day, we 
were very grateful for the wind blowing northwest, in the direction 
we were paddling. After lunch we enjoyed another few hours of 
paddling to our campsite at Francis Point Provincial Park and in 
the evening, we saw a magnificent sunset as we were preparing for 
bed.

 We didn’t know exactly what to expect in Agam-
emnon Channel, on our second day. We could only imagine that 
Agamemnon Channel would be calm and wind and wave free, but 
as neither of us had ever kayaked in Agamemnon Channel, we 
didn’t know exactly what to expect. We left our campsite a little 
later than we had planned and were immediately met by large, 
steep breaking waves. We repeatedly, momentarily, lost sight of 
one another as we bobbed up and down in the swells. Kayaking 
through the swells past Pender Harbour and to the entrance of Ag-
amemnon Channel was a little bit frightening, and we were glad 
that we had practiced self rescues the day before. Had the swells 
been any larger, I think there would have been a reasonable risk 
of one of us capsizing and us having to wait on the shore un-
til the waves diminished. We battled through the swells, and as 
we entered Agamemnon Channel, the swells became smaller and 
eventually turned into chop before eventually turning into very 
calm conditions. We stopped for lunch midway into Agamemnon 
Channel, and as we were eating lunch we heard and saw a baby 
seal swimming close to our lunch spot in distress. We suspected 
that the baby seal was searching for its mom, and we hoped that 
the mom had simply left for a few hours to hunt for fish. None-
theless, wel felt quite sorry for the baby seal. After lunch we pad-
dled a little farther to exit Agamemnon Channel and, given that 
we had some extra time before sunset, we paddled around Captain 
Island and slightly up Jervis Inlet. We spent the night at Little Kil-
lam Bay, and before going to bed reiterated our plans for crossing 
Sechelt Rapids the next day. We enjoyed a pleasant night that nev-
er seemed to become truly dark given the extraordinarily bright 
moon.

 We woke excited and nervous about crossing Sech-
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elt Rapids and our long paddle back to Sechelt afterwards. As we 
approached Sechelt Rapids, we reminded ourselves yet again of 
our plan to arrive at the rapids a little before 11:20am, the predicted 
time of the maximum current, to view the peak of the rapids from 
shore and then to cross the rapids at about 2:05pm, the predict-
ed time of slack tide. The rapids vary in strength throughout the 
month depending on the range of the tides on any given day. The 
tides were extreme and the rapids were predicted to reach more 
than twenty knots per hour on the day that we crossed. In addition, 
we reminded ourselves that slack tide could potentially be up to 
about half an hour before or after the predicted time of slack tide 
and that we should try to watch the rapids and cross them when 
we thought the minimum currents were flowing, not necessarily 
at exactly 2:05pm. We had originally planned on leaving our kay-
aks at Secret Bay and then walking to the Sechelt Rapids viewing 
platform, but upon landing on a beach near the rapids and talking 
with some locals, we learned that we had already passed Secret 
Bay and that it was not feasible to leave our kayaks at Secret Bay, 
walk to the rapids, wait until slack tide, walk back to Secret Bay 
and then paddle through the rapids; the walking distance alone be-
tween Secret Bay and the rapids was about an hour each way. The 
locals pointed us towards the best beach to watch the rapids from 
given that there was no path to the official viewing center from 
where we were and also reminded us of the dangers of the rapids 
emphasizing that over the years boaters had passed away crossing 
the rapids. The locals also reiterated that we should be extremely 
careful and that it would be possible that they would be the ones 
initiating a rescue call should we require one.

 Feeling a little frightened, we watched the rapids at 
their peak at about 11:20am and then ate our lunch on the beach 
as we waited for the rapids to calm. We were very impressed to 
see the abundance of starfish, sea urchins and sea anemones living 
in Sechelt Rapids; we concluded that the rapids must force huge 
amounts of nutrients through and produce a rich ecosystem for sea 
life. Slack tide is created by changes in tide direction, and it usu-
ally occurs about two to three hours after a tide that is leaving the 
inlet starts to be pulled back into the inlet or a tide that is entering 
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the inlet starts to be pulled out of the inlet. As 2:05pm approached, 
the speed of the current slowly slowed and the rapids slowly re-
duced in height, and at about 1:40pm we felt that we could paddle 
through the first series of strong currents at points and the succeed-
ing, calm bays. We returned to our kayaks and prepared to cross the 
rapids. With our adrenaline pumping, we passed through the first 
series of sharp points and succeeding bays fairly easily, although it 
was nonetheless scary to be momentarily somewhat out of control 
in the fast flowing current at each point. After passing through the 
first series of bays and points, we had to cross through a series 
of points separated by straight edges of shore. It was now about 
2:05pm, and the rapids were still very obviously flowing out of the 
inlet; they were yet to become stagnant. Therefore, we suspected 
that the maximum slack tide was yet to come, and we thus decided 
to wait before continuing onto the next section of the rapids. After 
several minutes of waiting and watching, at about 2:20pm, grow-
ing worried that the rapids were only getting stronger, we decided 
to continue on. We struggled not to be pulled into whirlpools as 
we paddled past the next series of points and straight edges of the 
rapids. Along the straight edges, we had to hold onto rocks on the 
shore in order not to be pulled into whirlpools and twisted around 
in our kayaks, and, despite our best efforts, several times we were 
pulled into the whirlpools, towards the center of the rapids, and 
had to fight to return to shore and turn our kayaks the right way 
around again. We eventually negotiated our way to the largest rap-
id, directly below the official viewing center. Struggling to hold 
onto rocks on the shore in order not to be spun around, we decided 
to wait several more minutes before crossing the most powerful 
current in the rapids in the hopes that the still scarily strong cur-
rent would continue to slow. After several minutes of holding onto 
rocks on the shore, losing our grips, being spun around by the 
whirlpools and then fighting to turn our kayaks forwards again, 
our adrenaline was pumping, we were getting worried and it was 
well beyond 2:05pm. We decided that the rapids would only get 
stronger if we continued to wait. I paddled first and every fifteen 
seconds or so glanced over my shoulder to make sure Quinn was 
behind me. We had to paddle harder and harder as we got closer 
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and closer to the rapid, and once in the rapid I had to paddle as fast 
as I could to continue to move forward. Just as I was rounding the 
corner, I glanced over my shoulder for the last time and saw Quinn 
yelling and being pulled by a whirlpool towards the center of the 
rapids. I pulled into the bay past the point, pulled my kayak onto 
the shore and ran back to the viewing platform, looking for Quinn. 
I couldn’t see or hear Quinn anywhere in the water, and therefore 
the only possible outcome that I could think of was that Quinn 
had managed to escape the whirlpool and had paddled back into 
one of the calm, safe bays. Unfortunately, cell service was very 
intermittent, and I spent the next several minutes frantically trying 
to find a path farther back towards the bay that I expected Quinn 
to be in, trying to find an area with cell service and asking people 
on the viewing platform if they had cell service. Eventually, after 
not being able to reach Quinn or find cell service, I thought that 
the best option for me was to kayak to the end of the rapids, as I 
was worried that the rapids were only getting stronger and that I 
might get stuck if I waited any longer; then, at the end of the rapids 
I thought that I would try to contact Quinn. The final hundred me-
ters of the rapids were easy to paddle through, and as I approached 
the end of the rapids, I noticed some people sitting on the shore. 
I asked them if they had cell service, which they didn’t, but they 
responded that they had seen what had happened to us and asked if 
there was anything they could do to help. One man was a very ex-
perienced white water kayaker who had been kayak surfing in the 
rapids for the past several days, and he said that he wouldn’t find it 
very difficult to kayak over to the bay that we suspected Quinn to 
be in. I gladly accepted his offer and asked the man, Adrian, to ask 
Quinn whether he would like to attempt to cross the rapids again 
or to arrange for a pickup in Egmont. As Adrian paddled back to 
Quinn, I watched several motor boats struggle to pass through the 
rapids. To my surprise, as I sat waiting on the shore, the rapids 
became more and more calm. Eventually, I saw Adrian emerge 
from the bay and paddle back towards me. Adrian kept glancing 
over his shoulder and several times turned around and paddled 
back around the corner only to reemerge shortly afterwards. The 
only explanation of Adrian’s behaviour I could think of was that 
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Quinn had decided to try to cross the rapids again and that Adrian 
was coaching Quinn through the rapids. To my great surprise, at 
this point the rapids were extremely calm and there was hardly any 
current in them at all. Given how calm the rapids were, I decided 
to kayak back to Adrian and Quinn, and the three of us easily met 
in the middle of the rapids, in what would normally have been 
very rough patches of water. The three of us then easily paddled to 
the end of the rapids. We thanked Adrian and wished him luck in 
about three hours when he was planning on surfing in the roughest 
possible conditions of the rapids. We also remarked at how calm, 
at the moment, the rapids were. At this point, it was about 3:05pm, 
an hour after the predicted time of slack tide, and the rapids were 
extremely calm; it was impossible to say that water was primarily 
flowing into or out of the inlet – the water was very stagnant. Re-
lieved that we were both across the rapids and that we were able to 
continue our trip, we remarked at how we didn’t know that the true 
time of slack tide could be off of the predicted slack tide time by 
about an hour, and we also remarked that we should have contin-
ued to wait for the rapids to calm and should not have submitted to 
our fear of the rapids only growing larger as the time went further 
and further past 2:05pm. After talking to Quinn, I learned that he 
had been pulled towards the center of the rapids by a whirlpool, 
had managed to escape into the bay that we thought he was in, 
and then had run through the woods looking for cell service. He 
assumed that I and the onlookers would have thought that he had 
been sucked underwater and was drowning and that we would try 
to coordinate a rescue if we didn’t hear from him immediately. He 
had a lot of cuts on his legs from his bushwhacking to try to get 
cell service. But, thankfully, despite the slight misadventure and 
thanks to Adrian’s help, we were both safely across the rapids.

Note: Read the final paragraphs of the trip report for the 
true reason why we thought slack tide was an hour earlier than it 
actually was (daylight savings time)!

 As our adrenaline slowed, we made slow progress 
into Sechelt Inlet for the first several kilometers as we fought wind 
and waves pushing us back towards Skookumchuck Narrows. 
Eventually, the wind and waves subsided and our pace increased. 
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We were slightly worried that we wouldn’t be able to paddle all 
the way back to Sechelt that day, but the moon was once again 
very bright and, along with our headlamps, helped us paddle the 
final section of the inlet in the dark. As night fell thousands and 
thousands of jellyfish rose to the surface of the water, making the 
idea of swimming at the end of our trip suddenly far less appeal-
ing. Finally, we reached Sechelt, tired and sore, but mostly very 
happy to complete what had been a very grueling three days of 
paddling!

 Our advice to anyone in the future wanting to cross 
Sechelt Rapids is to wait to cross the rapids until one cannot tell 
which way the current in the rapids is flowing; that is when the 
rapids are the weakest. From our experience of this trip, slack tide 
could be anywhere from an hour before or an hour after the pre-
dicted slack tide time. We didn’t think that the predicted slack tide 
time could be as far off as it was, and therefore we made the mis-
take of rushing into the rapids before they were at their true slack 
tide. But, after finishing our trip and examining more current and 
tide tables, we realized that the current table that we had retrieved 
the Sechelt Rapids currents from did not adjust the times of mini-
mum, slack and maximum currents to account for daylight savings 
time. Therefore, all currents between March 8 and November 1 
actually take place an hour later than the time that we thought 
they would. Therefore, one should ensure that one’s current table 
accounts for daylight savings time if one’s trip takes place during 
that time of the year! We also happened to pass over the rapids 
during a period between a quite extreme outflow current and a 
quite extreme inflow current. Thankfully, we safely crossed the 
rapids, but we would advise anyone considering this trip to make 
sure one’s current table accounts for daylight savings time and 
also, if possible, to cross the rapids in times of the month when the 
tides are less extreme.

 We would definitely recommend this trip to other 
kayakers, but I think we would, just as we were aware, caution 
people that in inclement weather completing this trip would be 
very difficult and that one should be very careful crossing Sechelt 
Rapids.
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Camping in Little Killam Bay reinforced to me wanting 
to paddle farther up Jervis Inlet into Princess Louisa Inlet, and I 
really hope that someday I will be able to complete that trip too!

 This trip was made possible with funding from 
the Neil Mackenzie Adventure Grant (NMAG) and the incredible 
support of our friends and the wider Varsity Outdoor Club com-
munity - we received the NMAG in 2019, but the trip was deferred 
until 2020.

 Before starting, we would like to acknowledge 
that although we think of these places as close to our homes, they 
aren’t really “our” backyard. Throughout this trip we moved on 
and through the traditional, ancestral, and unceded lands of the 
following nations: xʷməθkʷəy̓əm  (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh 
(Squamish), səlil̓ilw̓ətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh), Líl̓wat, St’at’imc, Nla-
ka’pamux, Tsilhqot’in, Stó:lō, Stz’uminus, Nuxwsa’7aq (Nook-
sack), Kwantlen, Semiahmoo, sc̓əwaθən məsteyəxʷ (Tsawwas-
sen), W̱SÁNEĆ, Katzie, Qayqayt . Knowing whose lands we live, 
work, and play on is only a small first step.

An Expedition in Our Own 
Backyard 

ByElseBosmanandJoeO’Brien
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A rough timeline of events:

October 2018
 After two and a half years of running, climbing, 

skiing, and generally adventuring together, we decided to apply 
for the NMAG and begin dreaming up trip ideas. Sitting in Else’s 
kitchen, we started pitching some ideas back and forth. We talked 
about flying out to Scotland, or Colombia to meet up and adven-
ture with our friend Jeff. Fresh from our first trail race (Frosty 
Mountain Ultra) we also talked heading out to the Rockies to do a 
50 mile race or going up north for more distant coastal climbing. 
Eventually we decided that we wanted to focus the funding from 
the award all on adventure rather than travel and so an adventure 
in our own backyard was decided upon!

June 30, 2019
(Two weeks before leaving for the trip - From Joe’s per-

spective)
 
 As I cleared my handlebars, I thought to myself, 

This isn’t great. Meeting ground for the first time, my left shoulder 
took most of the impact. Back in the air I tucked in a bit tighter and 
was immeasurably grateful for my helmet as it took the majority 
of the second hit. Sliding along the ground for the better part of 
five meters I came to rest about 30cm from a small boulder - thin 
silver linings. 

June 15, 2020
(Two weeks before leaving for the trip - again)

 We exchange messages daily, waiting for updates 
on COVID numbers, whether non-essential travel will be allowed, 
and trying to wrap our heads around what we’ve signed up for 
(and how to package 24 days of dehydrated food). Over the last 
few months we made adjustments (again) to our trip plan to be 
self-propelled and completely self-sustained apart from one food 
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drop to reduce the necessary contact with other people along the 
way. This means that we will leave with 12 days worth of food in 
our paniers as well as all the various accoutrement for running, 
scrambling and light alpine climbing. At best guess, each of our 
two-wheeled adventure mobiles weighed about 100lbs when we 
rolled out the door.

June 30 - July 5 - Up the Sea to Sky (Vancouver to Lizzie 
Bay) 

 And we’re off! Escorted by our personal videogra-
pher/honour guard Martin Cermak, we wove through Vancouver, 
over the Lionsgate, and off up the Sea to Sky. At Porteau Cove, we 
bid Martin adieu and headed to the house of Megan Cramb’s par-
ents (in Furry Creek) where we’d arranged to drop half our food 
as we’d planned to spend about five days heading from Mountain 
Lake Hut into the Skypilot group for some climbing before return-
ing. As you might have guessed from the wishful tone of that last 
sentence, things didn’t go as planned. 

 Most of the FSRs above Furry Creek would be 
okay for driving up with a car, but the slope, road surface, weight, 
and bikes that we had made this quite the affair. It had taken us 
about four hours to bike to Furry Creek and in the next four hours 
we only made it about another 8 km. Else was still very excited to 
be finally on our way and mentioned to Joe that she would still be 
happy during the trip, “even if we get rained on for three weeks 
straight”. She must have summoned the clouds with that line be-
cause minutes later it started to drizzle and then rain. We ended the 
day at a big landing on the logging road where we had plenty of 
room to set up camp. Some giant culverts were laying on the side 
of the road and provided a convenient way to store some of our 
paniers and packs out of the rain. There was a dry window during 
which we cooked dinner, but apart from that it didn’t really stop 
raining that night, or the morning after. 

 In the morning we snoozed for a while and used 
the InReach to get weather reports from friends back home. The 
weather reports were disappointing, considerably more rain than 
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had been predicted 24 hours prior. The trick with getting into the 
Skypilot group from Mountain Lake Hut after following the ridge 
over is to find one specific ramp that leads up onto the S ridge 
of Skypilot and connects into the standard W ridge. With a few 
hundred meters of visibility that looked like it decreased to a full 
whiteout at ridgetop elevations, we decided it wasn’t going to hap-
pen. Plus, by that time the roof of the tent started to leak on to our 
sleeping gear and we were not loving the idea of camping on snow 
in the alpine with a leaky tent. 

 It felt like we were flushed off the mountain that 
morning. Streams were forming in the tire tracks on the logging 
road and we were in the middle of it, spraying the water behind 
our bikes. We arrived back at the Cramb family to pick up our 
food less than 24 hours after we left them. Completely soaked, 
we recuperated on their covered patio (with hot coffee!)  looking 
out over a grey and rainy Salish Sea. Just after noon, with bikes 
reloaded, and clad in rain gear and underwear, we finished the trek 
to the Mamquam River campground after a stop at Canadian Tire 
for a tarp. 

 That evening, as our wet belongings hung to dry 
under our tarp (do things dry while it’s still raining?), we did a 
bit of re-planning, and decided to make the best of the next few 
days and to prolong our trip up the S2S with more stops for trail 
running. Still wanting to get into the Skypilot area, we intended to 
bike to the Sea to Summit trail and head up into the alpine from 
there. Reaching the base of the trail at the Sea to Sky Gondola, 
though, we found out it was closed due to COVID and ended up 
spending a lovely day running the mountain bike trails to Alice 
Lake and back instead.

 The next morning, we packed up and had break-
fast under the tarp before setting out on the Sea to Sky trail. The 
S2S trail is a gravel track between Wedgemount Lake trailhead 
and Squamish, intended for non-motorized recreation (n.b. For 
those who are smart and want to have a leisurely trip, start at the 
Whistler side and coast downhill to Squamish). The trail starts in 
earnest from the end of the Paradise Valley Road, climbs up the 
Checkamus Canyon, follows the highway parallel to Brandywine 
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Falls and eventually winds its way to Whistler. Traveling in the 
“uphill” directions, we had to push our bikes on some steep gravel 
sections, but it was nowhere near as bad as the logging roads be-
hind Fury Creek. While the trail was beautiful (and looked quite 
enjoyable with lighter bikes), our appreciation for the terrain was 
tempered a bit by the continual wind and rain. By the end of the 
day, we were pretty moist and in need of a good camping spot (and 
warmth!). Calcheck did not have any suitable camping spots left 
for us so we ended up at the Riverside Resort Campground for 
the night. Dehydrated risotto with extra parmesan never tasted so 
good. 

 The following day we set out running on the trails 
above Whistler, at the recommendation of the campground host 
we went out to a mountain bike trail called ‘Comfortably numb’ 
which Else quipped was a perfect descriptor of her butt after four 
days on the bike. On the 20 km loop we enjoyed our first day of 
good weather (read: we didn’t get rained on). After shuffling our 
way back to camp in the early afternoon, we realized the days of 
rain and riding through the dirt was starting to show on our bikes, 
so we opted to head to the Whistler Village and find a bike wash 
station to get all the dirt out of our chains and disk brakes. 

 Although it had only been five days, we were al-
ready getting pretty comfortable with being kind of grimy and liv-
ing in the dirt. Whistler Village was a sharp reminder that most 
folks like to bathe regularly and look fancy. Booming music came 
from the village plaza, people were dressed to impress (or like 
Mad Max characters in mountain biking armour) and restaurants 
had long line-ups to allow entry. It felt like we did not really be-
long in this weird dystopian street image (something about the 
clash of MTB body armour and fancy fashion felt very YA-nov-
el-esque), especially since the months prior to the trip we have 
been isolating at home and have been avoiding any sort of crowd. 
On the way back to the campground we stopped at Purebread bak-
ery to score our dessert of the day (okay, population centers have 
their benefits). 

 The next morning we awoke to real, honest-to-good-
ness sunshine! Eager to make the most of it, we shoveled down 
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breakfast and hit the road north under sun and cool temps. Finally 
we remembered why we brought all that sunscreen! In Pember-
ton, we stopped in a park to meet our friend Ariane Oro, who was 
working on an organic farm in the area, for lunch. It was the first 
protracted conversation either of us had had with anyone other 
than each other for days! Lounging in the grass under a warm July 
sun while the last little bits of dampness left our clothes made it 
really hard to want to hop back on the bikes, but in the interest of 
getting to camp with enough time to wash clothes, bodies, and 
dishes, we remounted our faithful steeds and set off towards Liz-
zie Bay.

July 6-10 - The Lizzie Area 

 We woke up and had a couple hours to have break-
fast (double coffee!) and faff with gear before Swantje Moehle 
and Kelsey Miller arrived. In short order though, they arrived with 
the food drop we’d need after our time up in the Lizzie area and 
we all set off up to the cabin. Our original plan had involved a rid-
geline traverse around the whole area, but looking at the weather 
reports and the sting of Skypilot fresh in our minds we decided to 
“base camp” out of the cabin and do day trips from there - a good 
thing too as after our two days of sun, frequent rain and low visi-
bility persisted on and off for the next five days. 

 We’d planned the trip so that most of our biking 
would be done on the weekends when other people were out and 
then our time in the mountains would be during the week, reduc-
ing potential conflict running into people. This paid dividends 
throughout, but especially here as the four of us enjoyed having 
Lizzie to ourselves the whole time. We arrived at the cabin just 
as a spattering of rain began again and busied ourselves with din-
ner (Kelsey and Swantje had brought us a bag of kale salad as an 
appy!) followed by tea and warm sleeping bags. 

 Our first full day in the area we awoke to a light rain 
and low vis, but determined to make the best of it we headed out to 
scramble Arrowhead Peak. What’s generally a pretty straightfor-
ward scramble in good conditions felt a bit more adventurous with 
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the comparatively “early” season conditions we found - lots of 
snow and wet rock with the best scrambling routes still buried. We 
meandered up the mountain connecting what features we could 
make out in the clouds and eventually ran out of uphill. The GPS 
confirmed we were probably on top of the peak so we snagged a 
photo and descended. The next day held a remarkably similar, if 
longer and slightly more challenging, adventure up Long Peak. 
Though we climbed it in a loop -- walking the ridge from end to 
end, so we’re quite sure we summited -- we’re just not sure exact-
ly when it happened. 

 On our final full day in the Lizzie area, the same 
weather persisted - for those counting this was the tenth day of our 
trip and the eighth that was rainy - so knowing that this was like-
ly the nicest spot we’d be in until we got to Hope we decided to 
take our first rest day. Kelsey went out to get soaked on Anemone 
Peak, and Swantje shared a day in the cabin by the wood stove. 
It’s tough to say what the best part of the day was - eating, endless 
tea, games, or warm sponge baths on the porch watching the rain 
come down. 

July 10-15 - Over the Duffey 

 The following morning, day 11 of the trip, we 
packed up all our stuff, set the traps for the mice we attracted by 
being in the hut, and hiked back to the car. A whole load of food 
and the ensuing faff was waiting for us. Over the course of an hour 
and a half we emptied all our trash, restocked food, hemmed and 
hawed over various things, stuffed our panniers back up to the 
brim and we were ready to go around 4pm. We set off biking the 
15 km on the Lilloet FSR before reaching the bottom of the Duf-
fey. With no particular spot in mind to stop for camp and our bikes 
once again pushing 100lbs, we started climbing the switchbacks 
up to Joffre. 

Else died a little. Joe, who had installed a drivetrain with 
gear ratios that bordered on mountain bike territory, was quite 
okay to just keep on moving slowly. Else on the other hand, was 
having trouble keeping momentum on the uphills. About a kilo-
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meter into the climb, one of the screws that held her rack up came 
undone and she had to disassemble all the carefully packed gear to 
fix it. After about 1.5 hours of grinding, we had to stop biking for 
the day. We set up camp in the woods between a pullout and run-
away lane - a place we soon figured out was full of mosquitos. It 
is a known fact of the universe that every trip where considerable 
distance is covered on a bike has at least one “camp misery”: this 
proved, without a doubt, to be ours.

 The next day, the grades were not as steep and the 
climb did not feel like torture so we made it to the high point 
just past Joffre Lakes trailhead in time for second breakfast. After 
that point, the Duffey is a glorious winding descent, past peaks 
and along Duffey Lake. There was ample time to check out the 
beautiful scenery on our way to Cottonwood recreation site where 
we found a nice spot along the Cayoosh River for the night. In 
anticipation of heading up to the Seton area the following day, 
we repacked all our gear for camping and scrambling and kept 
the biking kit and additional food separate for stashing. The next 
morning, we biked about three kilometers up the Downton Creek 
FSR and found a nice hidden spot to lock our bikes and hang out 
extra gear. As we continued up toward Holly Lake, the sky in front 
of us grew dark and cold downdrafts blew out of the mountains. 
Within 10 minutes of the storm first appearing, cold pelting rain 
was on us once again. Unlike the coast, however, the squall passed 
in as many minutes leaving a dusting of snow on the rocky peaks. 
A few more squalls passed as we continued to the lake so we 
pitched the tent as quick as we could and not long thereafter the 
sky let loose heavy hail and snow. We hung out in the tent for the 
next 4 hours to shelter from the weather, playing some card games 
and listening to podcasts. At 8 pm, when we were starting to get 
pretty hungry, things cleared up and we were able to cook some 
dinner. 

 The following morning, we woke up to a clear blue 
sky and the remnants of the hail and snow from the previous day 
around the tent. Holly’s Lake is surrounded by gorgeous looking 
peaks which were now covered with a light dusting of snow on 
their shaded faces. From camp we headed west into alpine mead-
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ows, up a permanent snowfield and to a fairly easily accessed col 
on the sunny ridge. Upon gaining the col, we realized that while 
the E side was sunny and dry, the shaded W side of the ridge held 
snow and ice from the previous day’s storm. This made for en-
gaging scrambling and lent a wild and remote feeling to the place 
we were in as we traversed peaks and scrambled along ridges for 
most of the day under bluebird skies. Early in the day, atop Linus 
Mountain, we agreed that it really felt like we’d “made it” in terms 
of the trip as a whole. Some two weeks in, we were scrambling 
alpine ridges at ~2500m, hundreds of kilometers from home - and 
we’d gotten here under our own power!

 The next day we gained another ridge nearby where 
we left off the day before. The plan was to follow the ridge up to 
Mount Seton, the highest mountain in that area. After a couple of 
hours of following the terrain above beautiful alpine meadows, 
we found the last surviving cornice guarding the way forward. It 
would need to be cut, and without ropes, there was not going to be 
any remotely safe way to get around it. We decided to turn around 
and made a big loop back to camp which took us through all of the 
meadows we’d been admiring from above. Throughout the after-
noon we’d seen more and more signs of bad weather coming in, 
so rather than getting soaked again, we decided to leave the next 
morning, a day earlier than planned. Still full of energy as camp 
neared, Joe decided to try and scramble one more peak while Else 
took the opportunity for a chill afternoon at camp.

July 15-19 - Lilloet to Hope 

 Quite practiced by now, we broke camp quickly the 
next morning and started the hike back down to where we’d left 
our bikes near the base of the FSR. Our bikes and food looked un-
touched when we arrived at our stash spot. We took an hour to eat 
lunch, repack our things out of the backpacks and into the paniers 
and hit the road by 1pm. After a few short climbs, we made a long, 
fast, and fun descent into Lillooet. Just outside of Lillooet, and in 
a pretty big contrast to what we’d seen on the Sea to Sky, signs 
with “Keep Out”, “Absolutely No Stopping”, and “No Visitors 
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Allowed” started to pop up. All campgrounds or public services 
were closed, so we figured we’d just keep going until we found a 
suitable camp spot somewhere in the Fraser Canyon. After all, it 
was a stellar day with clear sunny skies and only about 2:30pm. 
At this point, we had about a liter of water between the two of us, 
but figured we’d fill up at a creek that was running down towards 
the Fraser which we’d be paralleling. After a few more hours of 
biking through the increasingly dry and arid canyon we still hadn’t 
found any water. By about 6pm, we were incredibly thirsty, but 
close to what (based on the map) seemed like a large stream of 
water - fed by a lake. Just as we reached the stream, a motorcyclist 
who was coming from the other direction stopped to check if we 
were doing all right. We learned this man’s name was Pete, who 
is the manager of our local nordic area at Cypress Mountain. He 
offered us some company, a liter of his own water, and plenty of 
stories of his bike packing and motorcycle adventures. He even 
gifted us two molten chocolate bars which he gracefully planted 
in Else’s mountaineering boot which was airing out on top of the 
stuff on the back of the bike (Mmm the aroma). Needless to say, 
Pete really gave us a bit of a morale boost and the break we needed 
near the end of a long day. 

 After bidding Pete farewell, we cycled about an 
hour further during the cooler part of the day, eventually stop-
ping at the McGillvary Pass FSR for the night. We found a very 
welcome stream about 1km up the road from our camp, though 
filling up almost cost us a Nalgene bottle: the lid separated from 
the bottle during the fill-up, and Joe graciously sacrificed his dry 
shoes running into the stream to salvage the bottle. That night we 
slept among the sage bushes under a clear sky with the sound of 
crickets. 

 As non-water activity people we did not know that 
the wind usually blows upstream of a river/canyon. Our route 
had us following the Fraser downstream through the entire can-
yon. The next day, as the canyon narrowed, we battled 30-40km/
hr headwinds and relentlessly rolling hills as we headed towards 
Hope. With no mountain outings along the way, we tried to keep 
morale high with gas station ice creams (though we were really 
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craving fruit). One more dusty camp just past Boston Bar -- where 
logging trucks woke us around 3:30am -- and once more a heinous 
day of headwinds and hills saw us to Hope. This was, without a 
shred of a doubt, the least pleasant 2.5 days of the entire trip.

 Rolling into Hope on the afternoon of the July 17th, 
we were relieved to be done with the canyon and looking forward 
to our primo camp spot in the backyard of the house that Kelsey’s 
partner Lawrence was living in while wildfire fighting that sum-
mer. That evening, Kelsey prepared a lovely meal of homemade 
pizzas with a ton of fresh ingredients to celebrate that we made it 
all the way to Hope. The following day, we took our second rest 
day, which included more ice-cream, lunch, a second lunch, and a 
nap in the grass. 

July 19-21- The final push

 After almost three weeks, we were starting to feel 
like it was time to turn our wheels towards home, but the thing 
was that we’d been carrying this dang climbing gear all around 
the Lower Mainland but had yet to use it. Originally, we were 
going to make the best use of it in the Skypilot group, but that 
never happened. So here we were, about a one and a half day ride 
from home, and still looking for a reason to have carried this all 
that way. We decided to pop up into the Nesakwatch area, climb 
something easy and then head home. To make all the distances and 
elevation gain work out, though, we’d need to be much quicker. 
Saved by Kelsey’s offer to bring a bag of stuff back to Vancouver 
with her, we stripped our bikes down to the bare essentials: good-
bye down jackets, goodbye rainfly, shells, stove, pots, extra food, 
etc. In the end, we had the climbing gear, a bit of food, and just 
enough kit to spend two more nights out.

 On July 19 (trip day 20), we shot out of hope just 
before 8am and made great time to Chilliwack, flying along the 
giant shoulder on the Trans Canada Highway. Biking with what 
felt like an ultra-light bike (still a heavy load for bike touring stan-
dards) was amazing! Rested legs, no head wind… it felt like we 
were flying along the highway. Once we reached Chilliwack, we 
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turned onto the Chilliwack Lake road, which -- despite appearing 
fairly flat -- gains about 500m over 30 km. Once on the Nesak-
watch FSR, we gained another 450m over 7km (nothing deceptive 
about that) before setting up camp just below the trailhead for the 
Nesakwatch area.  

 The next day, we woke up early and set out with our 
day packs to the foot of the North Nesakwatch spire, our objective 
of the day. The hike to the basin below the climb is direct, gain-
ing about 1000m in 2km at its steepest (for reference, the Grouse 
Grind gains about 850m in 3km).The North ridge of the North 
Nesakwatch spire is purported to be a low-5th class climb which 
we thought would be right up our alley. After crossing a snow 
field and a bit of scrambling, we made our way over ledges to the 
ridgecrest. We worked our way along the ridge, roping up where 
we felt it was needed, until we found ourselves about one pitch 
below the summit. With half a rack and climbing in our boots, we 
couldn’t figure out a good way to top out. After a long but unsuc-
cessful search for an easier route to the summit, we decided that 
it wasn’t going to go for us right then with a comfortable enough 
margin for error (based on further research after returning home 
it seems many struggle to find a “low-5th” finish to this particular 
route). Figuring we should try not to break our necks on the last 
day of our amazing trip, we made our way back down with only 
one obligatory stuck rope - a proper day of alpine climbing.

 Once at the base, we hiked back to our bikes, 
grabbed our gear and chased the sunset on the Chilliwack Lake 
road, which was still seemingly level, but whose magical downhill 
benefits we reaped. We rode peloton-style to try and beat the last 
light to the Tamihi Rapids Campsite, arriving under the last dusty 
rays of light to round out a 14 hour day of hiking, scrambling, 
climbing, and biking. We had (cold) dinner with crackers, par-
mesan cheese, instant hummus, and some instant cheesecake for 
dessert (it is a poor existence without a stove when you’ve mostly 
packed dehydrated food). 

 The last morning of the trip we rose to mist and the 
golden rays of first light over the river. But, knowing there was 
about 130 km between home and where we were, we didn’t linger 
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long. It turned out to be one of the hottest days of the year, but our 
strategy of cool down stops for coffee and ice-cream proved to be 
a winner. After we cycled past the Burns Bog bike path in Surrey, 
it started to really feel like the home stretch as we were back on 
familiar ground. We split up about a kilometer from our respective 
homes in the late afternoon. We guess, in the end, not all adven-
tures make one late for dinner.  

Conclusion  

 In the end, we biked, hiked, scrambled, ran, and 
climbed our way around the southern tip of the coast mountains, 
covering some 950 km and 21,000m of elevation over 22 days 
with two rest days. It was an epic adventure that led us to see our 
“backyard” in all new ways! The trip we did was one of the many 
permutations we’d planned, shifting and changing in response to 
personal, geological, and global changes in circumstance along 
the way. The trip, and maybe in some ways this trip report, is the 
culmination of a planning, training, replanning, and adventuring 
process that spanned nearly two years. We’re grateful for every-
one who helped make this possible, including: Martin Cermak, Liz 
& Dave Cramb,  Megan Cramb, Kelsey Miller, Swantje Moehle, 
Birgit Rogalla, Jeff Taylor,  “Cypress” Pete, and most of all -  Mar-
garet, Angus, and Neil Mackenzie, without whom we wouldn’t 
have been inspired to dream this big.

Stoked smiles on our first sunny peak!
PC: Joe O’Brien
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Before and after bikes (we weren’t the only ones to lose weight on 
this trip)
PC: Joe O’Brien

Somewhere between going 
over my handlebars and 
this moment we realized 
the trip would be post-
poned.
PC: Else Bosman

Joe not stoked on bailing
PC: Else Bosman
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I believe we experience genuine 
freedom when we make a conscious 
choice to set aside the comforts of 

warmth, family, and financial security 
just to climb to a high place and enjoy 

the view of a distant horizon.

JAMES EDWARD MILLS, 
The Adventure Gap 
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 During the lockdown I’ve had a few different 
gear-making projects on the go, so I figured I’d share some infor-
mation from my attempts (what’s cooler than rocking homemade 
gear!?).

Lessons learned:

• Although you can do a lot of sewing by hand, a sewing ma-
chine will save you lots of time, and you can find some afford-
able second hand ones online.

• It’s worth learning how the thread tensioning of your sewing 
machine works. There are lots of youtube videos available 
(even for old sewing machines like the one I bought off Craig-
slist from the 1970s) where people take apart and explain dif-
ferent sewing machines. Learning these things at the start will 
save you time in the long run.

• Related to the previous comment: make sure your stitching is 
strong and don’t hesitate to redo your work if it isn’t.

Making Your Own Gear 

ByBirgitRogalla
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• Bias tape is a good way to strengthen seams for heavier usage 
gear such as backpacks.

• Dental floss is very strong and convenient for quick or heavy 
duty repairs.

• You can source many of the components and materials from 
a) old gear, b) the VOC free bin, or c) friends. So, before you 
throw out that jacket, cut off the zippers and draw-cords for a 
future project! 

• However, although re-using old materials is great, make sure 
the material you use for your project is in decent shape. It’s a 
pain to spend days making a piece of gear, only for it to fail 
within a few uses because the material was just too worn out… 
If you need to buy fabric, Fabrictime Solutions in East Van has 
anything you might want. 

• Use an old bed sheet (or something like that) to make patterns 
to try out a new idea.

• Sometimes it will be frustrating, so just take a break and come 
back to it another time.

And now, some descriptions in case you’re looking for 
something to do!

Hut bootie gaiters

 A great project for a new gear-maker. Need: sew-
ing thread, sewing needle, elastic cord & cord lock (can buy at 
MEC/craft store or remove from old gear), and a somewhat sturdy, 
lightweight waterproof fabric (an old tent fly, rain jacket or other 
ripstop nylon works well). Measure your calf circumference and 
the height from your ankle to just below your knee. Cut a rectan-
gle of ripstop to those dimensions plus a few centimeters of spare 
room in all dimensions. Fold and stitch over the edges, then fold 
double a strip at the top and bottom for elastic cords to go through. 
Finally, sew the two ends of the rectangle together and insert the 
elastic draw cords with cord locks. Now you’ve got a gaiter to pre-
vent snow from falling in your hut booties while winter camping! 
For a variation, sew on a bit of elastic that goes under the arch of 
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your foot to prevent the gaiter from riding up.

Hut booties version 3.0 

 The booties consist of many sub-components: 
fleece socks, an insulated bootie-shaped layer, waterproof out-
er, and foam mat bottoms. I won’t bore you with all the details, 
but feel free to ask me if you’d like more info. Cut out two foam 
chunks the shape of each of your feet plus a bit of margin, glue 
them together (better insulation from the snow) and attach the 
fleece socks by sewing around the outside. For the insulation: 
synthetic insulation might be a better choice if you want to stay 
on good terms with your roommate, otherwise, take some down 
from an old sleeping bag or down jacket, sew baffles in thin fabric 
and stuff them. Sew the baffles together into a bootie-like shape. 
Take a moment to look around -- you will see a beautiful overlook 
of your down-covered living room. Down gets absolutely every-
where. Behind the couch, yup. In your nose, yup. Lastly, sew a 
large waterproof outer sock to envelope all the other components 
and seal in the insulation by sewing the fleece sock to the outer at 
the ankle.

Remake of the classic MEC daypack. 

Arguably one of the most well-loved pieces of gear from 
the good old Mountain Equipment Co-op was the blue (or red) 
checkered MEC backpack. In 2016, Ross Campbell made me the 
proud owner of one when he said “you can have it, if you can 
repair it.” With little idea how to sew or repair gear, I used some 
tape and dental floss stitches and the backpack continued its ad-
ventures. Now that I have a bunch of the same fabric as the MEC 
pack was made from, I figured I should try to remake it. The main 
compartment is rectangular with a drawstring closure and a stur-
dy fabric bottom, the back panel sleeve is made from sturdy rip-
stop nylon against your back, and thinner material on the inside, 
with a piece of foam in between. The lid is the most challenging 
part to remake, since it consists of many small pieces that have to 
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be sewed together in a particular order (caused much frustration) 
to form the zippered top pocket. All the seams are made so that 
they’re in the inside of the backpack and are covered with bias 
tape to protect them.

 Making your own gear can be a lot of fun and I 
hope that this has given you some ideas. I’d like to emphasize: this 
is totally beginner-friendly! One of the best ways to learn how to 
sew is just by trying (note that these hut booties are version... 3.0).

Waterproof hut bootie shells 
before all the separate compo-
nents are assembled.
PC: Birgit Rogalla

The finished product of many 
bored days during quarantine! 
Hut booties version 3.0 
PC: Birgit Rogalla

A re-make of the classic MEC 
backpack.
PC: Birgit Rogalla
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 It’s my first full day in Athelney Pass, an alpine 
valley 1800 meters above sea level and an hour and a half from 
Pemberton. I’ve joined a larger group of Tom Curran and Cas-
sandra Elphinstone, Mirko Moeller and Lianne McRadu, Birgit 
Rogalla and Vincent Hanlon. Most people are climbing Icemaker, 
a 1,000 meter hike that is almost all glacier. I was in the mood for 
something mellower, without the faff and plans and choices of real 
mountaineering. Cassandra wanted something similar, and she’s 
joined me for a day of easy summits and calm reflection. It’s early 
afternoon and we’re returning from the summit of Salal Peak, a 
windy ridge-top with a view of the Lillooet Icefield.

 The ground is an infinity of rocks, black remains of 
lava crossed with other species of stone. I weave downward, my 
eye scouting a meter ahead for flat surfaces, feet landing where my 
gaze had flickered a moment before. There’s a liquid agility in my 
body, a flow that has ankles bending and arms balancing, shoul-
ders dipping and thrusting in tune with the ground. After decades, 
walking on rock is almost an instinct. But the terrain still takes a 

An Unplanned Meditation 

BySamViavant
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certain focus, a certain being there, in the present.  
 In a few minutes we reach a lake, a little jewel 

barely bigger than a tarn. It’s maybe 100 meters by 60, clear, with 
a subtle hint of blue further from shore. Two arms of ridge encircle 
the water in a hug. On each arm, a snowfield stretches all the way 
to the shoreline, donating itself to the lake one icy molecule at a 
time.  One arm of snow extends into the water, hardening into a 
strip of slush that is not quite ice. Water caresses the slush in gentle 
rolling swells, stirred by a breeze that is not quite wind.  

 Along the shore, many rocks are black and pock-
eted, as if termites have been gnawing for centuries. It takes a few 
moments finding somewhere smooth enough to sit, but when I do, 
I’m pleasantly surprised at the heat on my butt. The rocks must 
have started out freezing this morning, but after hours in the sun, 
they’re almost warm.  

 Cassandra joins, a meter to the left. We speak for a 
few minutes about the peace of the scene, the way wind and sky 
and lake merge into one setting. One of the joys of long trips is ab-
sorbing these settings, sitting in the mountains and just being. On 
weekends there’s always some objective that stops us from really 
appreciating where we are.  

 We talk a little more, and then...we’re silent. With-
out needing words, we’ve decided to let the world speak. I can’t 
say what sound the waves make as their edges curl along the 
shore, flowing among the rocks. It’s almost a chuckle, but there’s 
an emotion that’s different than mirth. Many minutes later, the 
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word comes. The waves are ploinking. It’s not a word, official-
ly, but then, nothing starts out as a word. Words are just patterns 
of sound, and, well…these waves are ploinking. Ploink-ploink, 
ploink-ploink-ploink, ploink-ploink… 

 My mind wanders to the glaciers on the other side 
of the valley. I imagine ice oozing out of the mountains, invading 
the lowlands in a slow tide and rising over the centuries until it 
covers the continent. Glaciers have drowned North America doz-
ens of times in the last two million years, advancing when long cy-
clical wobbles in the Earth’s orbit slightly weakened the sunlight 
over the northern hemisphere. Without humans, the ice would ad-
vance again over the next 10,000 years.  

 With climate change, it’s hard to say. Winter has 
returned from other warm spells, but those long inter-glacial sum-
mers never melted the continental ice-sheets of Greenland and 
Antarctica. They survived as fortresses of winter, keeping the 
whole planet cooler and easing the way for glaciers to return with 
the next shift in the Earth’s orbit. Now, even the continental ice 
sheets may be threatened. If they fail, I don’t know if weaker sun-
light in 10,000 years will be enough to rebuild them. Maybe some-
one else knows, or maybe no one does. 

 A gust brings me back to the present. My muscles 
tense against the chill, a reaction faster and more effective than 
conscious choice. A tremor tingles from my core to the tips of my 
fingers. The first hint of shivering. Shivering makes sense. I’ve 
been sitting for probably an hour, not making the heat that comes 
only from movement. And yet…I find that the chill goes away 
when I shift my focus from my body.

 On the lake, the wind has coarsened the waves. 
Little riffles ride on top of the swells, sometimes stiffening into 
crests. The ploinking is shorter and harsher, echoing among the 
rocks with a hint of a slap. And then the wind relents, back into a 
gentle breeze. 

A few clouds drift in the blue air, dense at the center and 
stringy at the edges. A wraith of white splits from its mother to 
wander fitful and lost. The cloud-baby weakens, growing fainter 
and fainter against the blue.  And then it fades completely, like a 
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ghost surrendering into the peace of death.  
 How have I never noticed that clouds do this? It 

would have taken only a few minutes watching a tiny cloud. But 
in my 32 years on Earth, I’ve never seen it.  Well…I’ve probably 
seen it hundreds of times, in the sense that my eyes saw the pattern 
of photons and sent the images to my brain. And my brain was lost 
in the chaos of my own life, and it never listened to what my eyes 
were saying. How much have I missed because of this? What else 
does nature do that I’ve never noticed? I sit for a long time, just 
letting the world be.   

 Gradually, the shivering resumes. Soon it’s too 
strong to tune out by focusing on the sky. I observe the shivering 
itself, and for a while it stops being unpleasant. But it’s a losing 
battle. I take a last look over the lake. The wind pushes a new 
stiffness into the waves. Water glints in 1000 flashes, liquid lights 
that vanish and reappear in half a meter when the roll of the waves 
re-catches the angle of the sun.  

 I tell Cassandra that I’m cold. I’m not bored; I 
could sit here for 12 hours, but I need to move and make heat. Yet 
I’m not sad, walking away. For a long time after, I’m happy for no 
reason. In the rocks I find patterns I’ve never seen. There’s a story 
in every sand-grain lodged within a different color of stone, a tale 
of heat and pressure and time reaching into a past deeper than we 
can imagine. There’s a triumph in every patch of lichen, a journey 
of survival and endurance etched in kaleidoscopic swirls of yellow 
and grey. This is a side of nature I can always enjoy, however frail 
my body becomes. Whatever happens with lungs and muscles and 
tendons and bones, I can always spend time in nature just being, 
observing what I will. 
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 You get to know a hut better after you have painted its 
floor. Each of our four huts are surprisingly unique and beautiful 
in their own way. This year even amidst the chaos that goes along 
with a global pandemic, Tom, and I, along with many others, 
visited all four of them and, surprisingly, got the opportunity to 
paint all of their floors.

Phelix New Years

 The year began at Phelix with a giant New Years celebra-
tion. Looking back a year later, such a large celebration seems 
crazy. We had no idea what the new year would bring. My sister, 
Melanie, and her boyfriend, Sid, had decided to join us. The trip 
was Sid’s first-time backpacking, snowshoeing and visiting a hut. 
After surviving the long hike in, we spent an enjoyable couple 
days at the hut. George lent Sid his skis for one afternoon and we 
all played around in the snow, with George and I on snowshoes 
and Sid and Prasheet learning to ski. 

Painting Hut Floors - Hut 
Trips in 2020 

ByCassandraElphinstone
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Burton Hut in the Spring

 After a January of winter camping, in February we visit-
ed Burton Hut to fix the solar lighting. Aaron, Tom, and I went 
up to the Bookworms and got spectacular views of the McBride 
and Crosscut Ridge.  A week later, coming out from the Neve, we 
found ourselves at Burton again. This time, with Declan, Gabri-
elle, Damien, and Nina, we skied up to the Deception Pinnacles. 
We spent about an hour clearing all the garbage out of the hut 
and the floor of the hut noticeably needed a new coat of paint. As 
we left, I had dreams of returning soon on another Neve traverse; 
I really had no idea how much would happen in the world before 
I would return. 

Brew floor painting and outhouse repairs

 In March, British Columbia went into a lock down. Travel 
was discouraged. A few months passed with only the occasional 
trip to the North Shore. Everyone was keen to get outside again. 
As spring came and went, the problem of the Brew outhouse was 
pending. Roland had also convinced us that the floor of Brew hut 
also needed to be painted. I was curious to see what the access 
was like going in from the Brandywine side and I managed to 
convince Tom it would be interesting to explore. Birgit and Vin-
cent decided to go in via the regular trail and kindly offered to 
carry up the outhouse repair materials and a gallon of paint. 
On the way up, we followed an old flagged route (orange and 
pink) from the bridge across Brandywine Creek. The route was 
very steep to begin with. It went alongside a creek up the north 
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facing slope of Malt Ridge. We followed the flagging until the 
trees became less dense and then headed south under some cliffs 
to a bench that went up onto Malt Ridge. From there we headed 
over Malt Peak (descending on a bench around the east side) 
and down to the lake east of Brew Hut.  It took approximately 5.5 
hours to reach the hut. 
 The next day Tom and I painted the floor with the Blue 
Granite paint Roland had bought. An electric vacuum would be 
ideal to deal with all the down and dust that never seems to be 
completely swept away.  To deal with the Brew outhouse, Birgit 
and Vincent had initially planned to just add supports to the 
board at the back. However, after seeing how full it was and how 
much the board was bending, they decided the best option would 
be to empty the outhouse. This was not an easy or pleasant task 
and both Tom and I were grateful for being sent off to paint the 
floor instead.
 The hike down was not great (the first type 2 fun I have 
had in a long time). We left the hut after painting the floor and 
porch at roughly 4pm and got back to Vancouver around 1:30-
2am. We wanted to see what the condition of the road up from 
Brandywine was like. Under the cornices on Malt ridge and going 
down through the forest down to the road was fine and quite 
quick. However, once we hit the road (~5:30pm), dense, unpleas-
ant alder started with steep slopes/cliffs on either side making it 
unavoidable. Lower down, the road was unidentifiable without 
the GPS. Tom, was going in for a medical test in the morning and 
was not allowed to eat past 8pm so we went as fast as possible 
hoping to reach the car and our extra food before then. The bush, 
however, just got more and more dense culminating with a swim 
through some 500m of devil’s club. This route would probably 
be impassable in the late summer. The last kilometer took us 2.5 
hours and involved walking down a creek where the road suppos-
edly was.  

Phelix floor painting 

 A couple weeks later, Roland convinced Shuyu, Tom, and 
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I to go visit Phelix to paint yet another floor. No one was exactly 
sure if the floor needed painting but any excuse to get outside 
was irresistible. The road to Phelix was under construction and, 
initially, the workers told us to ‘get lost’. After a bit of discussion, 
they realized we were there to work on the hut and kindly let us 
through. One machine even smoothed the new road down a bit 
for Tom’s car. Upon arrival at the hut, we realized the floor had 
been previously stained and never painted. Tom and I worked on 
fixing the door handle while Shuyu and Roland cleaned and be-
gan painting the floor with the, by now well-known, Blue Granite 
colour. Again, with no electric vacuum, one might find down 
insulation embedded in the newly painted floor. Before leaving, 
a marmot was discovered living under the hut chewing choice 
morsels of wood. We could not convince it to leave. 

Harrison trail exploration

 In early August, Shuyu, George, Tom, and I headed off 
for Harrison. After a 14 km bike ride and a 6 km hike we made 
it to the hut. It was wonderful to be back! It was my first time 
at the hut in nearly two years, after enduring knee surgery and 
endless bureaucratic discussions about access.  It was the August 
long weekend and there was another group with Mike Cancilla 
at the hut. We decided, with the beautiful blue skies and a perfect 
weather forecast, to leave the fly off our tent while we went to 
Overseer the next day.
Photo: P5
 Without glacier gear, we had to approach Overseer from 
the ridge on Frozen Boot. It was a long but beautiful hike, filled 
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with endless meadows of wildflowers. As the morning progressed, 
clouds appeared on the horizon and then darkened.  We reached 
the ridge on Overseer just as a rainstorm hit. We instantly regret-
ted our decision of leaving the fly off the tent. While scrambling 
down from the ridge in the rain (we had given up on the sum-
mit), my imagination conjured images of arriving soaking wet 
only to find our sleeping bags and dry clothes in a puddle at our 
tent. Luckily, one of Mike’s party had run back to camp once the 
rain started and saved our stuff by bringing it all into the hut. I 
learned my lesson; never rely on anything happening (or not hap-
pening) in the mountains because at some point, the unexpected 
is bound to happen.
 The next day we began the hike down. Tom and George 
decided to explore an alternate route to a different logging road 
spur (6C) while Shuyu and I continued along the regular trail. 
Shuyu was ahead of me as we were getting close to where our 
bikes were stashed. Suddenly she called, “Cassandra!”. I came up 
and joined her where she had stopped. Shuyu pointed up a tree 
next to the trail and said she had just seen two bear cubs climb up 
it. Shuyu wrote about the encounter afterwards:
 “When I could see a peek of the sky, I knew we were close to the 
clear cut. Just then I heard some noises, I saw two 1-foot long, 
black and chubby animals quickly climbing up a tree that was 
about 10 meters away. They were so fast that I only had a glimpse 
and they were gone. I paused and asked myself “what kind of 
animal are these?”. Before the sentence could be finished in my 
head, I knew they were bear cubs. I froze and had a quick scan 
of the surrounding area, I couldn’t see the mother bear. I called 
“Cassandra!” and Cassandra replied, “Yeah?”. I told her I saw two 
cubs and I couldn’t see the mother bear. She said that she saw 
something moving downslope. 
 We heard some huffing sounds of an animal. Cassandra 
told me that if it were a polar bear, it means it is very agitated. We 
both thought the sound was coming from the downhill direction. 
Since Cassandra saw something moving in that direction, and 
knowing that we were so close to the trailhead, we decided to 
detour uphill to give them some space.  We went uphill for about 
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10 to 20 meters until we heard the huffing sound again. Now it 
was coming from the uphill direction. We again briefly discussed 
our situation and decided to trace back. As we were walking back, 
I spotted a bear about 20 meters above us. We kept crossing and 
bouncing our poles to make noise while walking back to the trail. 
Once we got back to where we were, we decided to go back to 
where we came from to give them more room. We walked about 
30 meters, and we heard George and Tom. Knowing there were 
four of us now was a huge relief. 
 While we were explaining the situation to George and 
Tom, we heard a few more branch cracking sounds. We waited for 
a while until we couldn’t hear anything. Tom and George decided 
to continue at that point. We started walking and blowing our 
whistles — I have a really loud whistle. It was only until we were 
past the clearcut, and I couldn’t see any bears, I had a big relief 
sigh. It was then that I realized my muscles had been all tightened 
up....
 After reaching the trailhead, we quickly retrieved our 
bikes. It was 1:00pm, I asked for a quick lunch stop, and then we 
started biking down. Somehow, George, Tom, and Cassandra per-
suaded me that it was a good idea to push our bikes the last 3 km 
(with 500 meters elevation gain) of the logging road. No, it was 
not a good idea for a cyclocross bike with 35mm tires! The tires 
just don’t have enough traction! My hands hurt so much from 
squeezing the brakes that I had to stop to shake them. Anyway, 
we got to the 33 km mark without any incidents, and rode to the 
23 km gate uneventfully.”

Phelix Outhouse Repairs and Woodshed Door

 A few weeks later, Tom and I found ourselves heading to 
Phelix again. We started out from Vancouver late after staying up 
late packing for a week of trips (we were heading to Athelney Pass 
after the workhike). We brought the chainsaw and a few tools up 
but quickly realized that 12 month old fuel does not work very 
well… After missing most of the first day, by evening we made it 
to the hut and met the large work party organized by Declan and 
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Haley. Shuyu and Sam worked on painting the hut walls. Declan, 
Haley, Kylie, and Chloe worked on building a door in the side 
of the hut for wood storage and carefully marmot proofing the 
walls of the hut. Ross impressively volunteered yet again to empty 
the outhouse partly into a new hole. It was a job no one else was 
keen for but was needed to not have to move the outhouse and 
dig an entire new pit. John, Roland, and I built a new ladder for 
the outhouse. Tom and I installed a new board and sheet metal 
in the outhouse and re-secured the floor. With everyone’s help we 
hauled the outhouse back up to a vertical position. 

New Brew Outhouse

 When I got back to the city after a week up at Athelney 
Pass, Jeff Mottershead had started work on the new Brew out-
house. He was hauling all the supplies up to the hut. I volunteered 
to help.  We met Jeff at the start of his second lap at 9am. After 
strapping 6, 8 foot 2x4’s to our packs Tom and I followed Jeff up 
the trail. Watching Jeff was spectacular. I could not see past the 
huge 4x8 foot piece of plywood tied to his back. I watched the 
plywood dance gracefully over the boulders some people might 
have trouble walking over with nothing on their back.  After a bit, 
the day hikers ahead of us stopped and said they had seen a bear. 
We looked around joking about trying to look big – Jeff did not 
have to try very hard with the plywood on his back.  
 Carrying 8 foot tall pieces of wood creates a certain 
rhythm. I hardly noticed it until I took the load off at the hut 
and took a couple steps. It was like a ghost of the wood was still 
attached to my back swinging back and forth slightly, or the un-
steady feeling you get standing on land after being on a boat.  We 
raced down the trail feeling unusually light and then loaded up 
again with more 2x4s and plywood. It was tremendously satis-
fying to carry a heavy load uphill, dump it at the top and then 
do it all over again. I was almost disappointed we did not get to 
do a third run – but there was not more to carry up and Jeff had 
already done three runs. 
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Burton Hut Floor Painting

 At the end of August, I got the opportunity to return to 
Burton Hut again. Haley made all the arrangements with BC 
Parks to borrow their canoes for a weekend so we could repaint 
the floor and check in on the hut. For the first time in seven years 
of visiting Burton Hut, I would not ski across the lake but ride 
across in a canoe. Melissa wrote a trip report that describes the 
trip in detail, but in summary it was a fun diverse trip involving 
kayaking/canoeing, bushwhacking, glacier travel, plant discov-
eries, naked river crossings, sunset watching, floor and outhouse 
painting. We painted the hut and outhouse floor the now tradi-
tional Blue Granite colour. 

Brew Firewood 

 A few weekends later we found ourselves back at Brew 
to cut wood before the Roe Creek Bridge was taken out. Vincent 
organized the workhike and got a good crew of people out. After 
a rather slow day on Saturday, struggling to cut a log that was 
rotten and angled poorly, we went a bit higher up on Sunday and 
found some better dry wood. It was a few people’s first time back-
packing and their first VOC trip. By the time we left, the wood-
shed was full and the hut clean. 

Harrison Floor Painting and Trail Clearing

 Harrison was the last hut in need of trail work, firewood, 
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and fresh paint. Harrison is not an easy hut to get to in the spring 
and fall. After years of discussions and applications to the govern-
ment, we had finally been offered a key to the gate which is closed 
annually from September 15th to November 15th and April 15th 
to June 15th. Caroline Jung, in Squamish, agreed to pick up the 
key for us. Three cars drove up the road on a Saturday morning 
in mid October. There was a trailer on the far side of the gate for 
the gate keepers but they appeared to not be home. On the radio, 
we called kilometers on the road as we drove up and parked the 
car at the end of a logging road spur. The spur was called 6C and 
was the same spur that Tom and George had explored earlier 
this summer while Shuyu and I ran into the mother bear and her 
cubs. We flagged a new route up to the trail that avoids having 
to cross Pika Creek on foot and connects to this 6C spur. Seton, 
Jacob, Haley, and Andrew used the chainsaw to clear the trail of 
fallen trees. Celine, Shuyu, Jeff, and Devlin went to the Barr Creek 
bridge to improve the trail to the new bridge. Tom, Ross, Cal, and 
I went straight up to the hut to once again paint the floor. Can 
you guess the colour? At some point while working on the trail 
near Barr Creek, Devlin began coughing badly and Jeff decided 
he and Devlin should try to head back to the city in case Devlin 
had Covid. Tom and I were already at the hut with the key to the 
gate so Jeff planned to drive the road alone and wait at the gate 
hoping the gate keeper returned. 
 It snowed about 7 cm overnight at the hut (adding to the 
~ 30-40 cm already at the hut). In the morning, we put a second 
coat of paint on the floor. Using the chainsaw, Haley and Celine 
cut some firewood from fallen trees in the forest across the creek. 
Then Seton took the chainsaw towards Pika Creek and worked on 
clearing more trees on the trail there. There are now only two or 
three trees that appeared too large to safely cut on part two of the 
trail (between the hotsprings junction and the hut). We got back 
to the cars and started driving down the road around 5:00pm. We 
reached the gate keeper at 6:20pm (20 minutes before sunset). He 
had just arrived about an hour before us and found Jeff waiting at 
the gate. 
 In summary, the trip was quite productive. The second 
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part of the trail is now in great shape. The floor is freshly paint-
ed, the hut is well stocked with firewood for the winter, and we 
brought up the last three journals and a new logbook. I think 
this may have been the most logistically complicated trip I have 
ever been on with the permit requirements (landslide risk, dawn/
dusk timing, convoy driving, radios), weather (snow), all the tools 
needed, and Covid restrictions. 
 Overall, 2020 was a strange year for a lot of reasons. 
Looking back, I realize a lot of my best memories from the year 
happened at our huts.  Due to COVID, eight out of my ten VOC 
hut trips did not involve staying in the actual hut … but instead 
camping out under the stars or in a tent. COVID limited the 
number of people on all of these trips and made so many aspects 
of the workhikes more difficult this year. We never did remember 
to bring up the electric vacuum for all the down and dust.  Still 
we managed to get outside; we swam in some lakes, hiked on 
some glaciers, bushwhacked a bit, met bears, carried all sorts of 
heavy objects ranging from kayaks and paint cans to chainsaws, 
firewood and full sheets of plywood, and even got some floors 
painted. Thank you to all the people who made these trips happen 
and keep our huts accessible and functional!
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 Tuesday morning, 6:30am: time to roll out of bed, hop 
on my bike and head to Jericho Beach for weekly coffee at dawn, 
where some early-rising VOCers watch the sunrise, make break-
fast and share stories. The rain had held off for most of September 
and October but to my dismay when I looked out my bedroom 
window I found it was pouring. Not ideal.
 I shot a quick text to Melissa Bernstein asking if we were 
still on and she said that her and Jacob Grossbard (the organizer 
of the whole thing) would be going down for at least a while to 
have a “cold and miserable” time and would love it if I could join, 
so I pulled on an additional three layers and headed out on my 
bike. 
 The three of us were the only ones on the beach that 
morning and for good reason. The wind and rain were strong 
enough to hurt my face and I had to squint my eyes to see down-
town across the bay. Melissa crouched down behind a log for 
some shelter to drink her coffee. The bagel that I brought quickly 
became cold and soggy but I was grateful for it nonetheless.

Coffee (not) at the Beach 

ByAddieTruman
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 We managed to stand there on the beach for around 45 
minutes before we lost hope of any other VOCers showing up 
and quit the beach to head to Breka Cafe for some much needed 
warm breakfast. We stood outside under the overhang watching 
the rain come down. As I stood there dripping I really wished I 
owned waterproof pants, but my spiced chai latte kept me toasty.
 Melissa and Jacob took lots of pictures and a quick vlog to 
document our dedication to morning coffee on the beach. In the 
end it was not a cold or miserable experience but a fun adventure! 
Beats staying in bed every time!
 Hopefully Tuesday mornings will be a little drier in the 
next few weeks, but we will probably be there either way (since I 
now own rain pants!). Stay tuned for more reports in the coffee 
(hopefully) on the beach series.

Jacob holding up his bike, 
Buns

PC: Melissa Bernstein

Melissa showing its ‘more than 
OK’
PC: Jacob Grossbard

Group selfie at Breka
PC: Melissa Bernstein
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I never thought my first trip to Garibaldi Lake would be 
what went down on this trip. Before this trip, I had only been up 
to Garibaldi Park once, at Red Heather. There, I went ski touring 
for the first time ever, just before quarantine in mid-March (see 
“Type 1.5 Ski Touring”). Before this trip, I had heard of Panorama 
Ridge and the Black Tusk as popular BC hikes, both with gorgeous 
views of Garibaldi Lake and the surrounding mountains. Never 
did I think my first experience visiting the famous lake would be 
kayaking across its bright blue waters, walking on a nearby gla-
cier, and sleeping in a cozy hut. I put quotes around “workhike” 
because I personally didn’t do that much work (except writing this 
trip report).

The main goal of this workhike was to paint the floors of 
the Roland Burton (Sphinx) Hut and in general assess the quali-
ty of the hut and outhouse. The hut is located in Sphinx Bay on 
the east side of Garibaldi Lake, sitting below the Sphinx, a peak 
that looks like the head of the mythical Egyptian beast. From my 
understanding, Garibaldi Lake sits upon the traditional, ancestral, 

Burton “Workhike” 

September 5-7, 2020 

ByMelissaBernstein
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and unceded land of the Skwxwú7mesh-uhl Temíx̱w (Squamish), 
Líl̓wat, St̓át̓imc Tmicw (St’at’imc), and Coast Salish peoples. 
Since we had two nights in the long weekend, an idea was pro-
posed to attempt to summit the Sphinx. We did not summit the 
Sphinx and I definitely lost part of my dignity bushwacking, but 
we did get to kayak/canoe on Garibaldi Lake and see some amaz-
ing alpine flowers!

The group consisted of myself (Melissa Bernstein), Ha-
ley Foladare, Andrew Wilson, Ross Campbell, Cassandra Elphin-
stone, and Tom Curran. I was in the “on time” car with Haley 
and Andrew. An hour after our proposed meeting time, the other 
car showed up. My first impression of Ross was him eating plain 
lettuce at 8:30am from a large tupperware. Supposedly Cassan-
dra had given it to him before they left the White House (not the 
American one but just as chaotic), and he had been munching on 
it the whole car ride. We eventually got our various paint supplies, 
boating gear, and glacier gear out of the cars and in or on our 
packs.

We started our hike up the highway that some call the Rub-
ble Creek trail. The hike up was a bit slow as we were carrying 
heavier packs than normal. We had some strange looks from other 
hikers. I enjoyed joking that we were out for a “day hike” and 
training for ski season. Andrew had an A-frame of 2x4s on his 
pack with a life jacket around them (like a wacky avalanche air-
bag strapped to a pair of skis). I had the broom, the paint tray, the 
kayak rescue gear, and a life jacket, along with all of my camping 
and glacier gear. Ross had the kayak paddles. Cassandra was car-
rying the 40 lb Oru foldable kayak on her back, along with 20 lbs 
of other random stuff. Cassandra beat all of us to the “bus stop” 
by a solid 30 minutes. The bus stop refers to the sign/shelter at 
the intersection of the Rubble Creek, Garibaldi Lake, and Taylor 
Meadows trails. She had an excuse for going so fast -- she couldn’t 
stop. The kayak was “large and in charge” as my roommate would 
say. Fair point. Still, she’s a beast (and a super nice person). 

We engaged in some high-quality faffing at the BC Parks’ 
dock/heli landing pad near Battleship Islands where we had lunch, 
applied sunscreen, and engaged in our first transition -- to boats! 
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Haley, through her awesome interpersonal skills, connected with 
important BC Parks people (like David Whiteside) and managed 
to secure us access to two of BC Parks’ canoes for our workhike. 
The reason for our request was that we needed to do hut mainte-
nance on the Burton Hut.

Boating across Garibaldi

The first task was to set up the foldable kayak. One cross 
bar was missing, so we used one of the tensioning straps wrapped 
around the middle of the boat to cinch it in place. It worked well.

Andrew and Haley took one of the BC Parks’ canoes and 
Cassandra and Tom took the other. Parks had recommended only 
two per canoe so I was in the kayak with Ross. I forced Ross into 
the front of the kayak as I had more paddling experience than him 
(Ross had barely been in a kayak before).

A few notes about the kayak. Zero, for those nerds out 
there, the Oru looks like cardboard. First, the Oru gets a lot of 
attention from everyone who sets eyes on it. I don’t know if the 
boat is self-conscious or likes the attention. Second, if you’re in 
the back, it is mandatory to blame the kayak’s inability to stay 
straight to the person in the front. I use the GPS tracking app for 
outdoor enthusiasts, Strava, like my social media account, so of 
course I had to flex that I was kayaking across one of the most 
iconic lakes in British Columbia by tracking the paddle. Unfortu-
nately, the GPS map does not show the severity with which Ross 
and I zigzagged.

As the most experienced paddler in the group, I proposed 
that we aim towards the point just east of Battleship Islands and 
then cut across the lake toward Sphinx Bay. I wanted to avoid bad 
crosswinds. Luckily, there ended up being very little wind on the 
lake.

Soon after we got moving, Andrew asked Haley to fill up 
his Nalgene in the fresh blue waters. As Haley was dipping down 
to fill up the bottle, it slipped out of her hands! Now, it is known 
that the lid attachment to Nalgenes can come off, but that wasn’t 
what happened here. The powers of Garibaldi Lake sucked the 
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bottle out of Haley’s hands. Oh well.
After some time, Tom insisted on trying to raft up. We 

joined our boats together and held on, swaying slightly in the wa-
ter. We had pretty much the whole lake to ourselves, except for a 
few other paddlers (we think packrafts) off Battleship Islands. We 
took plenty of pictures on the lake. Looking up to our left (north), 
we could see small figures on Panorama Ridge. I bet the view up 
there was incredible, but seeing things from the water is quite in-
credible too.

Finding the hut

We landed on the obvious beach on the far side about 200 
m from the hut. We were greeted by two standup paddle boards (to 
which I said “SUP!”) and a solitary hiker who had set up camp. I 
forget his name but he had been contracted to build the question-
ably useless (his words) bear caches at the Garibaldi Lake camp-
ground a few years back and was on a solo traverse around the 
lake. We eventually unloaded the boats and left him with his book 
and private sandy campsite.

With our gear from the boats we engaged in mellow bush-
whacking to the hut. I had seen some maps, but I was following 
other people’s lead. Soon the hut was in sight!

Burton Hut sits just behind the moraine on gravel near the 
creek.  The hut is not very well protected from seasonal flooding, 
and past trip reports have reported flooding due to snow melt in 
the late spring/early summer. By the end of the day, there were 
higher water levels in the marshy area between the hut and the 
creek outflow, but I don’t think it would reach the hut. We saw no 
obvious visible signs of water or other damage in the hut, although 
a mouse had started to eat away at some of the styrofoam insula-
tion in the walls. 

First evening at the hut

As a new VOC member, having joined only last spring, the 
Burton Hut was my first VOC hut! I had seen pictures of the club’s 
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infamous huts, but always packed full of people and not any of 
Burton Hut. As soon as we arrived, we emptied Jeff Mottershead’s 
new cashbox. I noted Cassandra’s old Voile straps being used to 
stabilize the ladder to the upper loft.

We were all getting hungry after our mountaineering 
adventures for the day, so we started to cook dinner. I found a 
nice grassy spot next to the hut, Ross laid out his Thermarest pad 
(where he stayed for the remainder of the trip), and Tom acquired 
the only piece of movable furniture nearby, a bench that was sit-
ting outside the hut.

I forget what I made for dinner but I remember Ross made 
some sort of mixture of sidekicks and coconut milk powder. But 
the most memorable dinner was the dinner Tom made for him and 
Cassandra. What he called “curried salmon” was ultimately mac n 
cheese and dried canned salmon with some spices. After making it 
too spicy, Tom devised a plan to ease the spice. He thought it was 
a good idea to empty out the sugar from his bag of Sour Patch Kids 
into the pot. Cassandra deals with a lot of BS: carrying the Oru up 
the switchbacks, leading exec meetings through Zoom, and acting 
pleased with Tom’s cooking.

At dusk, I got my first glacier rope team introduction. We 
reviewed the basics of the self-arrest position, rope team tie-in, 
and some other stuff. Everyone gawked at Jacob Grossbard’s gla-
cier gear that I was borrowing. It was fancy but I had no little clue 
of its uses. I recall a Microtraxion that would prove valuable in 
case of a crevasse rescue. Spoiler -- we didn’t need it! 

 Once it got dark, we set up tents, with my tent clos-
est to the outhouse. I ended up getting cold because my bag at 
the time was barely warm enough at +5 and wanted warmth, so I 
found shelter in the actual shelter at our site, the hut! I had the hut 
all to myself. Well, actually I shared it with a mouse. As I got into 
my sleeping bag, I told the mouse to “f off” and please not run 
over my face while I slept. Thankfully the mouse didn’t bother me 
and I woke up to a lovely view of the Sphinx through the window 
at the back of the hut.

At breakfast, we discussed two objectives for the day: 
First, to paint the hut’s floors, and second, to attempt to summit the 
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Sphinx. While Tom cooked, Cassandra took the lead on painting 
the floors. We estimated that the floors hadn’t been painted for at 
least ten years. Roland had purchased water-resistant paint for his 
hut which someone had lugged up in their pack. I enjoyed sitting 
in the sun and talking with Ross who was still lying horizontally 
on his Thermarest. We eventually decided it was time to leave and 
set out towards the Sphinx.

Losing my dignity to bushwacking 

The first part of the journey was traversing the subalpine 
brush along the north side of the creek and lakes. While Andrew 
enjoyed bushwacking and nothing fazed Cassandra, Haley and I 
needed some more convincing. Thankful for Cassandra and Ross’ 
verbal encouragement and the feeling of being pulled by an invis-
ible leash by Andrew and Tom, we made our way along.

Soon, the brush got very thick. According to The Brush 
and Bushwack Rating System by Mark Dale, a plain text HTML 
webpage, I would rate the bushwacking BW3. BW3 is described 
as “Heavy brush. Hands needed constantly. Some loss of blood 
may occur due to scratches and cuts. Travel noticeably hindered. 
Use of four-letter words at times.” Thanks Mark.

We encountered many little creek crossings in the bush. 
One was really bad. I remember being right in front of Ross and 
my right foot dropped into the cold water on a slippery boulder. I 
turned back to Ross with a face of fright, looking to him for some 
sort of motivational expression. I got none. I made it through. Oh, 
I guess you might’ve figured it out, but Ross was now (mostly) 
vertical and not on his Thermarest anymore.

At this point, I decided that my poles were completely use-
less as I needed my hands to grab onto branches and boulders to 
stabilize myself. My borrowed hiking poles, fancy and from Jacob 
again, got shoved in my outer water-bottle pockets. 

As we pushed onwards with perseverance, I started to get 
the hang of it. I felt my bag pulling at times, getting caught on var-
ious subalpine plants. Fun fact, if you’re traversing terrain that is 
angled and the plants are angled 90 degrees to their slope, it does 
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not allow for easy human travel. I had to angle my body to the 
angle of the plants which probably looked weird if anyone could 
see me.

We finally got out of the bush to a flat, sunny area! Victory 
at last! Or so I thought until I took off my pack and realized I made 
a big whoopsie! I had lost one of Jacob’s brand new poles. I felt 
horrible. I wanted to find it so bad. I went back into the bush for 
about five minutes along with my new friends to try to find it, but 
it was hard to find the exact path of where I went and also we had 
probably been going for at least 30 minutes since I last remember 
having the poles on my pack. I gave up. It was a hopeless search. 
Jacob’s pole was now like Andrew’s Nalgene, part of the Garibal-
di Park ecosystem.

Intro to creek crossing

We soon came to our first major creek crossing. Tom, Cas-
sandra, and Andrew easily traversed. Haley decided she would 
just walk across barefoot. It worked. I didn’t want to cut open my 
feet so I followed Ross’s lead and went directly across. I didn’t 
have waterproof boots or gaiters at the time. I learned that glacier 
water is freezing cold.

After the physical and emotional trauma from the first ma-
jor crossing, it was time for lunch. Haley, Ross, and I warmed up 
our feet and wool socks in the sun while we ate.

We had another two creek crossings to do. I used the same 
technique of going for it and suffering for a few minutes after. I 
learned that wool socks are wonderful. Haley kept her shoes on 
and thus didn’t suffer any major trauma.

On my first glacier

We eventually got to the base of the Sphinx glacier. The 
glacier was all ice except for a snow bridge here or there. Like all 
glaciers, there were beautifully open crevasses. We had our fair 
share of faff transitioning. Luckily for me, I had snagged a pair of 
universal crampons from the clubroom and had practiced putting 
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them on at home. Stepping foot on a 20-30 degree icy slope with 
crampons for the first time was an experience. I soon trusted my 
life with the metal things attached to my feet.

We hiked up, hiking pole in one hand and ice axe in the 
other. It was easy to avoid the giant crevasses. Like what I’ve 
been told about ice climbing, the motto “don’t fall” was important. 
Hopping across open crevasses was still a bit spooky. I learned 
that snow bridges are notoriously dangerous. You might think it is 
stable, but it may not be. AKA, be careful.

We found a blue balloon on the glacier. It must’ve been a 
sacrifice from a young kid in a land far, far away to the almighty 
Sphinx. In case you’re wondering, the balloon was no longer in-
flated.

At about 2:00pm, our set turn-around time, we were sub-
stantially less than halfway to The Sphinx. It was hard to tell the 
exact distance with the convexities in the glacier. There was also 
the problem of finding a route, if it existed, through the maze of 
snow bridges. I don’t know if a September summit of Sphinx 
would even be possible. Probably someone had done it before.

As we were turning around, Tom thought it would be a 
good time to practice using ice screws. I tried to pay attention but 
was getting increasingly freaked out at the sounds the glacier was 
making. There was some rock fall from the glacier to our left, up 
to Mt. Carr, north of the Sphinx.

Cassandra and Ross talked about previous winters skiing 
on the Sphinx Glacier and thinking it was like any slope, ignorant 
of the massive crevasses. Seeing it in summer was quite exciting 
for them. 

An exciting discovery

When we made it back to our transition spot, I convinced 
the group to try a different route on our way back to the hut. In-
stead of taking the northern approach like we did on our way up, I 
proposed we went south of the creek and lakes.

As I was pretty eager to get back to the hut before dark, I 
went ahead with Andrew and Ross. Haley, Tom, and Cassandra 
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split off into their own group.
Shortly after, I heard screams from behind me, followed 

by joyful cheers. Cassandra had found the fabled Dryas! Dryas oc-
topetala is a species of alpine flower that Cassandra is studying for 
her PhD. After two trips in August to Mount McGuire with Haley 
and Tom searching for Dryas, where the herbarium records said it 
existed, Cassandra had finally stumbled upon some in Garibaldi 
Park! It was an exciting, and entirely unexpected discovery!

Back to the hut - more water

Circumnavigating the south side of the two upper lakes 
and creek proved quite pleasant. There was one dangerous creek 
crossing. With my super awesome balance skills, I rock hopped 
across the fast currents. I learned that when you really want to get 
back to your campsite before dark and you’ve already committed 
to the route, you have to just “send it” as the youths (and climbers) 
say.

With views of Garibaldi Lake, the scree slope turned giant 
boulder-filled hillside was actually quite pleasant. For those that 
have ever gone on a trip with Andrew, you know that he only has 
one speed -- fast. I was and still am extremely grateful for Ross, 
who stuck with me in the bushwacking, the glacier, and on the 
hike down to the hut.

Eventually, and after I yelled ahead multiple times, Ross 
and I caught up with Andrew. There were some marshy plants 
(whose name I forget) to wack through and then we were at our fi-
nal challenge for the day -- crossing the outflow of the main creek. 
Ross, Andrew, and I decided to commit to the wet and walked 
perpendicularly across the calmest creekwater we could find. I 
recall my pants getting completely soaked. The creek floor was 
smooth, except for a few larger rocks, which unfortunately none 
of us tripped over. We dried off our pants in the sun and completed 
our quick walk back to the hut.

A while later, we saw Haley, Tom, and Cassandra. They 
had hiked all the way to the opening of the lake! I walked up to 
the creek edge to say hello and I found an amazing discovery. 
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Besides from the blue balloon we found earlier, the glacier had 
provided me with another gift. I had found a perfectly placed beer 
standing at the creeks edge. The camper guy chuckled and asked 
me to bring over his drink. He drank while we watched the com-
edy show that was unfolding… I mean undressing. It was a bit 
hard to see in the setting sunlight through the creek opening, but I 
quickly realized that Tom was no longer dressed -- thanks for the 
heads up! Supposedly he’s toned it down over the years. Details 
were hard to make out (thankfully) with the glaring sunlight. Tom 
swam across while Cassandra carried packs upstream to a slightly 
narrower and rockier crossing. Haley decided to swim as well. 
Through all this, Ross, Andrew, and I had first class stadium seats 
to the whole show.

Evening paddle and sunset

It was soon decided that it would be more convenient to 
load up in the morning if we brought the boats up the creek en-
trance and docked them near the hut. I volunteered to start getting 
the boats. In the ten minute walk to the beach, I called out “hey 
there, bear bear, please don’t eat me” over and over again.This 
phrase (although altered slightly) I learned from my uncle (kinda) 
who lives in Alaska. Unfortunately, for the purposes of this trip re-
port, I didn’t encounter any bears. I tipped over a canoe and started 
back towards the creek.

At the hut, I picked up Cassandra and Ross and I shuttled 
them back towards the beach to grab the other boats. The “com-
mute” back to the hut had no traffic. We spent some time stopped, 
or as stopped as one can be in a boat, documenting the paddle. 
Cassandra learned how to do the “J” and “C” strokes in the canoe.

After docking the boats, we joined the rest of the crew on 
the moraine in between the hut and the lake for dinner. Andrew 
was already on his second box of Annie’s. I made one of my favor-
ite meals that night. It was something along the lines of couscous, 
canned salmon, cherry tomatoes, minced garlic, butter, and some 
other things that tasted good.

Soon night fell, and I retreated to my minimalist shelter 
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with the mouse. That night, there was a loud windstorm. While 
Andrew and Haley got thrashed around in their makeshift bivy 
sacks, I was woken up many times from the hut door being rat-
tled from the wind. Thankfully, by the time I couldn’t control my 
bladder anymore and ventured out to the outhouse, the wind had 
calmed.

Hut observations and documentation

 In the morning, we did final hut maintenance which 
included scraping and painting the outhouse floor, more painting, 
documenting, and faffing. To contribute, I proudly painted the 
door sill as my major contribution to the trip. I also reinstalled the 
fallen window of the outhouse. I am very proud of that one. 

For breakfast, I recall Tom making a very spicy (and in-
teresting for some other reason I can’t remember) ramen and Cas-
sandra putting on her best (and frequent) face mask that she loved 
Tom’s cooking. Also worth noting is that Ross was still affixed to 
his Thermarest, days later.

I got the opportunity to start the new hut log book and 
signed the opening page blurb “your friendly VOC exec”. I felt a 
bit scandalous but less so because Cassandra and Haley told me 
to do it. Haley took some pictures of the last log book, started in 
1996, while we debated if we should take the log book and bring 
it to the clubroom or leave it in the hut. We left it.

For actual hut updates, we documented damages including 
the hut door strike plate that had been bent from the recent wind 
(and probably other such nights). I am worried that there will be 
substantial snow drift in the hut come February-ish when the first 
winter campers cross the frozen lake to the hut. We removed an 
old red propane heater where the mouse had made itself a little 
nest. It’s now in the clubroom. I have a hunch it might last longer 
than the very expired ketchup bottle I found (and promptly threw 
out) last time I visited the clubroom. Also, we left the new ultra-
light broom I hauled up on my pack. Tom “discovered” the depth 
of the “pile o’ shite” when he dropped his whole roll of toilet paper 
in the toilet. Thankfully, the outhouse does not need to be moved 
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for a few more years. In the future, the outhouse floor needs to 
be replaced and the whole outhouse should probably be repainted 
with water-resistant paint. 

Final paddle, paparazzi, and hike down

We did a final sweep of the hut and outhouse, put all the 
items back into the hut, and loaded up the boats. The paddle back 
was pleasant. We took our time exploring the waterfalls along the 
coastline. I was nervous about the headwind, but there didn’t seem 
to be any. In fact, I was able to do the same thing I did on the way 
to the hut -- not paddle and complain to Ross that he wasn’t pad-
dling correctly. Just kidding. I did paddle… usually.

We passed through Battleship Islands and neared the he-
li-pad/dock. We somewhat kindly forced sunbathing tourists to 
move so we could unload the boats. Before we disassembled the 
kayak, I took the opportunity to snap some pictures for a future 
campaign to get the VOC sponsored by Oru kayaks, so more ad-
ventures like this one can happen for years to come. Also, the new 
version of the double kayak is only 20 lbs, instead of 40 lbs. I 
tried it at MEC the other day. It’s stupidly light. They also make a 
legit carrying harness, which is way better than the 1980s external 
frame the kayak is usually affixed to. I had to compete with hoards 
of tourists turned paparazzi to snag some photos of the cardboard 
boat.

After the faffing was done with the boats, it was time to 
eat… lunch? It was mid-afternoon by this point. I have noticed 
a trend with VOC activities that folks just power through and eat 
very late lunches. In this particular lunch, I remember feeding Tom 
and Cassandra an apple that I had lugged up. They had run out of 
food even with Tom’s “creative” cooking tricks. I got shit earlier 
in the trip for bringing such a heavy food item, but we were bring-
ing a 40 lb kayak so I didn’t feel like it mattered much. Andrew 
donated his Western Family peanut butter to Tom and Cassandra’s 
cause as well.

Those that know me know that I like garlic. My favorite 
form is sauteed garlic from my amazing IKEA garlic press, ideally 
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in a pasta dish. I also like roasted garlic. Minced is OK. During 
this lunch, I tried something for the first time in my life -- whole 
raw garlic. Either Cassandra was just too hungry or she actually 
liked the sharp flavor. I did not enjoy it.

 The hike down was relatively uneventful, except 
for the fact that we passed almost all of the day hikers and Tom 
skinny dipped in Barrier Lake (no one is shocked by this, I know). 
The trail markers for every km closer to the parking lot were my 
inspiration. I was so ready to be done. My feet hurt really bad near 
the end of the trail. The outhouse at the parking lot was a wel-
comed sight.

 Eventually, everyone got down, we sorted out the 
various gear, and drove back to the city. Driving back with Haley 
and Andrew was nice. It was a great weekend with great people 
and a great deal of work done (well, not really by me but that’s 
ok).

 I hope to visit the hut when Garibaldi Lake freezes 
over later in the winter. I also don’t think I like winter camping 
much because I don’t do well in summer camping… I might have 
to wait till next winter to visit the Burton Hut with snow. Oh well, 
I know there will be a friendly mouse waiting for me.

That’s all folks!

I want to extend some thank yous to:

• Haley, for inviting me on this trip even if it was just for my 
knowledge of how to assemble the Oru.

• Ross, for not getting mad at me in the kayak/not tipping the 
kayak. Also for giving me emotional support through the 
bushwacking, glacier travel, and general hiking. 

• Cassandra, for being a welcoming, knowledgeable, and in-
spiring person. I want to love something as much as you love 
Dryas.

• Tom, for providing constant entertainment (and knowledge).
• Andrew, for being optimistic with bushwacking and leading 

the pack.
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• Friendly park rangers and relevant people at BC Parks for 
letting us borrow your canoes!

• Isaac Borrego, for letting us borrow paddles and kayak safety 
gear. It was very much appreciated!

• Jacob Grossbard, for letting me borrow your fancy glacier 
gear which we only really gawked at and didn’t end up us-
ing… which I’ve been told is a good thing. And sorry again 
for losing your pole. Note: I did replace them. I’m not an ass, 
or at least I try not to be.

• The mouse in the hut, for not crawling on me while I was 
sleeping.

A very happy Cassandra with her 
Dryas. 
PC: Haley Foladare.
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Paddling in front of Mount Garibaldi and Table Mountain.
PC: Haley Foladare

Melissa and Andrew on the 
Sphinx glacier.

PC: Tom Curran

Andrew and his Annie’s.
PC: Haley Foladare.
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 In the winter of 2020, VOCers were greeted with 
yet another access challenge: the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure had installed a new set of “No Parking” signs along 
the Daisy Lake road, which is the road leading to the Rubble Creek 
trailhead. This is where one would enter Garibaldi Park to ski up 
to the lake, Burton Hut, or across the Neve. These no parking signs 
eliminated all hope of parking in the area, basically rendering the 
trailhead inaccessible. While I am personally slightly traumatized 
by the memories of skiing those switchbacks on my first overnight 
ski tour, I knew that this area was too important to lose, and some-
thing had to be done. 

 Emails were exchanged among the exec, and the 
frustration was clear. We were losing access to our huts, and we 
didn’t want to lose another one.  Vincent Hanlon reached out to 
David Whiteside, a senior park ranger for Garibaldi Park, who 
told us that the signs were placed because parking in the area was 
interfering with their ability to keep the road leading to the Daisy 
Lake Dam plowed and snow-free. David also mentioned that, due 

Rubble Creek Endeavors 
ByHaleyFoladare
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to the landslide hazard zone, people need to be able to be on the 
second switchback of the Garibaldi Lake trail within 30 minutes 
of exiting their car, which would require the road to be plowed 
to the parking lot. MOTI chimed in with more unhelpful news, 
letting us know that they had been towing cars from that area, and 
that because it’s in the landslide hazard zone, people shouldn’t be 
parking there anyways. We were at a standstill. 

 Emails between VOCers, FMCBCers, and Ron at 
the Sea to Sky Retreat Center (who plows a portion of the road to 
provide access to the retreat center) continued. No solution was 
found, and David was clear that BC Parks did not have the funding 
to help at this point. 

 It became evident that we needed to take a different 
approach to the issue, as VOCers and other community members 
were becoming increasingly frustrated with BC Parks, who didn’t 
seem to care much about it. Petitions calling for BC Parks to plow 
the road were circulated on social media, and the issue started to 
gain some traction in the infamous South Coast Touring Facebook 
group. 

 From what I remember, at some point during a 
VOC exec meeting Ross jokingly suggested that we should all 
just grab some shovels and dig out the road ourselves. At this point 
I was pretty desperate for a new idea, and I figured this couldn’t 
hurt.  We picked a date, put it on the trip agenda, posted on Face-
book, and even got some media attention from the Pique News-
magazine. Heather Filyk and Else Boseman made an announce-
ment about it at the VOC’s  Vancouver International Mountain 
Film Festival, and from that point onwards it was pretty clear that 
the idea was resonating with people. They felt the same way I did; 
they were tired of losing access to places that they loved. 

 On Saturday March 7th, about 50 VOCers and oth-
er community members gathered at Daisy Lake road to shovel out 
some parking spots. It was actually a pretty fun day. People got a 
chance to catch up and enjoy each other’s company. The thick lay-
er of ice posed quite a challenge. Ross even managed to break the 
adze off of a club ice ax. Birgit made everyone hot chocolate, and 
together we shoveled out about 10 to 15 car spots. A few people 
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parked their cars and set off for a weekend of skiing.
  The media coverage continued. The event was con-

sidered an astounding success, and I’ll always wonder what would 
have happened in the coming months if COVID hadn’t closed the 
area. 

 During the shoveling party I also got to know Mon-
ika Bittel, who is the chair of the Federation of Mountain Clubs 
of British Columbia (FMCBC) Recreation and Conservation 
committee. The VOC had been active on this committee in years 
past, and we hoped that rejoining might give us some insight into 
how to handle all of our recent access issues. This was a game 
changer for the VOC. Now we had a team of people that were far 
more experienced, and had connections to the Ministry of Forests, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FL-
NRORD) and other government officials. 

 November came around, we crossed our fingers for 
a good ski season, despite all of the uncertainty with the COVID 
restrictions in the province. VOCers and FMCBCers decided to 
have another go at getting the road plowed. We started out by 
emailing David Whiteside, but because of the timing of the pro-
vincial election and the transition of the ministry, he wasn’t able 
to schedule a meeting with us. Months later, once the election was 
over, David finally reached out to all of the stakeholders in the 
area to schedule a meeting. Steve Jones sent out an email suggest-
ing that all stakeholders should have a unified position so that the 
meeting would go smoothly. We quickly came to a consensus: the 
road should be plowed, and BC Parks should pay for it. 

 The meeting began with some technical difficul-
ties, as all of the stakeholders (most of whom were at least 60 
years old) tried to navigate Skype and join the conference call. 
After about 10 minutes of “Can you hear me?” we did some intro-
ductions, and BC Parks let us know that they still didn’t have the 
budget to plow the road.  However, they were willing to outsource 
the work out to a community group, who would provide funding 
and manage the plowing contract. This was a fascinating turn of 
events- earlier in the year they had told us that they weren’t al-
lowed to accept funding to perform basic park maintenance, and 
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now they were openly asking us to pay for it and do the work 
ourselves. This came as a surprise to all of us, and we voiced our 
frustration, going so far as to call it embarrassing for them to ask 
this of us. 

 After the meeting the stakeholders hopped on a 
Zoom call to figure out our next move. Just the fact that this Zoom 
call happened at all was pretty exciting. I had never seen stake-
holders come together so cohesively. We agreed that we would 
choose a club to take on the plowing contract, which meant that 
we needed to fundraise $18,000, and fairly quickly so that the road 
wouldn’t get too icy before the plows could come in. Along with 
raising money, we wanted to make a lot of public noise, to hope-
fully show BC Parks the importance of winter access to the area. 
We realized that if this was going to work, it needed to be a big 
deal. We contacted the media, began looking into fundraising plat-
forms, and discussed how to generate a lot of public interest.  We 
set up letter writing instructions so that people could easily contact 
their MLAs and other elected officials. 

 The next day around noon, we all got a welcome 
surprise, BC Parks had found the funding to plow the road! I think 
they were also pretty embarrassed at their proposed solution, and 
the unified stance on behalf of the stakeholders made it clear that 
not having the road plowed would be very disappointing to the 
community.  

 This was a pretty monumental announcement, and 
the VOC definitely played a unique role in it. Not many people 
would spend their Saturday shoveling out a road, but without that 
media attracting day, it’s unlikely that BC Parks would have paid 
much attention to the issue at all. 

 The Sea to Sky Corridor is in the midst of an access 
crisis. Due to a variety of factors like industry use, lack of funding, 
and lack of road maintenance, we are losing access to outdoor 
spaces at an alarming rate. If we want future generations of VO-
Cers to be able to have the same experiences that we have, we 
need to learn to advocate for ourselves and our communities. This 
is hard to accomplish. We have often struggled with being over-
looked, likely because we’re students who seem new to all of this. 
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However, I think it’s important to recognize that, no matter how 
discouraging it is to have your emails and phone calls ignored, you 
deserve to have a say in these issues. Generations of VOCers have 
put countless hours into these huts and trails that are used and val-
ued by the whole Sea to Sky community, and we’ve managed to 
keep our huts financially and physically accessible (well, maybe 
except for Harrison) for all of these years. It has never been easy, 
but our love for the outdoors and the community makes it worth it. 
Hopefully, we won’t need to shovel any more roads. 

PC: Haley Foladare.
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 Imagine a world where you could see your family without 
thinking.  Imagine being able to sit in a restaurant or drink in a 
bar; to share a coffee indoors with the stranger from Tinder, to 
let your traveling friends sleep on your couch.  Imagine jumping 
into a car with a bunch of friends, driving up the Sea to Sky with 
the weird, tired energy of a Saturday dawn.  Imagine ending your 
slog at a warm hut, full of whiskey and stories and food.  Imagine 
cramming into a restaurant at the end of the trip, sharing beers 
with people who’ve become friends in the course of the weekend. 
Imagine hugging each friend at the end of the meal, giving the 
humanness of touch to people you care for.  

 It sounds utopian, doesn’t it? If we could have this now, we 
would be manic with joy.  

But this is the world we already had.  

It was only one year ago that we lived in this utopia. 

Remember Our Utopia 
BySamViavant
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 And it didn’t feel utopian, did it? We were worried about 
climate change and politics and all the little struggles and sor-
rows of normal life.  It didn’t seem precious that we could mingle 
without weighing the risks and ethics of every meeting. It wasn’t 
extraordinary that for most of us, science had beaten disease so 
completely it was rarely even a thought.  We weren’t grateful to 
live in the only century ever where germs had been conquered.  
We didn’t appreciate that it was rare for parents to hug a cold, stiff 
child one last time.  We had so many blessings we never noticed, 
so much to be grateful for that we never thought of.
 What else is good in our lives right now? Do we have 
food? Are we confident we’ll eat tomorrow, too? Is that such a 
given that we don’t even think about it, like the fact the sun will 
rise in the East? Are our families okay? Have they been spared by 
the skills to work remotely, or the wealth to be retired? Are we 
healthy enough that we’re not worried about dying of Covid 19 
ourselves?
 This year I spent Christmas alone, talking to screens, 
bonding with whatever version of a person could be shown on a 
wall of pixels.

But I’m happier than I was a year ago.  

 I’ve started meditating, and it’s helped my brain notice 
what is good in my life.  

 I’m warm. I’m safe. I’m dry. I have the dignity of a job, and 
the safety of one I can do from a screen. I have a family who loves 
me. I get to see their faces, even if there’s a computer between us 
when we talk.  
 I’m lucky that my parents chose to have children. Their 
lives would have been easier without me. They could have slept 
better and traveled more; they could have pursued their hobbies 
or saved money and retired young. Instead they chose to bring 
a crying, pooping creature into their lives and nurture it into an 
adult.
 I’m lucky I was the child my parents ended up with. What 
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were the odds of that sperm meeting that egg? I don’t know the 
number, but it’s something even a mathematician can’t really 
imagine. Out of a trillion, trillion, trillion ways of combining my 
parent’s DNA, I was the person who won the lottery to exist.
 I’m lucky that of all the ways to be conscious, I get to 
experience life as a middle-class human, in this century, in this 
part of the world. Since the dawn of life on Earth, creatures have 
struggled and suffered just to endure. Countless animals have 
died in slow agony because they couldn’t find enough food. 
Countless people have starved since our species emerged on the 
evolutionary stage. Science only started to beat scarcity in the last 
couple centuries. Before that, it was common to die of hunger. In 
some places it still is.
 For me, there’s buildings with food from around the 
world. If I swipe a piece of plastic or give some paper, I can take 
this food. I have to work for that paper, but this involves pressing 
buttons and saying words. A peasant farmer wouldn’t consider 
that working for food, and they’d be right.
 I’ve started making an effort to present when I eat. I’ll lay 
out my meal and pause, grateful for what I’m about to experience. 
Then I’ll eat with my phone off and my laptop away, just enjoying 
the tastes and smells, and the words of my roommates if they’re 
around. It has made food taste better.  It’s even made my eating 
healthier—and not as a sacrifice, a decision to give up taste for the 
sake of longevity and health.  It’s more that paying attention this 
way actually changed what I liked to eat.
 Every night before bed, I take a couple minutes to remem-
ber what I’m grateful for. Every morning before starting the day, 
I do the same. It’s training my brain to notice what is good in my 
life, and it’s working. On paper, my circumstances were much 
better a year ago. In my heart, I’m happier now.
 This isn’t the year I would have chosen—but I’ve been 
learning to make the best of it. I’ve done more writing than I’d 
ever imagined.  I’ve learned to eat salads. I’ve discovered medita-
tion—and that will help me even when the pandemic is over. I’ll 
be more grateful for the hugs of friends.  I’ll be more present for 
the kisses of lovers. I’ll be more open in the countries I visit, more 
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willing to trust my heart and take my chances. I’ll be better at 
getting my writing done, and I’ll be easier on myself when I don’t.
 For now, I’m going to shut my computer and run in the 
rain, happy for what I have.
 To everyone reading this, good luck with your day, and 
good luck with this year. At least partly, it can be whatever you 
make of it.


